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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p.m.,
and read prayers.

QUEBTION-LOCOMOTIV SPARK-
ARRESTERS.

As to Improvements, Etc.

Mr. DONEY asked the Minister for Rail-
ways:-

(1) Has the spark arresting appliance on
Oovernment-owned railway engines been
improved in the past 15 years?

(2) If so, in what way?

(3) Is the Railway Department satisfied
with the appliane?

(4) Having regard to the claim of the
Railway Department that the H.D.D. ap-
pliance is of what it terms the "'latest type"
will he say whether inquiries as to the effi-
ciency of spark arresting or other similar
appliances in other countries with summer
conditions comparable to ours have been
made and with what results?

(5) Within the last ten years what per-
centage of claims against the Railway De-
partment for damages to farming or grazing
properties arising allegedly from sparks
from W.A. Government Railway engines
has been met?

The MI1NISTER replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) Alterations in construction have been

made with a view to simplifying and irnprov-
ig maintenance.

(3) Existing appliances are the best
known.

(4) The question is constantly under re-
view.

(5) The inormation is not readily avail-
able and would take considerable time tc
extract, hut the percentage of claims met
would be relatively small.

MOTION-STATE FORESTS.

To Revoke Dedication.

THE MINISTER FOR FORESTS [3.4]:
I move-

That the proposal for the partial reVO'
cation of State Forests Nos. 4, 20, 27, 33
and 33 laid on the Table of the Legislative
Assembly by command of His Excellency
the Lieut.-Govej-nor on the 12th December,
1944, be carried out.

The land the subject of the motion is situ-
ated in the South-West. Members will find
the proposed excisions indicated on the plan
that has been laid on the Table of the House.
The whole of the areas have been cut over
for both mailling and hewn timber, and the
Forests Department has no further use for
these areas that were dedicated for forest
purposes. If the motion be agreed to, the
land affected will revert to the Grown and
be disposed of through the Lands Depart-
ment in the usual way under the Land Act,
I do not think there will be any opposition
to the motion, because members are aware
that the Forests Department makes full use
of any land before it is released for selec-
tion. This land is of good quality and wsill be
made use of for agricultural purposes. As
a matter of fact, some of it has already
been applied for by various farmers.

3M. LESLIE (Mft. Marshall):- I have no
opposition to offer to the motion, but I
would like the Minister's assurance that the
making of the land affected available for
selection will not be done in a hurry- At
the last land conference of the Returned
Soldiers' League a mnotion was carried ex-
pressing the desire that the Government
should make available for selection areas of
rich gully land at present held as forest re-
serves. It was felt that the gully land could
be converted inko highly productive agricul-
tural propositions. So much is this so that
any move on the part of the Government to
throw the gully areas open for selection will
be greeted with a welcoming note by those
of us who are interested in the question of
soldier settlement. When r say that I hope
the Government will not be in a hurry to
make the [and concerned in the motion avail-
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able, I have in mind that it should he held
in reserve against the day when the pro-
posed soldier settlement scheme will be in
operation. In R.S.L. circles we arc rather
fearful that rich soil such as is available
in various areas will be much too readily
snatched up by foreign or alien elements
that are ever looking out for the pick of
the land thrown open for selection. I should
like the Minister to take note of that fact
and make sure that safeguards are provided
to ensure that those most deserving-in my
opinion, no alien or foreigner should be con-
sidered as suchi-will receive maximum con-
sideration. For that reaon I suggest that in
this matter it might be as well to hasten
slowly. I support the motion.

THE xUNImSTER FOR FORESTS (in
reply) : I assure the member for Mt. Mar-
shall that the Lands Department has most
available areas actually held in reserve
awaiting finality in connection with the agree-
ment between the Commonwealth and the
State dealing with soldier settlement.
Amongst the areas mentioned in the motion
only one is large, and the information sup-
plied to me sets out that that area is ad-
jacent to tbe Collie townsite and comprises
approximately 600 acres. The area is re-
quired for subdivision into residential blocks
for the extension of the Collie townsite.
Thus it will be seen that the only large area
sought to be revoked has been earmarked for
town ' blocks at Collie. That should satisfy
members that the land referred to in the

mnotion will not be made available to any in-
terloper, if I may use that term, or to any
person we would prefer not to gain posses-
sion of this good country. The rest consists
of small areas spread over many parts of the
South-West and not of any use for a settle-
went scheme.

There is an area adjoining Collie towusite,
which is required for subdivision into residen-
tial lots as an extension of the townsite.
Two miles east of Noggerup there are 23
acres of cut-over country not required for
forestry purposes. Five miles south-east of
Boynnap there is a small isolated section of
two acres. Two and a half miles east of Boy-
anup there is an area of 40 acres. Five
miles west of Nannup is an area of approxi-
mately 38 acres. Ten miles south-east of
Manjimup are three small areas comprising
about 58 acres, and 20 iles south-est of
Manjimup is another area of 14 acres.

Members can rest assured that no matter who
the successful applicants for these small area
may be when they are thrown open,. the
land will not be of any use f or large-scale
settlement. The Lands Department has its
eyes open for suitable land for settlement
and this revocation will not make any differ-
enee to that scheme.

Question put and passed; the motion
spreed to.

On motion by the Minister for Forests,
resolution transmitted to the Council and
its concurrence desired therein.

BILI-LEGISLATIVE: COUNCIL
(POSTPONEMENT OF ELECTION).

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from 17th October.

MR. SEWARD (Pingelly) [3.12): The
second reading of this Bill was moved by the
Minister some six weeks ago and conse-
quently the details have almost passed out of
one's memory. I am afraid that in the
"Hansard" report of the Minister's speech,
the figures have been mixed up; certainly the
speech does not read as it should. In one
or two places he quoted the years 1940 and
1941, whereas it was en Act of 1941 that
extended the life of members of the Legis-
lative Council due to retire in May 1942 to
May, 1943, end did not affect any other
memb ers. In 1942 ant Act -was passed that
further extended the life of members due
to retire in 1943 from 1943 to 1944. That
gave them an extension of two years. The
same Act also extended the life of members
due to retire in 1944 to 1945.

Those members, therefore, who were due
to retire in 1942 had their term extended
by two years, whereas those who were due
to retire in 1944 had their term extended
for 12 months only. Therefore, unless this
Bill be passed, members who were due to
retire in 1944 and whose term has been
extended by only 12 months, would have to
retire next year. The object of the Bill is
to extend the term of those members from
:1945 to 1946. When that has been done, 10
members of the Council will retire every
two years. If the Bill is not passed, 20
members will be due to retire in two years'
time, while the other ten would retire one
year after, and the whole proces of one-
third of the members retiring every two years
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would be thrown out of order. As this meca-
sure will restore the original position before
there is any postponement of elections on
account of the war, I welcome the BUi and
will support the second reading.

MR. GRAHAM (East Perth): A major-
ity of members of this House have expressed
disapproval of the Legislative Council, be-
cause of the fact that it is able to thwart
the will of the people as expressed by the
elected representatives in this House. With-
out labouring the question, I find myself
very directly in opposition to any proposal
seeking to extend for any period the life
of members or any section of the members
of the Lekislative Council. The sooner
those members can be brought before the
electors the better it will be, though there
might not be any great possibility of achiev-
ing success in displacing them. In order
to square with my own conscience, I feel
bound to say that if I assisted to extend
the life of those members who are not rep-
resentative of the people, and who will not
allow the voice of the people to be heard,
I would be negligent of my duty. Therefore
I shall vote against the second reading.

Question put.

Mr. SPEAKER: I have counted the House
and assured myself that there is an abso-
lute majority of members present and, there
being no dissentient voice, I declare the
question duly passed.

Question thus passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reqortcd without amendment and the
report adopted.

Third Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR XUSTIOE: I
move-

That the Bil] he now read a third time.

Quiestion put.

Mir. SPEAKER: There being an abso-
lute majority of members present and, there
being no dissentient voice, I declare the ques-
tion dnly passed.

Question thus passed.

Bill read a third time and passed.

BILL-MOTOR VEHICLE (THIRD
PARTY INSURANCE) ACT

AMENDMENT.
Council's Amendments.

Schedule of two amendments made by the
Council now considered.

In Committee.
Mr. Marshall in the Chair; the Minister

for Works in charge of the Bill.
No. 1, Clause 7, proposed new Section

19k-Insert after the word "be" in line 37,
page 2, the words "deemed to be."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: When
Clause 7 was being discussed in Committee
here, the member for West Perth suggested
the advisableness of inserting in the clause
the words "deemed to be" for the purpose of
making the legal meaning of the clause per-
fectly clear and beyond all doubt. At that
time I gav-e the hon. member an assurance
that his suggestion would be examined by the
legal officers of the Government and that, if
necessary, the amendment would be made
when the Bill was in Committee in the Legis-
lative Council. That course was taken, with
the result that the Legislative Council ared
to make the suggested amendment. I there-
fore move-

That the amendment be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment agreed to.
No. 2. Clause 7, proposed new Section

19A-Insert after the word "otherwise" in
line 37, page 2, the words, "deemed to."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
amendment is largely consequential, and on
the same principle as the first amendment. I
therefore move-

That the amendmzent be agreed to.

Question put and passed;, the Council'
amendment agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report adopted.
and a message accordingly returned to thu
Council.

BILL-TOWN PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMEXT ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS [3.24]
in moving the second reading said: This is a
very short Bill which I think will be found
quite easy to understand. For some time
past local governing authorities, and especi-
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ally the Perth City Council, have been pro-
ceeding to develop schemes and to make by-
laws for the purpose of zoning their areas,
with the object of establishing special areas
in which it would he possible for flats and
other buildings of that type to be erected.
The idea, of course, was that the building of
flats should be restricted to certain districts
within'the boundaries of any psrticular local
governing authority. After the Perth City
Council had made considerable progress in
this direction, it was informed by its legal
advisers that the Town Planning and
Development Act did not, in fact, give
any local authority the power which
it bad been assumed the local authori-
tics were given by virtue of the provisions
of and the Schedule to that Act. As various
local governing authorities have proceeded in
a manner similar to that adopted by the
Perth City Council more than the Perth
City Council is concerned. It has be-
come a matter of urgent necessity to put the
legal position of the local authorities right;,
otherwise it would be possible for them to be
proceeded against for having developed
schemes and by-laws purporting to deal with
the control of flats within their districts4,
when in fact they have -no legal power to
proceed along those lines. That, in brief,
and also in fact, is what the Bill proposes to
do. I believe the measure will commend it-
self to every member, and I therefore move--

flat the Bill be now read a second time.
On motion by Mr. Doncy, debate ad-

journed.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES, 1944-45.

in Committee of Supply.
Resumed from the previous day; Mr.

Marshall in the Chair.
Vote-Chief Secretary, £234500:

THE MSTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST [3.271: The administration of the
Chief Secretary's Department covens Prisons,
the offices of the Registrar General and the
Government Statistician, the Observatory,
Correspondence Despatch, and War Funds
activity. In respect of prisons, steady pro-
gress hais been made at Barton's Mill, with
ratifying- results in improved discipline,

output of work, and the general well-being
of inmates. The erection of an additional
classification compound, as well as of com-
fortable accommodation for those members

of the disciplinary staff not furnished with
married quarters, is being proceeded with,
to the ultimate good conduct of the prison-
ers. The difficulties at Fremantle Gaol1
where the most recalcitrant prisoners are
housed in that portion of the prison which
is not occupied by the Military Authorities,
have been increased somewhat through the
unfortunate destruction by fire of the -work-
shops, as well as some of the quarters.
Members will understand that the destruc-
tion of the workshops has made things very
awkward for the Prisons Department in
finding employment for the prisoners; but
the renovations are being proceeded with as
fast is mianpower and material will per-
mit,

The expansion at Pardelup Prison Farm,
where inmates who prove themselves worthy
of such consideration may live normal,
healthy and useful lives, continues. With
Freman tle, Barton's Mill, and Pardelup
catering for three broad types, the degree
of classification is greater than has hitherto
been possible, and is showing excellent re-
sults. Provision has, been made for the ap-
pointment of a new Deputy Comptroller
General of Prisons, Mr. A. MacKillop, who
has now taken up the duties of the posi-
tion. Mr. MacKillop comes from the New
South Wales prison service, and is highly
recommended. I believe that the fact of
our having now an experienced man at the
head will result in further impirovement at
places such as Barton's Mill and Pardelup.
It is also proposed to re-open the Broome
gaol this year, as wvar circumstances in that
area have imp-roved. So far as the Regis-
trar General's and the Government Statis-
tician's offices are concerned, the require-
ments of the Conmmonwealth Government
in respect of statistical data associated with
the war effort are still being supplied. The
demand for copies of birth certificates and
other certificates has caused more wvork, and
continues to be very heavy.

The departments, like mnost other Gov-
ernment departments, have lost niany of their
staff through enlistment;, which adds to the
difficulties in both the statistical and records
departments. The preparation of certifi-
cates of birth relating to war personnel has
kept the staff in the registry and statistical
office veryv busy. The increase in the ex-
penditure of this office arises out of grade
increases and allowances for existing staff,
as well as provision for travelling expenses,
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etc. Revenue shows a decrease owing to
the fact that requests for certificates in re-
spect of child endowment are decreasing.
Last year there was a heavy demand tax
the certiticates, but it has decreased during
the past 12 months. The staff of the Cor-
respondence Despatch Office continues to be
very busily employed. Its activities em-
brace mail sorting arid delivering for Gov-
ernment departments, as -well as cleaning
of Government offices. The service is being
continued and has been introduced into
many of the bigger country towns. War
fund activities continue to receive the close
scrutiny of the War Funds Council which
is attached to the department. These acti-
vities have caused considerable extra work.
I do not think there is more I can say in
introducing the Estimates. If there is any
further information that the Committee de-
sires I shall be only too pleased to supply
it.

MR. NEEDHAM (Perth) : Some time ago
the Chief Recretary's Department 'was
severely criticised for the escape of many
prisoners fromt the Fremrantle and Barton
Mill prisons. Naturally, there was consider-
able alarm in the public mind and some ap-
prehension when the escapes occurred, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that among the
escapees were one or two notorious
criminals. But if the public had been fully
aware of the very diffcult position then fac-
ing the Government, perhaps a more 'rea-
sonable view would have been taken of these
escapes. At that time the Military Auth-
orities had demanded that the Fremantle
prison should be yielded up for military
purposes. The Government was then faced
with the extraordinary problem of having
to find a new site to house the prisoners
then in that institution, among whom were
some very hardened criminals. The problem
was not an easy one, but it had to he solved.
The Government faced the matter in a de-
termined manner and fixed on a site for a
new prison at Barton's Mill. The stern
necessity resulted in a kind of revolution in
prison treatment. The experiment now pro-
ceeding at Barton's M,%ill is, I think, unique.
I do not know of its having been tried in
any other part of the British Commonwealthi
of Nations. True, it is in the experimental
stage, but even so a great amount of spade
work has heen accomplished.

I had the opportunity &. few days ago, to-
gather with the members for Hannans and
Yilgarn-Coolgardie, to visit Barton's Mil,
and I was amazed at the development that
had taken plaett in such a short space oX
time. I understand there are 170 prisoners
at Barton's M1ill and that they are looked
upon as the better-condueted class of
prisoner. Only the more hardened and diffi-
cult type of prisoner has. been returned to
Fremantle, the men remaining at Barton's
Mill being. mostly those who have not gone
too far in a life of crime. An attempt is
being made at a comprehensive classification
in order to give the prisoners a chance for
reform. It is my opinion that if the
prisoner at Barton's Mill does not reform
under the present treatment there is little
hope for him. Certainly, the Government
has not yet been able to implement its whole
policy in regard to this class of prisoner;
hut when the Government is in a position
to do so I am sure very good results will be
accomplished.

The men are engaged in various classes of
work, including some of that which has
been carried on at Fremantle, such as hoot-
making, boot-repairing, tailoring, ae. But
there are some prisoners who are put to
work in the bush and left to their own re-
sources. They are put on their honour to
return at a stated time, and they do so.
What strikes a visitor on arriving at Bar-
ton's Mill is the absence of high walls with
broken glass on top. There is not the grim
appearance one usually meets when enter-
ing a gaol-no clanging of bars, bolts or
locks. The men live in huts, each man hav-
ing a room to himself. There is a recreation
hall where the men can while away the time;
everything is done to keep them interested
during the time they are not engaged at
work. An attempt is being made, in my
opinion, to consider the prisoner at Barton's
Mill and deal with him from the heart out-
ward and not from the uniform inward. To
may mind, that is the only way in which we
can manage to reform men who have strayed
from the path of rectitude.

(l-e of the difficulties facing men and
women who have paid the penalty of their
offences against society has, been the manner
in which they were treated while in gaol.
They wvere looked upon as degraded. After
nil, Mr. Chairman, it is often said, and truly
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.said, that there is a lot of good in the worst
of us and a lot of bad in the best of us. The
policy initiated at Barton's Mill is to try
to work upon whatever good might be in
the prisoners. In every way, while strict
discipline is maintained and they are called
upon to serve whatever sentences may have
been imposed upon them, there is always an
attempt to get the men to realise that they
are not being outcast from society alto-
gether, and that when they return to usual
life they will be treated as free men. They
have paid the penalty of their crimes and
they should be encouraged, when they leave
p.rison, to live a straight life. When, with
my two colleagues, I visited Barton's Mill,
I had the pleasure of witnessing what I
might call a unique ceremony: the presenta-
tion of a gold cup to the winners of a foot-
ball contest.

The presentation was made to the captain
in the recreation hall and the gift came from
the Lord Mayor of Melbourne and the Lord
Mayor of Perth. The Lord Mayor of Mel-
bourne had been on a visit to Perth and, in
company with our own Lord Mayor, visited
Barton's Mill. He was so impressed by the
system now in operation, the good conduct
of the men and the evident desire to improve
their position and to enable them success-
fully to face the world on their release, that
he told them he would send along this cup.
He did so and one of his city councillors,
Mr. Connolly, who happened to be here, pre-
sented the cup to the captain of the team.
It was, as I have said, a unique ceremony
inside the portals of the gaol. That is some-
thing which should be encouraged. The
prisoners have their football contests and
learn the importance of playing for the
team. I mention these things in order to
commend the Government for the steps it
has taken with regard to prison matters.

I am glad to see we are departing from
the old system of treating the prisoner as
irreclaimable. On the contrary, he is being
given a chance to reform after he leaves
prison. The opportunity is to he given to
him, whatever his offence might have been.
If he responds to the encouragement given
to him, he will face the world a little more
successfully than before; and, as a result of
the treatment he receives, we should see a
big decrease in crime. I would add a word
of commendation to the Chief Secretary for

(he interest be has taken in the matter and
would also commend the officers of the de-
partment. All are working in a co-operative
spirit with a view to making this scheme the
success I think it will be.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands);: Nobody
takes exception to a more humane prison
treatment or the institution of imprison-
ment under conditions admitting of more
humane treatment; but it would be absurd
to imagine that the treatment accorded at
Barton's Mill would be possible at Fre-
mantle. Barton's Mill, however, has been
criticised as being a most inefficient prison
from the point of view of keeping prisoners
in. A number of dangerous characters were
sent there, because there was no other place
to send them, and they were able to escape
because no real, proper precautions were
taken to retain them. I suppose that now
that the more dangerous characters are sent
to Fremantle, the prevalence of escapes will
be far less. At the outset, it seems as though
there wvas an extraordinary neglect of ordin-
ary precautions. Even prisoners of war
can be kept in by the use of a wire cage.
Yet apparently Barton's Mill, for many
months, was a source of great tenror for
people living in the neighbourhood, because
criminals continued to escape from it and,
having escaped, plundered the surrounding
country in order to enable themselves to
continue their careers as escapees.

Unfortunately, in this part of the House
we do not always hear what is said by any
M inister sitting at the extreme end of the
Treasury Bench; so I would like the Minis-
ter to tell me whether Barton's Mill is to
be a sort of substitute for Pardelup or
whether Pardelup is to be retained. In which
prison is future development to take place?
I do not suppose we contemplate having
two prisons for the same type of offender.
If that is contemplated, I would ask why.
Why not have one prison big enough to
accommodlate all the prisoners? I under-
stand from my limited knowledge of crimin-
ology that a prisoner, when convicted of any
offence, is capable of being educated to a
state of mind that would make him imper-
vious to temptation in the future; that is,
irrespective of the particular crime for which
he was imprisoned. It is by their nature,
by their disposition that the conclusion is
reached that they are amenable to reform
and are desirous of recovering their self-
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respect. They are desirous of making them-
selves free from criminal association and
they should be assisted irrespective of what-
ever offence was previously committed.
Surely Pardelup could meet all requirements
in that respect! I would like to be assured
whether there is any need for our having
two prisons, besides that at Fremantle, both
dealing with the same type of criminal who
is capable of being rescued from the criminal
world by a better, more liberal system.

There is another matter upon which the
Minister has as yet made no pronouncement.
I refer to the contemplated site for a new
gal, or the question whether a new gal
is actually being contemplated. This is a
matter of considerable interest to those liv-
ing in the district where it is suggested the
new gal is to be erected. A gaol is an
institution which should not be situated any-
where near a principal city. It should stand
by itself, and be segregated entirely in the
bush. We do not want such an institution
surrounded by dwellings. That is unpleasant
for those who live in the dwellings, and
constitutes temptation to the escapees. Pri-
soners make their escape more easily when
there are houses in the vicinity, because
they secure means of assistance from sources
outside the gal and have more opportunity
to hide. Obviously the right site for a golf
is away from habitation as remote as pos-
sible, considering the difficulties of getting
there, from any particular city. It has been
suggested that a gal should be built in the
Claremont district, close to where the men-
tat hospital is. That suggestion is one that
is without any merit whatever and would
be bitterly resented by those already living
in houses in the immediate neighbourhood, as
one can well understand.

I should like to know from the Minister
whether there is any plan on foot for the
construction of a new gal. If there is,
what steps are being taken to select the site
for it, and how far the Government has got
with that matter? I should also like an as-
surance that before anything is really done
the local authorities will be given an oppor-
tunity to express, if necessary, their opposi-
tion to it. That is all I wish to say on
this point. It is not a savoury subject, but
is one that it is necessary to discuss. Theme
are few other matters on this particular Vote
that require criticism of any kind. There
is, however, one which in the absence of
art hon. member who died, and who always

looked after this point, I should like to
refer to, namely, the Vote for the Observa-
tory. I should like to hear from the Minis-
ter what the present position is concerning
that establishment, first of all as regards the
expense of carrying it on and secondly as
regards the property itself. This is purely
a Commonwealth undertaking in that the
Observatory is used almost entirely for
Commonwealth work and to the advantage
of the Commonwealth. Of what use is it
to Western Australia? We know that the
rain is falling here, but we do not know when
to expect it. As we have no warning station
further west we do not know anything about
a storm that may be approaching until it
arrives, but the Observatory is of tremen-
dous use to the Eastern States because storms
travel almost entirely from the west to the
east.

The Observatory here can give warning to
the Eastern States so that the damage the
storm may do may perhaps be avoided as q~
result of that wvarning. From the scientific
point of view the institution is of consider-
able use to the Eastern States but in that
respect is of little or no value to West-
ern Australia. I should lik to know why
we are saddled with the salary of the
Government Astronomer and his staff, a
small one admittedly. Then there is the
question of the site. For many years it has
been a matter of doubt whether the Common-
wealth Government was prepared to pay
for the site or not. I am not aware that
anything has yet been done in that mattter,
upon which we should he informed. It ap-
pears to me that we are a State that receives
only the kicks, and we should be on our
geard at all times. Here is an instance, a
small one, where we want to be on our guard,
Why should we carry on the Observatory,
which is of little or no value to us, but is
of great value to the rest of Australia?

The Premier: It does not deal with
meteorological work.

Hon. N. KEENAN: It telegraphs or tele-
phones to the Eastern States the results of
its observations concerning storms.

The Premier: go.
Hon. N. KEENAN: Undoubtedly it does.

I have seen the information published in
Victoria.

The Premier: That comes from the Meteor-
ological Department, not the Observatory.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Who collects the in-
formation?
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The Premier: The Commonwealth Meteor-
ological Department.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Where is that?
The Premier: In the Terrace. You seem

to know all about it.
The CHAIRMAN: Will the hon. member

address the Chair.
Hon. N. KEENAN: My only knowledge

is the knowledge possessed by the general
public, and no other. That knowledge tells
mne that what I have said is correct, because
I have seen the information published with
my own eyes. There is an office at the Ob-
servatory and there is not one in the Terrace.
If one requires to know the force of the
wind one must go to the Observatory and
obtain the information from the records there
from hour to hour. The same thing applies
if one wants to know the direction from
which the wind is blowing. That is where
the future path of storms is planned out.
That material is of great value to the East-
ern States.

The Premier: You wanted to know wbo
sent the information to the Eastern States.

Hon. N. KEENAN: What I want to know
is very dear. I wish to find out to what
extent the service we are rendering is being
paid for by the Commonwealth on behalf
of the Eastern States. I also wish to ascer-
tain what is the present position regarding
the land on which the Observatory stands.
Is it State property today? In the late Mr.
Lambert's time he was never able to get
any definite understanding as to whether the
property was to he paid for and taken over
by the Commonwealth Government, the build-
ing as well as the land, or whether there was
to he only a small portion of the property,
which the Premier may remember, handed
over and the balance left under certain con-
siderations with the State. I should like
to have some information upon that point.
I have an unhappy fear, shared by everyone
in this House, that wo do get the full mea-
sure of treatment that we ought to get. We
render services without the slightest hesita-
tion if we are called upon to do so, and we
get very little in return.

Mr. Leslie: Not even thanks.
Hon. N. KEENAN: I should certainly

like to have an elucidation of the points I
have raised.

MR. KELLY (Yilgarn-Coolgardie) : I
shall not delay the Committee for long,
but I desire to place on record my comn-

mendation of the Chief Secretary's enter-
prise in departing from the orthodox
prison regime. The old style of prison,
with its high, forbidding walls, dingy ex-
terior and sordid outlook from within must
have had a serious effect on those unf or-
tunates who, because of some misdemean-
our, were placed under detention by the
State. The present step towards more
ideal conditions will, I hope, have a great
bearing on the future of criminals, par-
ticularly those unfortunate enough to serve
any lengthy period in a penitentiary here.
Most of the persons held at Barton's Mill
have been convicted of offences of a less
serious nature, although a few are under
detention for a number of years. The
majority of those at the prison have been
placed on the honour system and there
have been many instances of men, some
of whom are serving sentences of upwards
of ten years, being allowed to visit ad-
jacent sports grounds or to go into the bush
country practically unguarded, and they
have returned, without any of their num-
ber missing.

The prison at Barton's Mill has achieved
the great distinction of placing even some
of those who would be described as hard-
ened criminals on their honour, and al-
though the inducement to escape may have
been great, they have repeatedly returned
to the institution. Great praise is due to
those responsible for the system that has
been adopted at Barton's Mill. The ex-
periment is unique, and throughout the
world there is no greater example of a for-
ward step in the right direction in prison
reform. I think, too, that that reform, ac-
companied by the opportunity to learn a
trade, which condition prevails at Barton 's
Mill, is one for which the instigator of the
system is to be highly commended. It
must have a very favourable effect on most
of the men concerned when, at the expira-
tion of their detention, they will be re-
turned to civil life. Having conversed
with a number of those men, I am satisfied
that the penalty they have paid will re-
main long, if not permanently, in their
minds as a condition of being that has
cleansed them for their re-entry into the
life of the State.

I feel that the detention period at Bar-
ton's Mill has achieved that effect in many
instances. It has whitened their beings, if
I may use that expression, as a prelude to
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taking their places once more amongst the
citizens of Western Australia. As to the
men who could quite properly be regarded
as hardened criminals, the extension of
such laxity is perhaps rather misguided,
and I think some discrimination should be
exercised with respect to those who have
been two or three times convicted and to
those who have been convicted of major
crimes in certain circumstances. There
should be a line of demarcation in the
treatment extended to such men compared
with that enjoyed by others in a quite dif-
ferent category. Where those convicted of
less serious types of crime are concerned,
the policy adopted at Barton's Mill calls
for the highest commendation, and every
member of this Chamber should take ad-
vantage of any opportunity that offers to
pay a visit to the prison to see for him-
self the wonderful results achieved there
under very difficult circumstances in such
a short period. I congratulate the Govern-
mnent on the institution of the Barton's
Mill prison, and support the Vote.

THE MINISTER rog THE NORTH-
WEST (in reply): The member for Ned-
lands asked two questions. One was whether
it was the Government's intention to build a
gal in the Claremont district.

Hon. N. Keenan: The first question was
whether the Government intended to build
a new gaol, and the second was, where?

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: Only a few days ago, in answer to
a question, I informed the hon. member in
this House that the Government was con-
sidering the possibility of building a new
gaol, as the outcome of a report following
upon an inquiry that had been held. I in-
formed him that no definite decision bad been
reached, and that the position was still under
consideration. That is still the answer to-
day. The matter is under consideration by
the Government. The member for Nedlands
smilps!

Hon. N. Keenan: That answer means any-
thing.

The Premier: The question is not under
very active consideration, either.

Hon. N. Keenan: That is still more in-
definite.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: The member for Nedlands smiles, as
if to suggest that the Government is trying
to shuffle out of answering the question.

The Minister for Lands: He would not de-
sire a hasty decision to he reached.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: He would certainly not desire a
hasty decision on a question of this descrip-
tion. The bon. member himself has emphas-
ised its importance, because he has asked
these questions twice within seven days.
Possibly I could give much more information
as to why there is no need for coming to a
hasty decision. If a new gaol is constructed,
it will he a building of considerable propor-
tions and will require much manpower and
material. As we also have to build homes
for workers and hospitals for the sick, there
will be no hasty decision about building a
new gaol. At least, I hope there will not be.
The hon. member also wanted to know
whether we received any benefit from the
Observatory and whether it was of any use
to this State. I regard it as a most important
institution.

I happen to travel to the North-West occa-
sionally on boats, and I realise the necessity
for the Observatory. It is through this in-
stitution that the Meteorological Department
gets all its information. If the hon. member
took a trip along the North-West coast where
tides and winds play such a big part in ship-
ping movements he would appreciate the
value of the information supplied to ships'
captains by the institution that is often so
glibly referred to by some people. The Ob-
servatory is not what some members have
termed just a very nice block of land where
some people have a good job and do nothing.
It probably does not get very much in the
way of advertisement, but if it served no
other purpose than to supply the ships on the
North-West coast with the information they
require, it is well worth the amount voted
annually for its upkeep.

Vote Put and passed.
Votes-Registry and Friendly Soc*tics,

£16,856; Prisons, £47,000-agreed to.
Vote-Observatory, £1447:
Item-Salaries and allowances, etc, £1,427.
Hon. N. KEENAN: Will the Minister in-

form us whether any definite arrangement
has been made for portion of the Observa-
tory land to be taken over permanently by
the Commonwealth and what portion is to
revert to the State? This land might be-
come of great importance for a school or for
Government buildings. It would be a perfect
site for a school. I urge that a claim be
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made on the Commonwealth for services
rendered to the Eastern States. The Minis-
ter says the Observatory is of value to ship-
ping on the North-West coast because, when
it has the good fortune to pick up informa-
tion from Java or Sumatra it can advise of
approaching storms. Everyone knows that
the storms come from the west and pasb
overland to the east coast; and the informa-
tion no doubt is of value to shipping on the
east coast. What happens here occurs in
South Australia in a few days and in Vic-
toria perhaps a week later. I would like a
claim to he made for the services we render,
which are of much greater advantage to other
people than to us. I would like to know
whether there is any definite arrangement as
to how much of the block the Commonwealth
proposes to take for the Observatory and
how much is to be left to the State.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST: No definite understanding or ar-
rangement has been arrived at with the Com-
monwealth in regard to any portion of the
land referred to.

Vote put axnd passed.
Vote-Police, £291,376:

MR. MeLARTY (Murray-Wellington)
(4.18): We have the report of the Commis-
sioner of Police, so it may not be necessary
for the Minister to introduce these Esti-
mates. I regret to see that the Vote shows
a decrease of Z1,187. Everyone would have
been more pleased had there been an in-
crease. I do not think the strength of the
Police Force has ever been what it should
have been since I have been a member,
which is about 15 years.

The Premier: Tell us where we could
get the men.

Mr. MeLARTY: It is remarkable how
men can be obtained for other requirements
but not for the Police Force. Comparatively
few are needed for the Police Force in com-
parison with the number needed in other
occupations. The Commissioner informs us
that the nominal strength of the force is
610 and it is 54 short, and he goes on to
say that another 100 men are required. We
shall soon be appointing a new Commis-
sioner, and r think it would be only fair to
start him off with an efficient force. It
cannot be efficient unless the requirement in
manpower is up to standard. It is neces-
sary that we should strive to get the heat
class of recruit obtainable.

The Premier: They have all been called
up for the Services.

Mr. McLARTY: I am speaking of the
future. In the past there has been an im-
pression among some people that brawn
and not brain power was required in our
police. The police today are being called
upon to do so many jobs and the people are
going to them so often for advice that it is
necessary to have educated men who are
able to supply the information. I do not
cast any reflections on the present members
of the Police Force. I consider that on the
average they do a good job; but if there
is one body of men with regard to whom
we should be most careful about selection
of future members, it is the police. Again
I emnphasisc the need for an educational
standard. Further, I would suggest to the
Minister that the transport which the
police have to use in country areas is com-
pletely out of date. A rural policeman is
given a horse aiid, as long as the animal can
carry the man, age does not matter. I con-
sider that the mounted police of today
should have motor-cycles. Many of them
have to cover large areas, and by the time
they get, on horseback, to the spots where
crimes, have been committed, the slow means
of transport have enabled the offenders to
escape.

The Premier: The police have the fast-
est motorcars in Western Australia.

Mr. McLARTY: Yes, in the metropolitan
area, I agree; but in the country districts
that is not so. I suggest again that motor
transport should be made available to police
in country districts. I notice that the Com-
missioner in his report states that during
the year 2,639 charges were made against
juveniles, and that of the major charges,
for. example 609 charges of stealing, some
may not have constituted very serious of-
fences. For breaking and entering, 507
juveniles were before the courts. Breaking
and entering in my opinion constitute a
serious charge. When these juvenile of-
fenders are brought before the courts, there
seems to be a reluctance at present on the
part of those dealing with them to punish
them.

The CHAIRMIAN: I would like the mem-
ber for Murray-Wellington to bear with me
for a moment. The matter he is discussing
now is more a matter for the Minister for
Justice than for the Minister for Police.
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Mr. McLARTY: I read these facts in the
Police Commissioner's report, and so 1
naturally thought I was entitled to refer
to them under this Vote.

The CHAIRMAN: The matter of dis-
pensing justice does not come under the
Minister for Police.

Mr. MeLABTY: Very well, Mr. Chair-
man. Perhaps you will allow me to say
this, that I hope suitable provision will be
made for those juvenile delinquents. I con.
sider that to be very necessary. We have
been talking about it for years, but no pro-
vision is made for that purpose. Again
we are faced with the difficulties of man-
power, hut I consider that some particular
locality should he earmarked for the pur-
pose I am advocating. I have heard it sug-
gested-perhaps the Minister can inform
me whether this i.i correct or not-that
Whitby will at some future time be used
for this class of offenders. I do not think
there is anything move I want to say re-
garding the Vote, but again I regret that
there is a decrease in the amount allotted
and hope the manpower requirements of
the Force will soon be supplkod.

M. HILL (Albany): I wish to pay a tri-
bute to the members of our Police Force.
On the whole we have a highly efficient and
active force, whose members aimn at carry-
ing out their job with courtesy and tact and
not by force. I consider that the individuals
in the Police Department deserve far better
treatment than they now receive from the
Government. The member for Murray-
Wellington has made reference to the short-
age of police. In 1909, when the population
of Western Australia was well under 200,000,
the strength was 519. In 1944 the strength
is only 582. I realise, as the Premier has
pertinently interjected, that difficulty exists
at the present time in regard to manpower;
but my view is that we should give induce-
menits to our most promising young fellows
to join the police when the war is over. A
young constable with whom I have been ac-
quainted all his life, be being a neighbour
of mine out on the Kalgan, was given a re-
ference by me when he wished to join the
police. Not long ago I was talking to him,
and learned that he was pulling out because
there was no inducement to continue and he
did not consider that police service offered
sufficient opportunities to achieve future

well-being. We discussed the pending ap-
pointment of a Commissioner of Police.

My young friend said, "What the Govern-
menit needs to do is to go right out of the
State and get a new man to put the Police
Force on a better footing." I am afraid
that our Public Service does not offer suffi-
cient attractions to young promising men
who would aim at arriving at the top. True,
there is only one Commissioner of Police;
but there arc men of the age Mr. Robedt
Connell was when he joined the police. Mr.
Connell is a personal friend of mine and a
neighbour; and he was in the force for many
years. When I look around the Police Force
today it appears to mue as if those in the
running for the position of Commissioner
arc close up to the retiring age. We should
pick out our most promising young men
and give them every opportunity to advance
themselves in the Police Force. We should
send them oversea, send them to Scotland
Yard, and the expense would be far more
than repaid by these young fellows taking
an increased interest in their work. Then
we would have in the force young men fit
for the highest responsible positions.

Another matter for regret is the wretched
accommodation at police headquarters. The
building is crowded out There is no room
for fires. The lighting is bad. In fact, the
premises are a disgrace to any Government.
I desire to commend the force on the work
its members are doing. Here we have a
body of men showing that their job is not
to catch criminals but to Prevent the com-
mission of crime. They seek to help boys
to carry on and take their proper padt in
life. I am now thinking of the Police Boys'
Clubs. Taking the force right through, we
find in every locality that the local members
of it take an active part in the civil
life and are nearly always respected citizens
as well as respected police officers. Turn-
ing now to the subject of starting-price bet-
ting, I consider that the police have handled
the mattter fairly well; but the State Gov-
ernment might approach the Commonwealth
Government to see whether steps cannot be
taken to prevent betting by telephone.
Licensed premises constitute another highly
difficult problem, but I am of opinion that
the question of extending the trading hours
to 7 o'clock should be well and truly con-
sidered. I know that what we have to worry
about today as regards drinking is not the
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moderate drinker, but the man who abuses
liquor.

The CHAIRMAN: The hon. member is
getting away from the subject. He will find
every opportunity for discussing licensing
matters on the next Vote. The Minister for
Police has pothing whatever to do with
licensing.

Point of Order.
Mr. Watts:- On a point of order!I Has not

the Minister for Police full control of polic-
ing licensing matters, as well as inspection
of liquors, and is not the Police Commis-
sioner's report available for discussion under
the Police Estimates?

The Chairman: That is quite true, but
the ranting of licenses and the regulating
of hours come under another Minister. The
Minister who administers those matters will
be found in the next Vote-the Minister
for Justice. No doubt the Commissioner of
Police has made some report upon the head-
quarters of the police, but that matter can
rightly be discussed only under the Vote
Public Works and Buildings. The Minister
administering the Police Department has no
authority whatever to argue about buildings,
since that matter concerns the Minister for
Works and comes under his administration.
I do not want to be drastic, but I want to
keep members somewhere near the point.

Committee Resumed.
Mr. HILL: The police today have

numerous duties to carry otlt, including the
observance of the licensing laws; and an-
other matter which takes up much of their
time is the regulating of traffic. Owing to
the shortage of staff, it is now impossible
for the police to carry out that work as it
should he carried out. One point which
should receive attention from the police
and the traffic inspectors is the head-
lights and spotlights of motorcars, It
is no joke to be driving along in a car
and to come over a bill or around a corner,
and find the full force of spotlights or
dazzling headlights in one's eyes. It is a
difficult position for a motorist. Through-
out the country, no proper attention is given
to the inspection of weights and measures;
and another matter which is causing serious
concern throughout country districts is the
prevalence of sheep and cattle stealing. A
special inspector should be appointed in thin
connection, with proper means of transport,

and he should see that the f armers do their
bit towards assisting to keep down such
thefts. The Brands Act is not carried out
as it should be by the farmers; and, when
sheep and cattle are being stolen, the police
do not get the assistance from the Brands
Act to which they are entitled because
farmers have not branded their stock.

Reference was. made bpy the member for
Murray-Wellington to the question of trans-.
port. I speak from experience of my own
electorate when I say a bigger subsidy should
be granted in order to enable policemen to
keep motorcars. The poor old horse is
obsolete as far as police work is concerned;
and, in these days of good roads, a motor-
car should be part of the equipment of every
police-station. Police work does not con-
sist only of running out when there is a
crime; policemen have to be out in the coun-
try a good deal. The police should be given
more power against lunatics who go around
the country lighting bush fires. Last year
I had an unpleasant experience at my own
home. Although he was not required to do
so, a policeman came out to my place to
find out who had deliberately lit fires which
endangered the whole of our district. It
is pleasing to note that our Police Force
and the present administration realise that
it is not the job of the police to arrest
criminals and fill the courts and prisons, but
rather to seek to prevent crime.

We have every reason to look upon the
police, not as people to he frightened of
but as friends. That is one thing we ought
to teach young children; not to regard the
police as men to be afraid of but as their
friends, always ready to assist them. The
old idea of looking upon prisons as places
for punishment is obsolete, and it isa right
that our prisons today should be not places
of punishment but places where those who
have done wrong can be reformed. Such
people, when they have paid the penalty for
their mistakes, should be able to take their
place in civil life once more. I hope that
when the war is over the Government will
aim at getting some of the best of our
young men out of the Forces in order to
carry on our Police Force according to the
traditions of the British police throughout
the world. We can be proud of the tradi-
tions of our police throughout the British
Empire, and the fact that we have inherited
a respect for law and order is largely due
to the work of the force here.

2481
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MR. GRAHAM (East Perth): There is
one matter to which I desire to refer, hut
,of which I speak with a certain amount of
diffidence; that is, in connection with
senior appointments to the Police Depart-
ment. There are rumours abroad, which
I hope are unfounded, that the appoint-
ment of a new Police Commissioner is to
be made from outside the service. I real-
ise that to say anything in connection with
this matter after the appointment had been
made would be too late, so I take this op-
portunity of saying a few words on the
subject. I heartily disagree with the view-
point of the member for Albany that what
is required is a new commissioner to be
brought in from outside for the purpose
of introducing a little new blood.

Mr. Watts: That was not his viewpoint.
It was suggested to him, and he regarded
it as unnecessary.

Mr. GRAHAM: I understood the mem-
ber for Albany to say that a young person
whom he knew was unimpressed with the
possibilities of police work as a career,
and that the hon. member thought there
was something radically wrong and that
it was necessary to introduce some new
blood at the top of the tree. If I misun-
derstood the hon. member, I am sorry. The
staff of the Police Force is approximately
500, and I refuse to believe that in that
number there is not one person, or that
there is not a number of persons, eminently
qualified for the position of Commissioner.
I realise that it is the height of folly to
appoint a person at the age of 64, so that
before he is properly settled he reaches the
retiring age; but, on going through the
ages of the senior officers, I find quite a
number of them are in the vicinity of 56,
57 or 58 years of age, so that they have
quite a number of years of useful service
ahead of them.

I have yet to learn that the Police Force
in Western Australia suffers by comparison
with the police force in any other part of
the world. Notwithstanding the disabilities
of the tremendous distances to be traversed
and those endured with respect to housing
accommodation, in the realm of crime de-
tection we can feel proud of the record of
the Police Force in Western Australia.
Such being the case, it demonstrates to me
that we have men with ability in the Police
Force at present, and it is a reflection upon
them if it is said, by implication at any

rate, that none of the members of the
Police Force in Western Australia is cap-
able of assuming the role of chief adminis-
trative officer. These men are entitled to
have made available to them the more
senior positions. They are the only pro-
motions to which the younger men can as-
pire. With regard to the position of Com-
missioner, I hope-and I realise I am
speaking from shaky foundations--

The Minister for the North-West: Very
shaky!

Mr. GRAHAM: If that be so, I can only
express my personal gratification. But con-
cern has been felt by other members that
there was a po ssibility of an appointment
being made outside the Service.

The Premier: All sorts of fishing
rumours go round every time an appoint-
ment of this kind is to be made.

Mr. GRAHAM: If what is being sug-
gested from the Ministerial bench is to be
given effect to; and if these are only
rumours and no more and an appointment
is to made from the Police Force, then I
am satisfied and am prepared to let the
matter rest there. I wish to refer to just
one other point, concerning the position
of the, secretary to the Police Department,
which has now been created a position
under the Public Service Act. That means
that another avenue of promotion for the
Police Force has, to some extent at any
rate, been denied. I am aware of tne cir-
cumstances wherein, approximately 20
years ago, a certain individual was ap-
pointed and later was made an inspector of
police. I am aware, too, that for the last
20 years that same position has not been
classified under the Public Service Act.
Therefore, I do not see why an additional
avenue of promotion should be provided
for the Public Service and denied to mem-
bers of the Police Force.

The Premier: What about other mem-
bers of the Public Service who have pro-
motion denied to them? Have you any
sympathy for them?

Mr. GRAHAM: I have sympathy for
members of the Police Force because that
position has obtained for the last 20 years.
There is no necessity to go into the de-
tails; but I think it will occur to all mem-
bers that a person who is familiar with
poliee work and requirements is, or should
be, far more suited to such a position than
one who has not necessarily any know-
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ledge of police work and administration.
Members are a-ware that the police have been
seeking additional positions to be created to
provide avenues of promotion for members
of the force. I am not in a position to say
whether more inspectors or more sergeants
should be appointed, but it is generally
acknowledged that the avenues of promotion
ore restricted.

By and large, it takes a great number of
years before there is any opportunity of
promotion to a higher position, and when
suggestions are made that there will he a
lessening of the number of higher positions
open to members of the Police Force, it has
a destructive effect on morale and there must
be a tendency, in the words of the member
for Murray- Wellington, to attract to the
force only brawn instead of the brains that
are so essential. I hope that before long
the Government will make additional ap-
pointments to bring the force up to the re-
quisite strength, which it is not at present.
The time is not far distant when the build-
ings in which the police are compelled to
work will have to be brought more into con-
formity with modern requirements and when
additional inducement and encouragement
will have to be given to the members of the
force by creating extra positions or not deny-
ing them avenues of promotion, which they
aire denied at present and which, in the case
of the secretary of the Police Department,
they had every reason to expect would be
open to them.

fl. PERKINS (York): I would not
have spoken had not the question of the pos-
sible appointment to the chief office in the
Police Department been raised. I believe
that we have a very good body of men in
our Police Force.

The Premier: No one denies that.
Mr. PERKINS: We have some excellent

men in our force who will compare favour-
ably with those in any other part of Aus-
tralia and other parts of the world as well.
When the question of the commissionership
is raised, I am very doubtful indeed whether
a majority of the men in the force are so
roncerned about whether the appointment is
made from within the force as they are
about ensuring that the most satisfactory
man is appointed to the position. I do not
know how closely members of the Govern-
ment are in touch with what has been hap-
pening in the force, but I know a sufficient

[gal

number of members of the force well enough
to believe that the present position is not
all that it should be. A number of very re-
liable men, some of them outstanding men,
have told mnc that there have been happen-
ings in recent times, which, if allowed to
continue, Will undermine the morale of the
force.

The Premier: You have no right to make
those statements unless you say exactly what
you mean.

Mr. PERKINS: The Premier can make
inquiries just as well as I can. Some mem-
bers of the force have made representations
to the Government.

The Premier: They are always doing that.
Mr. PERKINS: There are some very re-

liable men of whom I am prepared to take
notice.

The Premier: What do they say?
The CHAIRMAN: Will the member for

York kindly resume his seat? I intend to
quote Standing Order 153 and I want mem-
bers of the Committee to understand that
for the rest of the session I intend to en-
force this Standing Order. This is the last
warning I shall give. My calling for order
seems to have no effect whatever. The
Standing Order states-

No member shall converse aloud or inter-
rupt or make any noise or disturbance whilst
any member is orderly debating.

I constantly call for order and as constantly
my call is disobeyed, until I have reached a
point when I propose to enforce the Stand-
ing Order strictly. This is the last warning
I will give members.

Mr. PERKINS: I frankly admit that 1
am not in a position to say whether the
appointment of Commissioner should come
from within or without the force. There
may be men in the force who are capable
of filling the position, but I would not like
to see the Government tied down to con-
sidering the claims of only the men in the
force. It would be extraordinary and
would reflect great credit upon any member
of the force if the Government considered
him suqitable for the position and he -were
appointed, because I am sure the Govern-
ment has not done much towards enabling
the members of the force to fit themselves
for the highest position. Obviously if a
man is going to be suitable for Commnis-
sioner, it is necessary -for him to he con-
versant with the latest developments in
police work in other parts of the world.
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I cannot recollect any of our officers being
given opportunity or encouragement by the
Government to make inquiries that would
bring them into touch with police work
in other parts of the world.

The Premier: Perhaps you do not know.
Mr. PERKINS: Perhaps not, but I put

that point to the Premier. If the Premier
can show that opportunity has been af-
forded to individuals to make themselves
conversant with what has been occurring in
other parts of the world by means of travel
and contact with other forces, I will be
only too pleased to agree that wie should
consider them for the position. My main 1
reason for speaking is to stress the point
that, irrespective of whether a man is a
member of the force or is in some other
service in Western Australia, whether he is
a private individual or whether be comes
from outside the State or Australia, we
should aim at getting the best possible
man to fill this important position.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands): On the
question of the appointment of a Commis-
sioner of Police, I agree that the very best
man should be obtained, but nevertheless
I have not abandoned hope of obtaining a
man in our own State, a man trained in
police work, and suitable for the job. If
after proper examination, the Govern-
ment arrives at the conclusion that all
those in our Police Force are not quali-
fied for the commissionership, no doubt
it will look elsewhere before making
an appointment. We do not want to
overlook our own people if there are suit-.
able applicants for the post, and take a
chance by appointing some person from out-
side the State who may have a big reputa-
tion on paper but on arrival may fall far
short of what is required of him.

There is another matter to which I would
like the Minister to pay attention, namely,
the erection in Perth of traffic lights at
crossings. I understand that in the capi-
tal cities in the Eastern States traffic lights
have been installed at crossings. These
are found to ho of great advantage, and
to be economical because they do not re-
quire the same number of police to handle
the traffic. One policeman is stationed at
the centre and controls all the lights. I
do not know that these devices are expen.-
sive; they could not be of sufficient ex-
pense to make them too costly to instal.

I should like the Minister in this Chamber
to draw the attention of the Minister for
Police to the advisability of establishing
traffic lights, say at the intersection of St.
George's Terrace and William-street, St.
George's Terrace and Barrack-street, Hay-
street and Barrack-street and so on, pos-
sibly at only half a dozen or eight centres.
I hope the matter will be brought before
the Minister concerned.

THE MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WFEST (in reply) : I wish to reply to the
criticism tbat has been offered concerning
this Vote and to give certain information to
members. The member for Albany seems to
be under the impression that the Government
was doing something detrimental to enlist-
mnents in the Police Force on the part of
bright young men. It would not be a very
worthy deed on the part of the Government
if it commandeered the best of our young
men and prohibited them from following
their wishcs by enlisting in the Air Force or
one of the Armed Forces or some other
branch of the war services. Because we have
not taken such a course we have not been
able to get the best of our young men to
join the Police Force. Application to join
that force is entirely voluntary. There is
nothing to stop any young fellow who has
ability and ambition from applying to become
a policeman. It is natural, however, for these
young fellows to join their friends in one
of the Armed Forces or one of the other ser-
vices in the interests of their country. For
that reason the strength of the Police Force
is admittedly lacking. That is no fault of
the present Government. The hon. member
seemed to fear that something was inter-
fering with the efforts of the Commissioner
of Police to build the force up to full
strength. When the war is over every pos-
sible encouragement will be given to our
young men to join the Police Force. There
will be plenty of opportunity for them to do
so. I should be surprised if quite a number
of young fellows do not join up.

I am convinced that the Police Force pro-
vides the average highest paid employment in
the Government services. It has been said
that in certain country districts members of
the Police Force still have to use a horse and
saddle on their inspections. That applies
only in very" few instances. In actual prac-
tice a police officer in charge of a country
district is given a petrol allowance to enable
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him to do his work. There is a mileage al-
lowance for all departmental work in eases3
where the constable owns a motorcar. The
titet grievance came from the member for
E ast Perth, who spoke about certain rumours
that were floating around. I know nothing
about them. If there are such rumours they
must have emanated from some policeman
who has ambition but bas not suffi-
cient. confidence in himself to compete in
the local examinations, In reply to the
member for Nedlands I point out that appli-
cations for the position of Commissioner of
Police will be confined to 'Western Australia.
We are not calling applications from outside
the State.

Applications will he open to members of
the Police Force from anywhere within
Western Australia. No Government and no
Minister could have any idea of who is
likely to get the position until applications
have closed. When the applications aire all
in then will be the time for the Government
to decide who, in its opinion, will be the best
man for the position. There will be no such
thing as pro-selection of any man for the
post, which is of such importance to Western
Australia. Thelhon. mnember need Dot worry
about the rumours to which he has referred.
I am sorry the mnember for York did not
mnake any definite charge. He cast an
innuendo concerning something that was hap-
pening in the Police Force that was not in
its interest. I am sorry lie was not able to
make a definite charge. I do not believe
the rumours in that regard. Our Police
Force compares more than favourably with
any other force in Australia.

Mr. Perkins: Most of it does.
The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-

WEST: Some such innuendo was cast in an-
3)ther place recently. I feel sure the general
public was quite satisfied, when the inquiry
was held, concerning the reasons that were
given why certain things were done at a
police function. I think the public was satis-
fied that the Commissioner in the exercise
of his duty was only doing the right thing.
If the hon. member has any particular in-
formation on the point I shall be glad if he
wrill give it to me privately or pass it on
to t he Minister for Polic. The Govern-
inepit would not overlook any unseemly hasp-
pen ings, more especially if they occurred in
the Police Force. The hon. member also
stated that we have not done much to en-
cou rage men in the Police Force to fit

themselves for executive positions. I am
sorry he made that statement. I do not want
to mislead members of the Police Force and
induce them to believe that it is the duty of
the Government to encourage them to be-
fit themselves for higher positions in the
State. Surely the onus of giving vent to
such ambition is on the policeman himself,
not upon the Government.

Mr. Perkins: You ought to give them
facilities for travelling to other parts of the
world.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WE'ST: Executive officers are interchanged
with their opposite numbers in the Eastern
States. We frequently interchange de-
tectives. That is done for the benefit of the
force as a whole and for the State. The Gov-
ernment allows three months long service
leave to all departmental officials after seven
or ten years' service. If there are bright
young men in the Police Force with ambition
to improve their status, and to obtain pro-
motion, they have the opportunity to gain
the requisite knowledge during their period
of leave. The Government should not he
charged with having done nothing- to befit
the men for higher offices.

Air. Perkins: I would send them to other
parts of the world and subsidise them.

The MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WVEST: We can obtain all the information

we require from other parts of the world
without having to send officials away in
order to gather reports concerning the
various systems adopted. The Police Force
is run on systems. I hope the Vote will
be agreed to.

Vote put and passed.
Vote-Crown Lawe Offices, 495,320.

MR. MANN (Beverley) [5.01: There is
only one matter I wish to discuss on this
VTote and I shall confine my remarks to it.
I presume I am in order in speaking on
the licensing question on this vote.

The CHAIRMAN: Proceed.
Mr. MAN.%N: Some time ago this House

passed a resolution altering the hours of
trading of hotels. I am sorry the Govern-
ment has not done something since then to
alter the hours. We find that in this hot
weather men working in shops and fac-
tories are denied the -right to obtain a
drink owing to the system of closing the
hotels at 6 o'clock. It is impossible to
procure a drink in a hotel after a quarter
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to six. The ordinary person, who is not
engaged in some occupation, may remain
in a hotel from the time it opens until it
closes. Recently, the manpower authori-
ties made a raid on hotel lounges in Perth
and suburbs. They raided one city hotel
and three suburban hotels and found 120
women in the early afternoon, 95 per cent.
of whom were drinking with Allied ser-
vicemen. We allow women to indulge in
liquor with American servicemen, so why
should we not also cater for our soldiers
and civilians who cannot obtain a drink at
present owing to the early closing of
hotels 9 Soldiers like to congregate to-
gether and have a yarn over a drink. A
working man, after having worked hard
in a shop or a factory, should also have
the opportunity to obtain a drink. At
present, some of these men knock off work
early and drink two or three beers as fast
as they can, and that is no good to them
or to their work.

We should have brought down legisla-
tion to deal with this matter in the early
part of the session. When the war is over,
a section of the community will still de-
mand that the hotels shall close at 6
o'clock. Yet the police admit that sly-
grog selling is rampant. An American
visiting this State said that all that Perth
now requires is a couple of gunmen to make
it the equal of Chicago. Something should
be done to stop the sale of dope. An in-
ferior class of liquor made by bootleggers
is being sold and those who sell it should
be confined in prison for 10 years. The
Minister for Mines may smile, but many a
-young man and many a young girl has
been ruined by the filthy dope that is sold
to them. Let as be fair to the comamunity.
At present the hotels open at 10 a.m. and
close at 6 p.m. I think the hotels should
close from 2 to 4 p.m. and open again
from 7 to 8 p.m. We shall never he able to
prevent Australians from drinking; and,
after a man has been working hard all day,
a couple of pots or a schooner has a medi-
cinal effect upon him. 'Many people con-
tend today that beer is not injurious in
moderation.

The Government represents the working
man, and yet it denies him a drink. A man
cannot even buy a bottle of beer. That is
a, disgrace in a climate like ours. I hope
the Government will introduce legislation
to amend the present law relating to the

sale of liquor. I understand the hours can
be altered by regulation. Of course, the
hotelkeeper does not want the hours al-
tered, because there would be too much
work to be done and he is at present not
able to secure the necessary staff; but I
think also that the majority of the hotel-
keepers have no desire to pay any in-
creased taxation. This State, in particular,
has been free of strikes in comparison with
the Eastern States. What do the men get
in return? Many men working in shops
and factories have asked me, "Why can-
not you induce the Government to alter the
hours of liquor trading, especially as
women are allowed to go into hotels and
drink allI day?'' It is a pity that the man -
power authorities did not take the names
of the 120 women who were caught drink-
ing in the four hotels which I mentioned.
Why should we allow women to drink in
this way and deny a drink to honest work-
ers? We may have a very long hot sum-
mer, and those men are entitled to a
drink. I am pleading for the genuine man
who is entitled to a drink in the afternoon.

MR. NORTH (Claremont): The argu-
ments adduced by the member for Beverley
do not need repetition by me. There is, how-
ever, another matter which has so far not
been -raised in this Chamber. I refer to van-
dalism. Perhaps I am not correct in saying
that the matter has not been raised here, be-
cause the member for Murray-Wellington
did touch upon it same weeks ago. It has
been suggested by somec supporters of law
and order that the Education Department
should deal with this matter. The Police
Vote is now before the Committee.

The Premier: No, the flepartment of the
Minister for Justice.

Mr. NORTH: That being so, I can hut
say that some of the vandalism may be due
to over-indulgence in liquor. I am sorry the
Police Vote has been passed, but is it pos-
sible for the Government to consider mak-
ing an arrangement With local authorities
for special constables, or for volunteer citi-
zens, to deal with this matter for a month
or so? It is the opinion of many residents
in the districts conerned that if this sug-
gestion were adopted the vandals could be
caught and made an example of, and we
should then have very little trouble in the
future. On behalf of certain members of
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surf dlubs, unofficially, I commend this sug-
gestion to the Government. Apart from the
education side of the matter, real necessity
exists for some deterrent to put the fear of
God into these vandals. They are breaking
down structures on the beaches. -They man-
age in some way to break the tiles on the
roofs of ladies'-now called women's-
dressing-rooms, so that they can look down
into them, They do not seem to break the
tiles on the roofs of the men's dressing-
rMoms.

In addition, we find these vandals break-
ing and removing structures on streets. That
has happened in my district, as well as in
the district of the member for Nedlands,
where people have made beautiful road
lawns. Unfortunately, I have to inform the
Committee that some youths, probably
under the influence of liquor, have smashed
up rose-beds and so have undone the work
of citizens who are trying to beautify the
suburbs. I point out to the Government that
we have two jive bodies today who feel that
their duties are slipping away from them.
I refer to the Civil Defence Corps and the
A.R.P. workers. They have done a wonder-
ful job during the past few years concern-
ing something which has never happened.
They took out an umbrella when it did not
rain; hut, thank God, it did not rain. The
people comprising these bodies are volun-
teers with initiative, and they could devise
methods to catch these vandals, who usually
wreak their destruction at night. On vari-
ous occasions some few children are caught
and they are taken before the Children's
Court. They consider themselves little heroes
and enjoy the publicity they get. They pro-
bably escape with a mild lecture or an ad-
monition. I hope the Governnment will give
my suggestion consideration and support, as
I am sure there are men eonneced with local
authorities who could devise some methods
of catching these vandals.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands): I desire
to support the remarks of the member for
Beverley about the extraordinary position in
this State-and only in this State-with re-
gard to the hours during which liquor may
be consumed on licensed premises. We are
told that the hours have been prescribed by
regulation -under the National Security Regu-
lations and that apparently the State had
no option in the matter. At any rate, that

is the impression that is left on my mind
from what I have beard in this House and
from what I have read in the Press. The
exttaordinary thing is thlat the National
Security Regulations do not seem to apply
to South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania.

The Premier: They close at 6 o'clock in
in South Australia, Victoria and New South
Wales.

Ron. N. KEENAN: In Tasmania they
close at 7 o'clock.

The Premier: No, 10 o'clock.
Hon. N. KEENAN: At what hour do the

hotels close in Victoria?
The Premier: They close at 6 oclock in

South Australia, Victoria and New South
Wales.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I was informed that
the closing hour was the same in Tasmania
as in Victoria.

The Premier: No.
'Ron. N. KEENAN:- At any rate, in Vic-

toria the Premier will find that persons are
allowed to consume liquor with their meals.
In that respect, Victoria differs from Western
Australia. There is a most extraordinary
difference. It looks as though tbe regulation
is not to have real effect, and it is in force
only to the extent that a local authority may
consider proper. Here we have considered
it necessary to put the regulation into force
in a very severe form. Attention has heen
drawn to the fact by the member for Bever-
icy that a number of 'men and women
thoroughly deserving of the pleasure of hav-
ing a drink and, in fact, respecting
whom the necessity for drinking arises,
are deprived of the opportunity. On
the other hand, that opportunity is made
available on a very large scale to those that
are less deserving of it. I tried to deal with
this position two years ago when the war
was entering the dangerous stage with the
advent of Japan into the field of hostilities.

I dealt with the matter by introducing a
Bill to give the Government of the day the
right, by means of an order made by the
Governor-in-Council, to regulate hours for
the sale of liquor other than the hours pre-
scribed in the Licensing Act, and to regulate
the localities to which that new Order-in-
Council would apply. It was a proper and
necessary measure that would have provided
the Government with power to do what was
requisite. Even if the Government were per-
fectly willing' to meet the views expressed
by the member for Beverley and the views
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of the public--I have no doubt whatever
that the views he expressed were largely
those of the public on this question-it could
not do so. All the power the Government
possesses today is power derived from the
National Security Regulations-unless we
eboose to take advantage of the Licensing
Act, as I have no doubt we are entitled to.
The NVational Security Regulation derives its
whole validity from the defence power em-
bodied in the Commonwealth Constitution.
If the regulation is not justified by the de-
fence aspect, it cannot stand at all. Our
Licensing Act is an Act of Parliament, and
is not suspended in any way by any National
Security Regulation, which prescribes cer-
tain hours that for the time being are not
observed in. accordance with those set out in
the Act.

I impress upon the Government the neces-
sity to introduce a Bill-not necessarily the
same measure as I placed before Parliament
but more or less along those lines-to give
whatever Government may be in power dur-
ing the war and for some reasonable period
afterwards, the right to prescribe with
respect to various localities in Western Aus-
tralia the hours when liquor may be served
in those localities. It must be admitted
without question that the same hours could
not apply to a mining disitct as would apply
to towns on the toast, and it is doubtful
whether in the metropolitan area itself the
necessity arises for applying the same hours
to all parts of the area.

The Minister for Justice: They do differ-
entiate now between the Goldflelds and the
metropolitan area.

Hon. N. KEENAN. Only because of the
fact that the Licensing Act allows hotels
on the Goldfields to remain open for a period
in excess of the hours prescribed for other
parts of the State. I suggest giving the
Government the powers I have indicated.
Members may remember the Bill I intro-
duced and will recollect that it was rejected.
I strongly suggest again to the Government
the introduction of a measure of the same
character at the earliest possible moment to
deal with this undoubtedly growing evil.
Under existing circumstances, those who are
least deserving of consideration are receiv-
ing all the consideration respecting the sup-
ply of liquor, and, on the other band, those
that really deserve more consideration are
receiving none.

MR. WATTS (Katanning): I am sorry
that the Minister made himself conspicu-
ous by not extending the courtesy to the
Committee of making a speech in introduc-
ing his Estimates, a course of action that
is in direct contradistinction to the prac-
tice that has grown up in this Chamber.

The Minister for Justice: That is not
right. The member for Beverley-

Mr. WVATTS: The member for Beverley
-would have been prepared to resume his
seat at once if the Minister had desired to
speak to his Estimates, and gave an inti-
mation to that effect. I think the records
of Parliament will show that on other oc-
casions strenuous objection was taken by
members now on the Government side of
the House when members of this party, who
were then in office, neglected to do what the
MHinister himself has failed to do today. I
was not then a member of this House, but
the records of the House and the recollec-
tion of members of long standing show that
very great exception was taken when ac-
tion. of the character indulged in by the
Minister today was followed by others.
However, that is by the way. The depart-
ments controlled by the Minister arc not
without importance. There are some items
on which I would have been glad to hear
the %Linister, because it would have saved
me the trouble of rising in my -seat to
speak on those subjects. First of all, there
is the Public Trustee, who was, recently
created uinder a special Act of Parliament
to carry out specific duties of a character
respecting which I think this Committee
is entitled to some information.

We know that large sums of money are
in the hands of the Public Trustee and that
he is doing very good service in the duty
hie is called upon to carry out under the
rcently passed law. We know, for example,
that the Premier has taken the opportunity
of investing in the Commonwealth War
Loans, funds that are at the disposal of,
or uinder the control of, the Public Trus-
tee, but we do not know-at least I have
not the knowledge-exactly how the oper-
ations of that department hiave panned out,
what increase in work has been entailed
and generally how the Minister views the
department and its success. I think no
grave opposition-in fact, little if any oppo-
sitioni-was offered by memnhers on this side
of the House to the appointment of a pub-
lic trustee except, perhaps, to suggest
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amendments by which we thought the law
governing his operations could be improved.
I think members are entitled to inform-
ation regarding the operations of the Pub-
lie Trustee as a result of the first year of
the activities of that departmcnt.

Then with regard to the Electoral De-
partment, there are inquiries which should
be made of the Minister. It was known to
me that canvassing for the purpose of se-
curing enrolmeats on the Legislative As-
sembly rolls took place and that the ex-
pense of such canvass was borne by the
Electoral Department with regard only to
metropolitan constituencies. We had that
on evidence tendered by the Chief Electoral
Officer at the recent inquiry by the Select
Committee of the Legislative Council. He
pointed out that funds had been requested
for the purpose of a similar canvass in
country centres but that the money was
not f orthcoming.

The Minister for Justice:- That is not
right.

Mr, WATTS: That is the statement of
the Chief Electoral Officer and it is all on
record in the evidence taken by the Select
Committee of tbe Legislative Council, which
evidence I have read. It has been done
and, while in my experience, 1 know there
has been no canvass in the parts of the
country from which I come, I have made
representations, not during the last 24
months I admit, for such a canvass to be
conducted, only to be informed that it could
not be done. Once or twice, I think, a man
was put on in special circumstances, namely,
he was to be paid so much a card for every
new enrolment. The trouble -was that the
greater number of the people approached
had to have their names struck off the roll,
and, despite that, this individual stuck to
his task for some time. In the few days
be spent at the work, he hardly found one
new enrolment, but only those who required
their names to be struck off. AR a result,
he abandoned the task and the rolls were
allowed to -remain in their customnary bad
condition.

Thus is left to me and other members the
duty of keeping the rolls up to date,. which
work in the more thickly populated areas
close to the Electoral Department is car-
ried out by officers specially appointed for
the work and responsible to the department
itself. That is entirely wrong. These rolls
should be kept in proper order. It is all

very well to say that the onus is on the
elector himself to see that he is enrolled,
because enrolment is compulsory. That is
all very fine. The average elector does his
best, but he is confused by the fact that
there arc twvo rolls for the Legislative As-
sembly and for the Commonwealth Parlia-
ment. He puts in his claim card and fondly
imagines be is enrolled. He is not on one of
them but he finds that out only when an elec-
tion takes place. Thea there are those who
shift about from place to place and do not
attend to their enrolments properly. We
know that the onus is on the elector to attend
to his enrolment but there are very many in-
stances on record indicating that they do
not do so.

If general action were taken to deal with
this matter of the failure of the individual
to recognise the onus upon him to ensure
his enrolment, it would be a different mat-
ter. In view of the evidence tendered to
the Select Committee of the Legislative
Council that what was done in one part of
the State is not done in other parts, it is
high time for me to enter a protest. Either
we should make this a State-wide effort to
improve the rolls, or we should not do it at
all, leaving severely alone the onus on the
elector to attend to his enrolment, failing
which he would be deprived of his right to
vote. Personally, I do not think the latter
course would be reasonable. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that it is the elector's duty to
attend to his enrolment, some facilities
should be available at regular intervals to
ensure that the law is carried out. We ap-
point inspectors to make certain that other
laws are observed; such officers could be ap-
pointed to ensure that people abide by the
electoral laws. If the inspectors so appointed
investigated a case and felt that the elector
had been knowingly neglectful of his duty,
they could take action against him. Should
they consider that an elector had bona tide
been under a misapprehension or was able to
advance some reasonable excuse for not hav-
ing enrolled, they could enrol the man and
probably warn him regarding his action.

If some such course were adopted we
would secure reasonably clean rolls. It has
been previously stated that very substantial
changes take place in various electorates.
That is true. In my electorate there are
rarely less than 600 changes over any period
of three years in the principal towns in my
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district. I have tried to keep pace with them.
Notwithstanding my efforts and those of
others, the roll at present is not completely
satisfactory. It ought to be the pride of
the Government, the Minister and the Elec-
toral Department to see that the best that
can be done is carried out in the interests
of fair and clean voting at the polls, and
that should be the objective in the interests
of the State as a whole. I make this repre-
sentation to the Minister now, that some
means should be adopted to ensure that
departmental officers are provided at reason-
ably regular intervals throughout the settled
areas to accept some measure of responsi-
bility in this regard.

Turning now to the position of stipendiary
magistrates, of these magistrates there are
nine and the total salaries and district allow-
ances paid to them is just under £6, 300.'That means that the average salary being
paid is little less than £700. At this
stage in the world's history, and in
view of rising expenses and higher cost of
living, and also in view of the very respon-
sible positions held by these men, the major-
ity of whom have spent a great deal of time
and effort in qualifying themselves for the
positions they fill, and many of whom have
a great responsibility to the people in gen-
eral in seeing that justice is done and the law
properly administered, and all of whom hare
in recent years had heaped upon them mord
and more responsibility, they are ill-Paid by
the remuneration which I have just stated.
I would remind the Minister of the laws
passed in recent years imposing the hearing
of various charges; upon resident or stipen-
diary magistrates instead of honorary jus-
tices. We have specially imposed upon
resident and stipendiary magistrates the duty
,of hearing charges previously heard by jus-
tices of the peace. There has been that ten-
dency, and a very proper tendency, for these
charges being handed over to resident and
stipendiary magistrates to be dealt with be-
cause of their involving specific legal diffi-
culties, or because there hats been a great
desire or need to take the hearing of such
charges away from persons who have had
no court training, and who are frequently
in an unfortunate position because they are
mixed up in commercial life in the districts
in which they live.

At the same time, it must be acknowledged
that all these men, the honorary justices, do

their duty and do it well, I do not think
it fair to leave them with such great respon-
s-ibility as they have had in the past. There
is also the incidence of Commonwealth laws
and Nptional Security Regulations. The
work of the police and stipen diary magis-
trates has increased hy 50 per cent. during
the past few years, but they had no increases
in salary, though their expenses, in the way
of travelling for instance, have increased
considerably. Moreover, they have had to do
more travelling because of the number of
courts over which they preside. Thus they
are put to considerable additional expense as
well as inconvenience. That fact should be
recognised, and they should be paid a sum
commensurate with their duties, and cer-
tainly should not be placed in any financial
difficulty which would put them in a highly
invidious position. I do not know but that
the same remarks apply to the clerks ot
courts. Much the same responsibilities have
been heaped upon them in recent years, and
the discharge of their duties is not properly
recognised in the remuneration they receive.

The same argument applies to their duties
as applies to the duties of police and stipen-
diary magistrates. Clerks of courts are
agents for all sorts of things--collecting for
the Workers' Homes Board, collecting for
the Public Trustee and dealing with matters
under the National Security Regulations.
One sees clerks of courts handling stamps of
all kinds for taxation and other purposes,
in addition to performing the ordinary duties
of clerks of courts, clerks of petty sessions,
registrars of births, deaths and marriages,
and a dozen and one other things. As time
goes on, clerks of courts necessarily become,
as they have to be, men of considerable in-
tellig ence and brains and knowledge. In re-
cent years I have come in contact with many
men of ability flilling these positions.

The time is rapidly approaching when we
shall have to set the clerk of courts up as a
person who is entitled to a higher standing
in our community, that being a 'recognition
of the work he does. The only way of con-
ferring that higher standing upon the clerk
of court is to provide him with reasonable
remuneration. Looking through the Public
Service list, I do not think any of the clerks
of courts are over-paid, and I am perfectly
certain that some of them are underpaid in
viewv of the work they have to perform in
these days-and I daresay, have to perform
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pretty well all the time. I submit those
considerations to the Minister for Justice and
to the Government, and hope they will give
them serious consideration. I particularly
urge them to examine my sugestions regard-
ing the Electoral Department.

THE MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Let
me say at the outset that as regards the
Crown Law Department and the estimates
of the Minister for Justice, -on only one
occasion have I introduced them, because
there has not been, as a rule, a high degree
of interest shown in them. They arc set
out, and members have the opportunity to
read them. However, I have no objection
whatever to introducing them. My only
reason for not doing so today was that I
thought it wvould save time if I refrained,
especially as members in general were not
taking the interest they should take in the
Crown Law Department. That is a very
important department, and does very good
work. I feel that the Government has ex-
cellent officers in the Crown Law Depart-
ment. Referring to the alteration of trading
hours of hotels, mentioned by the member
for Beverley and the member for Nedlands,
I point out to them that the hours are
uniform pretty well throughout Aus-
tralia. The closing hour is 6 p.m., and
this Government has been following, more
or less, in the footsteps of other Aus-
tralian States. It is true that Tasmania has
not fallen into line, for what reason I do not
know; but when the war is over, or when
the opportunity occurs, some consideration
can he given to the question of trading hours.

According to the member for Beverley,
quite a lot of liquor which should not be
consumed was being sold. He described it as
really detrimental to health. I have not heard
much about it, but the police are soon on
the track of the vendors of such liquor, and
deal with the matter very ably. As regards
the return of a motorcar to a certain person,
the car was returned on the recommenda-
tion of the police because the man had given
them a dlue to others who had illicit stills.
That was why he was permitted to have his
car back. The police considered the informa-
tion given by him was very valuable, and the
return of the car was a way of recognising
that fact. As regards vandalism, I do not
know whether that falls within the category
of my department's duties. On the other
hand, the Government is very sympathetic

to the representations which have been made
on the subject, and will do everything pos-
sible to assist in wiping out vandalism such
as occurs upon our beaches and in outlying
suburbs, for good and all.

The business of the Public Trustee office
has gone ahead by leaps and bounds: It is
doing- a wonderful job. Mr. Glynn, the
Public Trustee, has worked most enthusi-
asticaflly, and his staff have always shown
themselves very willing and have worked
harmoniously. Their endeavour has been to
serve the public courteously and efficiently.
I have had very few complaints regarding
that office, but I have had numerous letters
praising the officers with whom the writers
had had business dealings. Therefore I feel
that in introducing the Bill which the Gov'-
erment succeeded in passing through the
House, something for the benefit of the
people generally has been done. Evidently
the people now recognise that fact, because
wills made in favour of the office are eccumu-
lating very rapidly. The number we haye
received is really far beyond our anticipa-
tions.

As to the Electoral Department and the
electoral rolls, the necessary provision has
been made not only in the metropolitan
area but also in other large centres. There
are electorates in the Novth-West-aad my
own electorate might be adduced as an in-
stance-where it would be almost impossible
to go over the whole number of electors and
try to keep them all on the roll. We should
leave the matter to the discretion of the
Electoral Department, which will act in
accordance with what are considered to be
the requirements of the various districts.
However, when a member makes a reason-
able request with regard to rolls, every
consideration is given to it by the depart-
ment. I see no reason why any legislation
should be passed with regard to that as-
pect. As regards stipendiary magistrates,
they are certainly doing wonderfully good
work, and moreover heavy work. Their
salaries range from £960 down to £000. The
Leader of the Opposition thinks these magis-
trates are entitled to more. I am not going
to say that they are not entitled to more;
but of course if we gave every public ser-
vant what he thought himself entitled to
receive, I do not know how the Treasury
would get on.

Not by any means do I say that the magis-
trates are not entitled to what they receive,
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and oftentimes to more; bat the Government
has only a limited amount of money and can-
not band it out ad lib. With reference to
the clerks of courts, I know that those officers
do excellent work. I know also that they
have had a lot more work heaped on to
them. In their case, again, more remunera-
tion is perhaps deserved. On the other hand,
it is a matter of being able to find the money.
If the Chairman would allow me to stray,
I could easily tell of a way to obtain the
money needed to give all these persons much
higher remuneration, but I know I would he
pulled up if I got away from these particular
Estimates. I am very pleased indeed with
the way in which my Estimates have been
received, and I may state for the informa-
tion of the Committee, and especially for
that of the Leader of the Opposition, that
i~n future I shall introduce the Estimates.
I do riot know that I was evading any re-
sponsibility of mine when in the past I
omitted to introduce them, and I repeat
that in the past members have not shown
sufficient interest in them. So far as the
"Justice'" estimates are concerned, they
have been so just that no one could have
taken exception to them.

Vote put and passed.
Vote-Licensing, £2,720-agreed to.
Vote-Department of Native Affaira,

£17,000.

THE MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST [5.46]: This particular item has re-
ceived so much publicity and has been dis-
cussed at such length in this House in the
past few weeks that I feel that it is not
incumbent upon me to make a very lengthy
speech. If I did so, I would merely be re-
peating remarks thnt have already been
made in connection with this particular
department and its administration. There
are items on which perhaps some members
would like information and, if so, I shall he
only too pleased to provide the details. The
Harbour and Light and Jetties Estimates
come under the jurisdiction of the Minister
for the North-West. That department con-
trols all the jetties and shipping throughout
Western Australia. The report of the de-
partment has not been tabled since the war
began because in that report there is in-
formation to which it is not considered
advisable to give publicity. Any member
who desires to see the report confidentially
may do so. The department administers

the Jetties Act, the Navigation Act and the
Boat Licensing Act and has control of all
ports and harbours in the State exclusive
of Fremantle but including the pilotage
services at Albany, Bunbury, Esperane
and Geraldton.

The estimated revenue from harbour
dues, £12,500, is still only half the normal
pre-war figure. This is due to war causes.
At the request of the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment, shipping has been handled for a
very small fee, a maximum of £5 having
been established. Many oversea ships, in-
stead of having paid full tonnage dues,
have been allowed to make use of our
ports at that figure, and that constitutes
part of the assistance rendered to the
Commonwealth Government in its war ef-
fort. The same concession has been given
by other States to oversee shipping. The
department has had a particularly strenu-
ous time in handling very large ca-goes
that have been shifted along the North-
West coast. We have not had sufficient
equipment and manpower to handle ab-
normally heavy cargoes; but, in spite of
the difficulties, the department has clone a
particularly good job, and we have been
congratulated from many sources, particu-
larly by captains and shipping people who
have made their fi rst visit to our
outlying ports and have been surpr-ised]
that the work has been handled so efficiently
with such limited facilities. In many Of
those ports the cargoes handled previously
totalled only 200 or 300 tons but the figure
has increased to thousands of tons.

The revenue from boat licensing has de-
teriorated on account of many craft being
tied up and because of the restrictions that
are placed on traffic on the Swan River and
other portions of Western Australian waters.
We hope that this condition of affairs will
not last very much longer, that our revenue
from that source will be restored, and that
many folk will be able once more to enjoy
the pleasure of using river craft. The North-
West Estimates also include the Fisheries
Department, which has lost some of its staff.
Some of our higher officials have been
seconded to the Commonwealth in the inter-
ests of the fishing industry. The Estimates
will show that we are still assisting the
trout hatcheries at Pemberton and Collie,
where the acclimatisation of fish is proceed-
ing satisfactorily. Great strides have been
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made in the trout hatcheries at those two
centres.

The Pemberton Acclimatisation Society
has done the best work owing to scientific
research conducted in connection with the
temperature of the waters utilised for
the breeding of these fish. Pemberton
has been a favourite spot and greater as-
sistance has been given to that centre than
to Collie, in the hope of its being able to
supply ova for the various fresh water
rivers throughout the State. The fish were
originally imported from New Zealand, Tas-
mania and the Eastern States. It was a
fairly big undertaking to bring by aeroplane
the various ova and small fish for the pur-
pose of establishing these hatcheries. It is
within the bounds of possibility that from
now onwards there will be no need to im-
port any ova at all, and that we shahl be
able to breed sufficient at Pemberton to
supply Western Australian requirements. In
the course of the war Western Australia
has lost many professional fishermen. For
that and other reasons, the fish supply has
decreased in comparison with previous years.
I have here some figures relating to fish
production from 1940 to 1943. The table
is as follows:

1940. 1941. 1942. 1048.
Cwt ... 30,073 27,408 21,859 21,983
Vain .... £172,384 £126,983 £114,000 184,490

Those figuies relate to fish disposed of in
the oily two xecogni~d markets in the
metropolitan area-Fremantle and Perth-
and does not include figures relating to fish-
ing that has taken place in districts like
Albany, Bunbury and Busselton. There was
a big increase in the price of fish in 1941,
1942 and 1943. This was occasioned by a
scarcity of fish and by the high cost of fish-
ing gear. Eventually the Price Fixing Com-
missioner established a fixed price for fish
and the figures have not risen since that
date. There has been development in the
fish-canning industry. Perth herring canned
totalled 9,723 dozen 1-lb. tins and crayfish
canned totalled 16,436 dozen 7-ox, tons.
That was at the start of the canning opera-
tions in 1941, but the industry has pro-
gressed. I have not the figures for 1944,
but in 1943 the Perth herring figure was
2,000 dozen less than for the previous year,
which'was occasioned by a decline in pro-
duction owing to a poor season for this
species

Crayfish canning figures represent a catch
in the vicinity of 40,000 dozen or approxi-
mately 100 per cent. increase on the previ-
ous year. The department is confident that
the progress made in those two industries
will continue as manpower and other facili-
ties are made available to a greater extent.
Research has been carried on with the as-
sistance of the C.S.I.R. and our present
Chief Inspector of Fisheries has been
seconded to the Commonwealth Government
and has; in hand the organisation of the fish-
ing industry of Australia. We can con-
gratulate ourselves on having our Western
Australian officer selected for this very high
post. We are of the opinion that we do not
always get the best deal from the Common-
wealth, but we should be satisfied on this
occasion that we have somebody at the head
of this organisation who has at least a
Western Australian outlook, and who will see
that the local industry gets a reasonable
deal when consideration is being given to
the fishing industry of Australia. The only
other item under these Estimates refers to
the North-West generally. This is a small
item covering incidental and office expenses
concerning which I am prepared to give
members any information that may. be de-
sired.

MR. NORTH (Claremont): I was glad
when the Minister recently promised to have
an investigation made regarding the Clare-
mont jetty. For 18 months there have been
holes in the jetty with consequent risk to
life and limb. In the last few days the
Claremont Council has spent money on re-
pairing the jetty, but some people are of
opinion that the council cannot legally ex-
pend its funds beyond high-water mark. I
hope that the Minister will ascertain whether
local authorities are expected to do repair
work of this sort and that, if they are, be
will have some uniform plan prepared. If
legislation is necessary to enable local auth-
orities to do the work, the Government should
introduce it. I understand that originally
these jetties were constructed by the Gov-
ernmnent, but it may be that the department
has negotiated with the local authorities on
the question of their assuming control of the
jetties. The Claremont council should be
commended for its initiative in expending
funds in a manner that might he illegal
in order to protect the public. On the other
side of the district is the ocean, and there
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the Cotteeloc council has for many years
spent money amounting to thousands of
pounds in, maintaining the jetty on the sea
front. To my knowledge it has not asked
for financial assistance from the Govern-
ment. In these matters there should be
uniformity. We should not have one local
authority spending its funds on such work
and another obtaining money from the Gov-
ernment.

I hope some members will speak on the
subject of fisheries. There is a large body
of public opinion that considers that the
fisheries need attention. There is a man who
lives, in North-East Fremantle and is con-
sidered to be an authority on the subject.
I do not know whether other members whom
he has rung up will speak on the fisheries.
I am interested in the subject and am look-
ing forward to hearing something more about
this valuable industry. From what I can
gather the rate of consumption of fish gen-
erally is greater than the repair that can he
effected by nature. How this can be over-
come and whether any alterations should be
made in the departmental management, I
do not know. However, in view of the fact
that one of our inspectors has been ap-
pointed to re-organisa the industry for the
Commonwealth this might he a satisfactory
answer to those who complain of the present
position.

With regard to natives, I have refrained
from putting in my spoke during the recent
debates because the matter was well handled
by those who come into close contact with
the natives. In Claremont, I do not suppose
we see a native once in a blue moon. The
only time we see them is when they come
around to sell those long-handled brooms for
brushing cobwebs from the ceiling, and that
is seldom. When I have been approached
on the subject of natives, I have replied that
the matter is being well handled by members
who have a close knowledge of the subject.
I believe that we shall see some beneficial
results from the discussions that have taken
place in the House.

MR. CROSS (Canning): At last we have
reached the right department when I am
at liberty to speak on harbours, rivers and
jetties. Some time ago I wrote to the
Works Department on the question of re-
pairing the jetties at Como, Applecross and
Canning Bridge, hut no reply has been re-

ceived. Some of the departments have a
habit of not replying to members' letters
for months, I should like to know what
the department intends to do about the
Como jetty. It is in a dangerous state, and
the responsibility rests upon the depart-
ment to effect repairs. Sleepers have been
removed from the decking, and it is for-
tunate that somebody has not fallen into
the river and been drowned, because the
water there is deep.

I should like the Minister to tell us what
has been done in the direction of getting
the Department of the Navy to agree to
the lighting of the Swan River beacons.
If the Americans do take away the elec-
trical fittings, all I can say is that it was
stupid of the department to leave them
there. Warning lights ought to be ex-
hibited from the jetties and the beacons.
When I was speaking on the subject on
the 16th November, I pointed out that
some of the jetties have been showing
warning lights right through, whereas on
some of the jetties where lights are badly
needed, they are not being shown even
now. The river is now open to navigation
and the lights are urgently required. The
lights should certainly be turned on so that
those who wish to navigate the river at
night will be able to do so in safety. I do
not suppose the Minister has done any-
thing in this direction, hut hie could at
least tell us what he proposes and how
soon be is likely to do it. It is not fair
that a magnificent river like the Swan
should he without lights for the conveni-
ence and safety of parties of excursionists.
Years ago the river was lighted with oil
lamps, but now electrical fittings are pro-
vided and it is easy to pull over a switch
and turn on all the lights. It should be
an easy matter to persuade the Department
of the Navy to permit the lights to be
used.

I have made inquirie s during the past
few days and have been inforned that in
Queensland ordinary navigation lights are
shown. If this can he done in Queensland,
surely it can be done on the Swan River!l
if it became necessary to enforce a black-
out, the lights could be extinguished by
turning over a single switch. It would he
a serious matter if two or three people
met their death through drowning because
of the absence of warning lights.
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MR,. LEM=I (Mt. Marshall): I do not
propose to traverse the scandals and counter-
scandals in connection with the Department
of Native Affairs, but I am interested in the
financial aspect in which I am rather dis-
appointed. At first glance it would appear
that the Estimates provide for an increase
of £5,750 for the current year, but an exam-
ination shows that no increased amount is
actually being provided from revenue this
year. The Minister has suggested in the
course of debates on native affairs that
finance plays an important part in enabling
his department to provide the necessary faci-
lities to extend full care to the natives.
Recently a motion was carried in this Housc
asking the Commonwealth Government to
grant us financial assistance to the extent
of £50,006 to be spent on the natives in this
State. There seems to he a weakness here.
If 'we are going to approach the Common-
wealth for financial assistance, how can we
justify our claim if we are not spending the
whole of the money made available by Parlia-
muent to the department and are actually
carrying forward, as appears from the Esti-
mates and the report of the Auditor General,
an amount that Parliament passed for expen-

The vote for last year was £47,500, but
only £43,250 was spout, leaving a balance
of £5,750 carried forward to this year. I
should like to know whether the Minister
experienced any great difficulty in finding
an avenue in which to spend that £C5,000
odd, and how the Government proposes to
reconcile its failure to spend the full amount
voted by Parliament with the request of the
House that the Commonwealth should grant
us £50,000 for the natives. I feel that much
of the criticism that has been offered the
Department of Native Affairs could or would
have been avoided or minimised had more
of the money available for the benefit of
the natives been utilised by the Minister to
improve their conditions in whatever direc-
tion waa necessary. It is of no use saying
that m6ney would not have enabled the im-
provemen-ts to be made; it would. This
non-spending of the amount voted by Par-
liament is becoming an annual affair, and
thus the department is apparently being de-
prived of money that is rightly its own. If
the Minister -refers to the Auditor General's
-report, he will find that the expenditure of
£51,250 was £6,250 less than the Parliamen-

tary appropriations for the year. The
Auditor General commented-

A similar procedure was followed in 1942-
43, the amount involved being £E1,950. Prior
to that year, the appropriations in full were
transferred to the Trust Account, and this ap-
pears to be the intention of Section 72 of the
Native Administration Act, 19 05-1936.

I feel perturbed that the law-makers of the
State should be the law-breakers of the
State. If we make a law and the intention
of the Legislature is clearly defined, the least
we can expect of the Government is that
it should set an example in observing the
law. Who is at fault, I do not know, but
it appears that the Department of Native
Affairs is being deprived of a considerable
amount of money which was due to it and
which might and definitely would have saved
the Minister some of the headaches he has
suffered in the last few months.

The Minister for the North-West:, You
speak for yourself! I did not suffer any
headaches.

Mr. LESLIE:- If that is so, the Minis-
ter's head must be particularly hard, because
many stones have been thrown at him.

The Minister for the North-West:- But
they did not arrive.

Mr. LESLIE: They arrived without
doubt.

Sitting suspen~ded from 6.15 to 7.30 p.

Mr. LESLIE: Before tea I was dealing
with the native question and suggesting that
the Minister could find use for the unex-
pended vote for this department. I was
also drawing the attention of the Committee
to the fact that the suggested increase in
the Estimate is not really an increase, but
the carrying forward of a sunm of money
which has not been spent over the last
couple of years. I now wish to deal with
our fisheries. I was rather disappointed
that the Minister did not mention the can-
ning industry at Geraldton. Perhaps the
Minister did not have sufficient information
at the moment to give us particulars about
the canning of crayfish there.

The Minister for the North-West: Where
were you when I was introducing the Esti-
m ates?7

Mr. LESLIE: I was present, but I did not
hear the Minister 'mention Geraldton. I cer-
tainly heard him mention the total number
of crayfish that had been canned.
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The Minister for the North-West: Where
else would they be caught?

Mr. LESLIE: Do the figures the Minister
gave us relate to the canning of crayfish at
Geraldton for the past 12 months?

The Minister for the North-West: Yes.
M1r. LESLIE: I accept that statement and

apologise for suggesting that the Minister
did not specifically mention Oeraldton. I
was also interested to learn from the Min-
ister the quantity of fish that had been.
caught in Western Australian waters dur-
ing the last 12 months. It cannot be denied
that the fishing industry can play a bigger
part in Western Australia than it has done
in the past and that its importance is in-
creasing, but I am afraid it will be necessary
for us to deal with the industry in a way
different from that in which we are dealing
with it at present. The Minister will not
deny that there has been some controversy
over the size at which Perth herring will re-
produce their species. Questions were ask-
ed on that point in this House some little
time ago; and, if my memory serves me
aright, the Minister replied that roe had
been found in six-inch long Perth herring. I
think it will he possible to find in a very
young chicken signs of eggs, but the ehickem
must live to reach adult stage or that of a
pullet before it can lay the eggs; and that
principle applies also to fish.

Experienced fishermen have found that on
the average Perth herring under seven inches
do not contain hard roe, or roe at
the stage where it is ready to be
deposited. If that is the ease, herring
should not be caught at a size below
seven inches, but the Act permits them
to he caught at five inches. Any person who,
cares to look at the herring on sale in the
fish shops in Perth will note that a consider-
able number is under seven inches long- If
we are to continue catching herring below
the size at which it can reproduce its species
then, as the member for Claremont sug-
gested, we are going to cut out this fish,
instead of developing it to such a stage as
to make it an important part of the fishing
industry of the State. I understand that
for a period of two years investigations
have been made-and they are still icontinu-
ing-as to the size at which Perth herring-
will reproduce its species.' I would suggest,
in order to play safe and to protect the in-
dustry, that we should, as a precautionary

measure, restrict or prohibit the catchivng
of herring below seven inches in length. If
that minimum were fixed, it would be right.
On the other hand, if we continue to catch
herring of a smaller size, or a size when it
has not reached the stage of reproducing it-;~
species, we may be faced with the position
that, according to reports, already exists
in the Swan River with regard to crabs.

I do not know what foundation fishermen
have for the statement that crabs caught in
Perth waters are hardly two years old, but
we must bear in naiad that these men speak
from many years of experience. It mecans
then that two years ago the Swan River
crabs must have been practically exhausted
owing to the catching by fishermen and
others of crabs at a stage when they were
unable to reproduce their species. The
Minister mentioned the quantity of fish
caught and offered for sale at the market.
While the quantity may sound impressive, I
wonder whether the Committee is aware of
the fact that it represents only a quarter of
a pound per person per fortnight. I am
not a big fish eater but that does not repre-
sent to me a fair ration. The small
quantity caught is an indication that fish
are not as plentiful as they might he, and
that proper investigations should be made
to see that our w~aters are not denuded by
the catching of fish of small size unable to
spawn. T hope the Minister will look into
the question of Perth herring, as this matter
is causing worry and concern to fishermen
of many years' experience who 'wish to se
the industry firmly established and ex-
panding.

MR, BERRY (Irwin-Moore): When it
comes to the matter of fish, I rather feel
that the Minister would be disappointed if
I did not say something.

Members: Hear, hear!
Mr. BERRY: My first disappointment

is the discovery that the vote for fisheries
this year shows a decrease of £772. Ever
since I have been a humble member of this
august Assembly, I have endeavoured on
all possible occasions to bring home to the
House and to the Government the imperative
need to find enough money and sufficient in-
telligence to ascertain everything possible
about the fish and fisheries of Western Aus-
tralia, in order that this commodity-if I
may use the word--can be regulated in such
a way as to form the basis of a permanent
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and prosperous industry. As a permanent
industry, fishing would offer great scope in
any post-war reconstruction plan. I know I
am taking the risk of being told that to de-
velop our fisheries in the North, where fish
are prolific, would be a very difficult matter,
because of the distance from markets and
of the fact that the consumption of fish in
Western Australia is only one-quarter of a
pound per fortnight per person. This re-
presents one small herring.

I think it is possible to build vessels with
sufficient refrigerated space to go to the
richer fishing grounds in the North and act
towards the fishing craft there in exactly
the same way as a mothership acts to a sub-
marine. I understand that at present a vessel
going to the North-West carries as much

ce as it possibly can in a small space. I
understand the ice lasts 72 hours, and dur-
ing that period it is necessary to fish like
m1ad in order to get a commercial catch to
bring back to the port of sale and distribu-
tion. That, of course, is the snag. It would
be a practical proposition for Western Aus-
tralia to provide a ship such as I have meii-
tioned to buy the catch from the men on
those fishing grounds, and it would also be
possible to bring the catch to Fremantle and
sell it there. It would sell readily, particu-
larly in view of the ration mentioned by
the member for Mt. Marshal!, one-quarter
of a pound per person per fortnight.

I do not want to cover the ground that
I hare gone over in years past; but almost
at this precise moment, achnapper are
leaving Safety Bay after their annual
migration to that point to deposit spawn. I
would like to know whether the number of
fish caught in Safety Bay this year is greater
or smaller than the number caught in any
previous year- I appreciate it will be diffi-
cult for the Minister to ascertain that in-
formation, because the vessels that go in and
out of that bay probably could not give an
accurate return of the fish caught from that
breeding-ground. I believe that this year
the schnapper caught in Safety Bay has
been less than in any previous year. I tell
the Committee that I have seen as many as
24 large fishing, boats-craft of 22fL, 24ft.,
or 3Oft over-all-congregated at one spot in
that bay catching spawning fish to go into
the greedy maw of commerce. I do not think
that is right. The time has come when this
problem must be solved. As I have said
before in this House, our fish is our heritage.

I would like, as a preliminary canter, to see
provision made for the construction of com-
mercial and research vessels which would
he employed in discovering, firstly, exactly
where the fish are, and secondly, to ascer-
tain whether they would represent a com-
mercial venture. I would then. like to se6
provision made for tenders to bring the Osh
from the fishing-grounds of the Abrolhos
Islands to the market.

I do not think there is any other country
in the world where people receive a smaller
fish diet than is available in Western Aus-
tralia, nless it be the Eastern States. I
have been interested in the matter of fish-
ing ever since I was a boy and I have seen
one breeding round after another com-
pletely denuded, hence I heard the story
this evening of the quarter pound of fish
per fortnight for the people of this State
without surprise. I am amazed to hear that
the figure is as high ats that, for I suggest
that there are thousands of people in West-
ern Australia who do not eat fish from one
year's end to the other. I think it possible
that if we had an intelligent and broad out-
look on this subject, taking the long view of
it scientifically and commercially, we could
rectify the present lamentable position. But
any such rectification will never come
about-

The Minister for the North-West:
While the war is on.

Mr. BERRY: -until we are prepared
to take steps to find out where the fish go
to and where they can be taken in the period
during which they do not spawn. I drew the
Mlinister's attention to this phase on a pre-
vious occasion and despite the effort made
in this House to put a stop to set-line fish-
ing for schnapper, I find that that practice
still continues in Safety Bay. I thought it
was illegal to use a set-line anywhere, but
I am now told that anyone can use a set-
line provided it is put down a mile out from
Safety Bay. That is a pity, because the
people -who do this do not trouble to mea-
sure the distance from the bay.

When it comes to a commercial catch with
a set-line, the people doing the fishing are
not as concerned with the distance from the
bay as they are with getting the line down
so as to heat the department. The easiest
concern to bent that I know of in matters
of this description is the Fisheries Depart-
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ment. I do not blame the department for
that but so long as the Government is con-
tent to make this niggardly effort by pro-
viding a lousy little item on the Estimates
such as appears this year, declaring that
that is all the money that can be provided,
the present unsatisfactory conditions will
continue. The time has arrived when we
should view the question from an entirely
different standpoint, otherwise we will not
continue to enjoy our tiny little quarter-
pound of herring once a fortnight for many
more years.

MR. HOARt (Nelson):- In introducing
his Estimates the Minister drew attention to
the Government's action regarding assist-
ance to the Pemberton Aeclimatisation
Society for the production of trout in
streams throughout the South-West. I have
listened to many debates in this House and
from them I have always formed the opinion
that Ministers have been in the wrong. In
this instance, however, the Minister con-
c~erned deserves the congratulations of every
member who is at all concerned with the
development of the South-West. The intro-
duction of trout in the streams of the South-
West some 13 or 14 years ago was not for
the purpose so much of enabling the fish to
form an additional food item, as to provide
a means for sport and, in the mind of the
men mainly responsible for the move, as a
means also of drawing attention to the
attractions of the South-West from a tourist
point of view. I have heard that aspect
discussed in this Chamber particularly by
the member for Claremont with whose views
T am heartily in accord.

I consider that the Government, in re-
gard to the amount advanced for use in
the building of a hatchery, should view it
only in the light of an investment with a
long-term range. I am satisfied that the
people of Western Australia do not
know their own State. The peopie re-
siding on the wheat belt do not appre-
ciate the beauties of the South-West, par-
ticularly those of the extreme south-western
portion. -Even the people down there do
not themselves see too much of the natural
beauties of their corner of the State because
some of the streams are almost inaccessible
to them. In the early days those responsible
for stocking up the streams with trout had
in mind not only the establishment of the
fish for sport and eating but for the pur-

pose of opening up the South-West to tour-
ists. I hope the Minister and the Govern-
ment will regard the small amount on the
Estimates in the light of a beginning of a
long-term investment, for probably £10,000
will be required before the streams are all
cleared, camping grounds are arranged and
other facilities provided so that people may
be encouraged to avail themselves of the
opportunities to view the beauties of the
South-West.

MR. HILL (Albany) : As twvo members
representing inland fanning areas have re-
ferred to fishing matters, I would perhaps
be lacking in my duty if I did not have

smtigto say on the subject. The fact
that we enjoyed eating King George whiting
at teatime this evening, perhaps directs at-
tention to the fishing attractions of King
George's Sound. That reminds me of a
story of a man who was fishing there for
whiting and felt a strong tug on his line.
He found he bad booked aL whale. Not
being a Zane Grey, he broke his line and
then found that he had a very pressing en-
gagemeut to fulfil in Albany. Around our
coastline we have all sorts of fish ranging
from whitebait to whales. They represent
a big asset and I do not think the Corn-
mnonwealth and State Governments are
doing all that is possible to develop it.

Before the war the whaling industry was
carried on by Norwegians and efforts
should be made to re-establish that industry
after hostilities cease. There is a great
future ahead of the fishing industry gener-
ally if it is developed on scientific lines.
The mnember for Nelson referred to the in-
troduction of trout in the streams of the
South-West as a means of attracting tour-
ists. To my electorate some of the people are
in favour of the professional fishermen
being prohibited from working the rounds
down south. On the other hand I am satis-
fied that there is room for the professional
fisherman and for the tourist as well. Some
time ago some of the rivers down south, in-
cluding the Kalgan, were thrown open to
net fishing and I do not know that much
harm was done because in an hour and a
half last Sunday my wife and I caught 3
dozen breamn. At the same time I think -we
should set aside certain areas for the tour-
ist traffic alone and I think that should
apply to streams in my own district of
Nanarup, the Ring River and Kalgan River
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districts, which should be definitely closed
against net fishing.

Another request I have to put before the
Minister is that every encouragement should
be given to those who are building fishing
boats in my electorate and operating them,
by the provision of a slip where the boats
could be overhauled. Again I urge the
closest co-operation between the Common-
wealth and State Governments in the task
of developing the fishing industry. Mem-
bers may be interested to know that at
present there is an officer in the Royal Navy
who started his career fishing in Oyster Bay.
He served in the Mediterranean with dis-
tinction. We know that the British Isles
is one of the most prolific recruiting grounds
for the Navy and by the development of
the fishing industry in our waters we shall
not only be doing something of benefit to
people from the standipoint of food sup-
plies, tourist traffic and commercial under-
takings but will aid the nation from the
standpoint of defence.

MR. KELLY (Yilgarn - Coolgardie):
Although I represent an inland district
my only reason for participating in the de-
bate is the interest I take in the Swan
River crabs. On the 11th November I
asked a question regarding this season's
crabs, my object beqing to bring before the
notice of the Minister the fact that this
year has seen the most prolific crabbing
season we have known over a very long
period. In drawing attention to the mat-
ter I hoped that a warning would be is-
sued to the people generally and particu-
larly to the juvenile section, as a result of
which the crabs would be protected for a
few weeks to enable them to grow to a size
that would make them of somne use. I was
disappointed in the reply that I received
because I found that the Government had
no actual control over the catching of crabs
nor -was there any control respecting the
size that could be taken from the river.
That is very regrettable because for the
past 40 years I have taken notice of the
crabbing in the river.

I am firnly convinced that had it not
been for transport difficulties that pre-
eluded the people from visiting the river
in past seasons we would not have ex-
perienced the present prolific number of
crabs in the river. As members know, the
crabs annually provide a very welcome ad-

dition to the menu of hundreds of families
and it is a pity that the young crabs are
not protected. The excuse advanced by
the Minister regarding the difficulty of
dealing with the matter cannot be sub-
stantiated. The talk about the damage to
professional fishermen's nets was beside
the point. For the sake of a paltry 10 or
17 fishermen who are operating in the
Swan the people should not be deprived of
their inheritance in the Swan River crabs.
In view of the estimated figures since the
year 1941, 1 think consideration should be
griven to providing a close season for
crabs beginning about the first of August
and extending to the middle of November.
During that period the young are hatched
on the banks of the river and they are
very lively in the shallow waters. It is
then that the greatest destruction takes
place. Scores of children this year have
been holding competitions in the destruc-
tion a3f crabs. That should be discouraged.

A photograph appeared in the Press the
other day showing one of these small crabs
alongside a box. Unfortunately it did not
state that it was a matchbox so that peo-
ple would have gained a better idea of the
little crab. Had that been done people
would have better appreciated the destruc-
tion that is going on. The time has arrived
when we should take steps to protect the
crabs in the river for the enjoyment of
future generations. It is a pity this mat-
ter was not dealt with earlier. There are
many other topics that I could mention
and it is regrettable that this subject has
cropped up so late in the session. I be-
lieve the Minister would appreciate any-
thing of a constructive nature that could
be advanced. Shags in the river are be-
coming a serious menace. The fish catch in
the Swan River during the last four or
five seasons shows a small decrease in
every period. The figures would not be any-
thing like as good as those shown had all
the fish credited as caught in the Swan
really been caught there. Many herring,
for instance, have not come out of the
Swan or out of the Estuary, but from out-
side waters. The decrease in the catch of
fish each season shows that there is some
undiscovered avenue of depletion. I sug-
gest that avenue is represented by shags.
Shags should not be a protected bird, but
should be destroyed.
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MR. HOLMAN (Forrest): I, too, have
noticed the difference in the Fisheries Vote.
I point out to the hon. member who criti-
cised the Government on that score, that
one item alone, the Pemberton trout
hatchery, is not a recurrent item and there-
fore could not be included in these Esti-
mates. I commend the Government for assist-
ing the Pemberton Society and protecting
the fishermen in the South-West in general.
It is the ambition of Pemberton to assist
other fish and game societies in the South-
West by providing them with young fish
to put into the various rivens and streams.
This will be a good thing for the future
of the South-West. It will also represent
a phase of added interest inducing people
to visit the South-West. We know the effect
of a similar inducement in Tasmania, which
State has made hundreds of thousands of
pounds by way of the tourist traffic. We
hope to achieve the same thing in our South-
West. The fish and game societies should
receive great credit for the honorary work
they have performed on behalf of the South-
West and of the State.

As for crabs in the Swan River, many of
the arguments adduced in the discussion have
gone over my head. I have enjoyed crabbing
in the Swan River during various years.
The crabs taken hardly appear to reduce
their numbers at all. The small crabs are
so numerous as to constitute an annoyance
not only to the professional fishermen but
to the amateur as well. A close season is
not needed at all. Mandurah was in a bad
state during last season. There the crabs
proved such a nuisance that the holiday-
makers cursed them up stream and down
stream. The crabs are not only the bane
of professional fishermen, but they take
away some irreplaceable lines, of holiday-
makers. On the Mandurah jetty there were
hundreds of crabs pulled up by fishermen
on their ordinary fishing lines,' and just
thrown on the jetty. I congratulate the
Government on the interest-it takes in the
fish and game societies, and I hope that in-
terest will materialise in the form of fur-
ther grants.

MR.- RODOREDA (Roebourne):- I desire
to say a few words on the native question.
I realise that members must be weary of
discussion of native affairs during this ses-
sion, and so far I have not intruded upon
any of the debates. Possibly I can open up

a new line of thought for members to
ruminate upon during the recess. I have
listened with keen interest to most of the
speeches made on the native question dur-
ing my membership of this Chamber, but
all of them seemed to me to be dealing
mainly -with side issues, dealing with ef-
fects rather than with the cause of those
effects, and not dealing with fundamentals
at all. Alter each of those debates I have
asked myself, how far has this discussion
caused us to progress on the road to a solEu-
tion of the problem? No answer to that
question has been very encouraging. The
reason is a blank refusal on the part of
members and the Government to face the
facts of the situation. Until we do that
we cannot define any policy to be pursued;
and until we decide that matter we shall
not know what road to take towards our
objective. It is unpleasant, and we act in
an ostrich-like manner by ignoring it.
That attitude has never solved a problem.
Because of this blank refusal to face the
facts, I have not yet heard a statement on
behalf of any Australian State or the
Commonwealth as to what its policy was
with regard to natives.

The facts of the situation are that the
full-blooded aboriginal cannot fit and never
will be able to fit into our white civilisa-
tion. Hle cannot fit into our social and eco-
nomic systems; and the sooner we admit
that and base our policy upon the f act, the
sooner we shall find our way to a solution
of the problem. 'We have two separate
and distinct problems-the problem of the
full-blooded aborigine and, entirely dis-
tinct from that, the problem of the half-
caste. I do not profess to know much about
the half-caste problem. It is not much of
a problem in the North hut, from what I
can gather, it is a grave problem in the
South-West of this State and will continue
to be a great and increasing problem, in-
creasing each year until we take some ef-
fective means of dealing with it. Not many
mnore generations will have gone by before
the half-castes in Western Australia will
be able to demand, by virtue of their very
numbers, a say in thijngs. Let us not de-
lude ourselves on that point.

We have to admit that the half-castes
are increasing rapidly and will become a
real menace to our civilisation in the years
to come. America is rapidly approaching
that stage with her imported black prob-
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1cm. There is no plate in society for the
half-caste. He is despised by the white
man and degraded by the white man. Fur-
ther, be is despised by the full-blooded
black as well. He has not a hope in the
future. Assimilation is said to be a re-
medy. How can we ever assimilate the
half-caste 1 Could we institute a policy
whereby our son would marry a half-caste
girl, or our daughter a full-blooded aborig-
hnalt The facts of humanity are there, and
we must admit them and base our policy
on them. If we can solve our half-caste
problem, we shall be the luckiest nation in
the world, because no other nation in the
world has succeeded in so doing.

Instance after instance has been quoted
of a native rate not finding it possible to
be assimilated by the white race. Look
at the Eurasian! How he is degraded and
despised throughout the Malay States!
The white man there loses his status by
having anything to do with Eurasians.
How shall we ever assimilate the Austra-
lian native race'? That is the outlook we
have. It is not the Christian outlook in
human relationship, but the outlook that
obtains; and until we recognise that fact
we shall not get much further towards
solving our half-caste problem. As regards
the full-blooded native we have two alter-
natives only. One is to endeavour by every
means in our power to preserve the race;)
the other to let its members die out.
They are the only alternatives; there are
no others. While this race exist;, while
full-blooded aboriginal women exist in Aus-
tralia, there will be a further lot of half)
castes coming along to intensify the half-
caste problem. No one can stand up in pub-
lie and say we should frame our legislation
towards eliminating this race. We have not
the right to do that as a, deliberate policy
-neither the moral nor the ethical right-
but during the last 150 years it has been
done just the same.

Mr. Worth: The Tasmanian natives havP
gone.

Mr. RODOREDA: They have gone every-
where practically, except in the northern
portion of Australia, and that has been the
effect of our policy. It gives some cause for
thought whether we would not be doing
that race a service by allowing it to die out
rather than let its members bring children
into the unsatisfactory state of affairs that
obtains. It could very easily be done, but

from a moral and ethical standpoint it is
out of the question. The only other alter-
native is to try to preserve these people.
Uip till 10 or 15 years ago, it seemed as
though the full-blood native race was going
to solve the problem itself. The natives
wvere practising abortion; there were very
few births taking place throughout the
North-West, and kiddies that were born were
knocked on the head. We are tiing chil-
dren of that race and trying to teach them
poetry. That is a very laudable objective,
but we czannot bridge the gulf between
their state of living and our civilistion in
one generacion. The problem is unsavoury
and we do not like to look at it, but rather
ignore it. Until 'we do face, it, however,
and know our objective, we cannot frame
satisfactory legislation. What -we are doing
now constitutes ameliorative measures only.
We are seeking to make their lot a little
easier but not to get at the root cause, and
until we do that we shall fail lamentably.

I have no criticism to make in regard to
the Department of Native Affairs. That
department is doing a very fine job with
the limited money at its disposal and in
view of the huge area that has to he cov-
ered and the impossibility of framing leg-
islation on this matter to deal with the
-whole State. We probably will agree that
our only policy must be to try to preserve
this race. Whether we shall do it at good
service thereby, is another matter. For
the sake of argument, we will say that that
is our policy. If we decide to preserve
this race, our first objective should be to
stop, by all means in our power, the birth of
any more half-castes. 'Until we do that, the
half-caste problem is going to be intensified
and I do not see any way of doing it other
than by gathering all the full-bloods in this
State and putting them in some isolated
spot where they can be kept from all con-
tact with whites other than those who
would be superintending them. There has
been a great deal of talk about the settle-
ment of the Kimberleys by Jews. What is
the matter with settling our own people
in the Kimberleys--the people who ori-
ginally owned this country? It may seem
the scheme of an idealist; it may seem im.-
practicable; but I do not think it is.

I do not see why, in the course of a few
generations, we should not breed a virile
race of our own natives in the Kimberleys.
It would require money, vision and organ-
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isation; but I do not think this State lacks.
men with vision and organising ability. I
visualise a settlement on the coast under
the supervision of an expert superintend-
ent with technical men--engineers, agricul-
tural scientists, etc.-to teach the natives
to be self-supporting. As they proved their
aptitude, they could be given blocks of
their own where they could settle with their
families and be looked after, and have their
own social life and their own civilisation.

Mr. Kelly: And tribal laws.
Mr. lIODOREDA: It has never been

tried. They should not necessarily have
their own tribal laws. Those laws would
have to be disregarded. We would be tak-
ing a nation of nomads who have never
tilled the soil and have had no thought of
the morrow at all. Our job would be to
change them bit by bit as generation after
generation -went by, and they would have
to be under supervision, if that scheme
wvere put into operation, it would go a long
way towards solving the problem. It may
be said that the natives would not want to
go. The native does not want to do a lot
of things he has to do now. There are
restrictive measures imposed on him wher-
ever he goes- He cannot come into the city
without a permit; he cannot do this, that
or the other; be must stay in a native settle-
ment; he must obtain a permit to work or
an employer must get a permit before em-
ploying him. There would not be much'
more restriction under my scheme. Admit-
tedly it would be costly.

Mr. Kelly: No more than the present
system.

Mr. RODOREDA: The present system is
so unsatisfactory in its results that I sug-
gest some thought should be given to a new
proposal. If such a scheme were put into
effect, there should be stringent penalties
for any white man having sexual inter-
course with natives on the settlement,
There should he no six months' imprison-
ment proposition or a fine, but something
in the nature of a real deterrent; that is
the only means I can see whereby we would
stop more half-castes being born. So long
as there are native women in this State, so
long will we have half-castes being pro-
duced to add to our problem. So far as
the North-West is concerned, we take most
of the native children and put them into
missions and on to stations. We teach
them the "three H s"-the elementary

stuff-and train them to do nice crayon
drawings. With what object? The de-
partment knows, and everybody who knows
the North-West is aware, that the boys
will go back to he stockmen on stations and
the girls will go into domestic service on
the station homesteads. That is the only
outlook they have.

Why must we educate them and teach
them the "three R 's" when they are doing
that sort of work V It does not make the
boys any better horsemen. Instead of doing
that we could give them better teaching
in the trades and handicrafts necessary on
a station. We could teach them saddlery,
carpentry, blacksmith ing, pipe-fitting and
windmill work, which would make them
competent station hands. We are also edu-
cating the half-castes. We are endeavour-
ing to teach them trades. Again, with what
object? There is plenty of work now for
half-castes who are willing to work. But
what of the post-war period? Where is
the huge number of half-castes going to
get employment when all our boys return
from the ;var9 Who is going to employ
them? Will anyone tell me he would sooner
emaploy a half-caste-I refer to the great
bulk of the half-castes;, I admit there are
some good ones-when he could get a suit-
able white man? Are Parliaments or
unions or our nation as a whole going to
stand for half-castes being employed when
white men are looking for jobs? I say
"No." This is no easy problem to tackle.
We are merely touching the fringes of it;
and, until we decide whither we are going,
do not know what road to take to get
there.

THE MINSTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST (in reply) : I shall be brief in my
reply to the debate. The member for Can-
ning suggested I should give instructions
to the Department of the Navy for the
lighting of jetties. In reply, I wish to say
that it is the Navy that gives instructions
to Ministers of the Crown. In answer to a
question in reference to the lights he re-
f erred to, I indicated that when it became
our function to resuibe control certain
action would be taken. I can only repeat
that now. Instead of giving instruc-
tions to the Navy, I happen to be one of
those who have to take instructions from
the Navy rearding naval craft and air-
craft. The member for Aft. Marshall
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wanted some explanation as to why? the)
department had not spent the whole of its
Estimates. It is well known that any par-
ticular departmental officer makes over-
tures to the Government based on an esti-
mate as to how much money it will cost
to administer his department for 12
months. I consider the department should
be congratulated rather than castigated for
not spending £5,750, particularly on an
item of this description. If the hon. mem-
ber studied the matter very closely, he
would discover that a huge amount of
money is on the Estimates for the care
and upkeep of the native race. Many nat-
ives, particularly half-castes and their;
families, are now working and keeping
themselves, so it is not necessary for thai
department to spend the same amount of
money as it would under ordinary circum-
stances.

We are not entitled to spend the same
amount on the care and upkeep of the
native race that we were spending prior to
the outbreak of hostilities. On the Esti-
mates for 1943 was a sum of £57,000. That
was the estimate of the Commissioner of
Native Affairs. He expected £51,250. On
this occasion he asks for £e57,000 again which
is an increase of £5,750 on the amount he
actually expended in the previous 12
months. I do not think we need be
concerned about that. The reason why
money was not expended was that there
was less rationing and less employment on
some of the cattle stations, through. lack
of manpower; and, if the hon. member
goes through the items, he will see for him-
self that there wvas very good reason
for the amount not being expended. Re-
garding the hon. member's remark that
much good would have been done had thd
money been expended, that is not right.
The only improvement that would have been
of any use would have been the erection of
buildings for housing, and the bon. member
knows that neither manpower nor material
is available for that purpose.

The hon. member worked out the quantity
of fish consumed per head of the popula-
tion, and even here I am unable to agree
with his figures. I suggest that he check
his figures and then he will probably find
that either his additions or subtractions were
slightly in error. The bon. member said
there had been a decrease in the supply of
fish, and no explanation was offered for it.

I remind him that, since the outbreak of
hostilities, professional fishermen have been
transferred to other industries. The con-
sequence is that part-time fishermen, in-
ferior fishernen, are operating, and it is
only natural that they should not be as com-
petent as the old fishermen of many years'
experience. Boats, gear and manpowver can-
not be compared with those of pre-war days.
If the hon. member gave consideration to
that point, he would find that this is one
of the reasons why fish is not aS plentiful on
the local market as it was before 1930.

The member for Irwin-Moore suggested
that we should introduce a refrigerated boat
to go North for fish. I have no objection to
the suggestion; it wvould he a fine thing if
we could get such a boat but, having had
quite a lot of experience of trying to supply
essential shipping needs for portions of this
State, I know how impossible it would be
for the Government to get such a craft for
the fishing industry. The member for Yil-
garn-Coolgardie believes that I ought to give
some protection to crabs in the Swan River.
I have already, in answer to a question, in-
dicated that crabs are not regarded with
great favour by the officials of the depart-
ment. It is a matter of judgment as to who
should receive priority of protection. Should
the few people who depend upon crabs for
an enticing meal, or the people of the
metropolitan area as a whole who depend
upon a supply of fish caught by professional
fishermen receive the gr-eater considerations
The departmental officers have convinced me
that the right attitude to adopt is not to
protect the crabs. Opinions differ, even in
this House; two members are at variance.
The member for Yilgarn-Coolgardie pleaded
for the protection of crabs and the member
for Irwin-Moore, who evidently has had
same experience, asked me not to protect
crabs. If it is left to me, the member
for Yilgarn-Coolgardie will be able to
get a plentiful supply of small crabs next
November.

In reply to the member for Roebourne, I
cannot agree with his suggestion for the)
segregation of the full-blooded natives be-
cause I am positive that tribal law has been
instilled into them too long for the white
man's law to overcome it. Tribal law pre-
vents an increase of population; it could
not be otherwise. If we interfere with tribal
law, as has been done by some well-meaning
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people in the belief that they had solved
the problem for the preservation of the full-
blooded natives, and thereby caused quite a
number of murders, we shall have a repeti-
tion of that experience. Young bucks were
married to young gins thinking that this
would solve the problem, but when eventu-
ally those natives went to the bush, they
never returned. That is why the murders
took place; these black were not permitted
to have intercourse with others not of their
own kin. This means that religion and tribal
law prohibited these People from living
together.

Mention was also made that unless we
strictly prohibit the cohabitation of white
men with black women, we will still have
the half-caste problem. We shall still have
the half-caste problem to contend with for
many years because the half-castes, in a
state of semi-civilisation and civilisation are
marrying and inter-breeding and having
rather large families. It is not in this way
that we can eliminate the black blood. The
white blood prevails over that of the Austra-
lian aboriginal, which does not occur in the
case of any other black-blooded people in the
world. The hon. member wanted to know
how we are going to assimilate the half-caste
Population and said that we would not like
our sons and daughters to marry people of
this race. As the whites have cohabited with
the full-bloods, I see nothing to prevent the
whites cohabiting with the half-caste, and in
this way assimilation will take place.
think we shall hiave this problem for many
years.

Vote put and passed.
V~otes-Harbour and Light and Jetties,

£C42,600; Fisheries, £7,373; North-West gen-
eraly, £200-agreed to.

Vote-Minister for Forests, f140,925:

THE MINSTER FOR FORESTS [8.40]:
The Forests Department has carried on in
its usual way dealing with the burning of
fire-breaks, reforestation and the plant-
ing of pine plantations to the utmost of
its ability with a very short staff. It has
had considerable difficulty in carrying on its
ordinary duties, and at times has had to re-
lieve various members of the staff from their
jobs in order to assist in getting supplies of
firewood and in potato and other crop dig-
ging in the South-West. The department's.
activities eve been increased by virtue of

the fact that during hostilities it has been
impossible to maintain the firewood supply,
particularly in the metropolitan area and
some of the country towns. The department
has had to undertake this work, which did
not come within the usual scope of its duties.
To help meet the difficulty, men engaged on
mallet bark stripping and firebreak construc-
tion were used to supplement the firewood
supply for the metropolitan area.

When we secured conscientious objectors
and other workers, the department supplied
many hundreds of tons of firewvood. Last sea-
son 60,000 tons were sent to the metropolitan
area and in addition 16,009 tons were sup-
plied for the pumping stations along the
Kalgoorlie pipe-line. Thus the department
has had a very difficult time, hut it has been
successful in maintaining these important
supplies. Potato digging and similar activi-
ties were assisted by the gang eontrolled by
the department. Hut accommodation had to
be provided for employees, and the provision
of this and other concessions imposed fur-
ther work on the department. There has
been little or no criticism of the department,
except the evergreen criticism of sawmillers,
who have to submit to the judgment of the
departmental officials, and who claim that
they do not know a good tree from a. bad one,
or else have no eyesight. Members have
reason to be proud of the Forests Depart-
ment.

MR. HOAR (Nelson): I have listened
with interest to the statement of the Min-
ister on the activities of the department,
and I think we can all agree that in its per-
sonnel we have men who are doing a won-
derfully good job, under most difficult war-
time conditions. The department consists
of men who have made a study of their
job in regard to forestry matters and the
regeneration of forest areas. These men
know wveil that even today the most string-
eat regulations are aecessary to presente
our forest wealth. From the inauguration
of this State in 1829 up to the year 1918,
the vast forest heritage which has been
handed down to us was, to all intents and
purposes, an open door. Anyone could go
in and cut the best trees down without any
thought at all for the future. The timber
was at the disposal of any person who cared
to make use of it. No restrictions at all
were placed upon cutting; persons could
pick the eyes out of the forest with no
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regard to future productiveness. As a con-
sequence, the forest deteriorated in value
and its future productiveness became sadly
impaired.

If we look at the history of the State, we
have to admnit that Western Australia has
been a timber spendthrift; but, as with
-ill spendthrifts, the time must come when
we must cease spending and start to hus-
band our resources in order that this im-
portant industry may be permanently estab-
lished and its future productiveness as-
sured. We have every reason today, in my
oIpifliofl, to deplore the shortsightedness in
the past in the matter of the State'Is forestt
policy. Strangely enough, there are even
people who today do not value the State's
forests as they should, and who would not
be at all alarmed if all the trees were cut
down. We hear the age-old argument as to
agricultural areas versus forests. I do not
think those people, who today would not be
alarmed if the forests were cut down in
order that certain agricultural products
might be produced, understand the true
position. I do not believe they understand
what effect forests have upon climate.

Even as early as the Roman days it was
recognised that too great a clearing of
forest country brought about undesirable
changes in the physical conditions of Italy
and affected adversely the welfare of its
inhabitants. So much was this so that when
areas were cut down it was found exceed-
ingly difficult to produce food for the in-
habitants. There was a time when Sicily
was well-wooded. It was then the granary
of Rome, hut throughi some unwise forest
policy of that age the forests were cut
down and so that country could not feed its
own inhabitants, let alone the inhabitants
of Italy. Cyprus is another example of
what follows in the wake of unwise defor-
estation.

I suppose more modern investigation has
been done in France than probably in any
other coun try in the world; and the results
there point unmistakably to the fact that
forests have a g-reat influence on climate.
They preserve the rainfall, equalise tem-
perature and increase precipitation. The
holding up of a large percentage of the
rainfall and spreading it in an equal vol-
ume over the seasons of the year has had
a wonderful effect on agriculture; whereas
in a country that has been devastated
rainfall takes the form of rushing streams

and rivers, followed by long periods of dry
watercourses. I am suggesting to the Com-
mittee, that, in view of the history of other
countries, that state of affairs could very
well exist in Western Australia had we not
had a Forests Department fully alive to
the situation and to the history of other
countries. Nor can such people who might
decry our forest policy have any concep-
tion at all of the wealth that is produced
from our forests, or of the immensity of
the timber industry.

The total area of forests controlled by
the department today is 3,393,031 acres, of
which 1,778,111 acres are timber reserves.
The expansion of the timber industry it-
self and the popularity of our timber over-
sea can best be seen by a very brief refer-
ence to export figures over the years. If
we go back to the earliest year of export,
which I believe is 1850, we find that only
10,500 cubic feet of timber was exported
valued at £1,048; but owing to enterprise
and business acumen our timbers became
known throughout the world and today are
world renowned. Before the wvar, they were
sought after in the United Kingdom, New
Zealand, British Malaya, Sweden, Egypt,
India, Holland, France, China and a num-
ber of other countries. So much was the
popularity and usefulness of our timbers
-particularly karri and jarrah-recog-
nised throughout the world that by 1935
our exports had increased to over
317,000,000 cubic feet of squared timber
valued at £31,000,000.

Mr. Berry: Do you know precisely what
the timber 'was 'used for9'

Mr. HOAR: In the early days jarrah
was entirely misunderstood. It is probably
one of the best timbers in the world today,
but it was used for sleepers only and at
that time was called mahogany. It was not
until later that its building properties, as
well as its capacity for decorative work,
were fully appreciated. Probably only in
the last 30 years has jarrah found its
rightful place in the timber world. To
single out a particular year's production
I chose the year 1941, which is a war year
when nearly all our exports had ceased;
in fact, possibly all of them. Even in that
year we were able to produce 112,100,000
cubic feet of squared timber valued at
£1,670,000. Those figures do not include
mining timber, firewood, poles: or piles. So
there can he seen, from the production of
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timber alone, the necessity for maintain-
ing a Bound forest policy in order to pre-
serve this great wealth-producing indus-
try.

In 1943 there were no f ewer than 118
timber mills of varying load capacity oper-
ating throughout the State, and of course
cutting away the forests day by day, but
with this difference. Instead of a wide
open-door policy in -regard to exploitation,
sawmillers are now compelled to adhere
most rigidly to a strict forest policy which
has, as its object, the continuity of pro-
duction by forest regeneration, both natu-
ral and artificial. And it is right that that
should be so. The capital of the forest
can he stated as the total amount of mar-
ketable timber which it contains. The in-
terest is the totsl annual growth of the
trees; or, in other words, the percentage
by which they increase in volume. The
present forest policy, which is of a long-
term character, will not be fully appreci-
ated in our lifetime unless we make a deep
study of the subject. There is no doubt at
all in my mind that future generations
wvill reap the benefit of the policy now
being pursued so efficiently by the Forests
Department. If we are to preserve this
great industry of ours, if we arc to regu-
late our climate so that agriculturists may
have the beneft of a rainfall spread evenly
over the seasons of the year, we must ad-
here most strictly to the present policy
and commence to live on the interest of our
capital.

There is another matter I wish to deal
with whilst on this subject. It is a matter
which has been debated in this Chamber
quite a number of times. I know it has
been the subject of much research over
many years in many countries of the -world
interested in timber. I refer to waste tim-
ber. The figures I quoted of timber pro-
duction-great as they are-represent only
a fraction of the total cubic capacity of the
trees that are felled. In the year 1941, in
order to produce the 12,000,000 cubic feet
of squared timber I mentioned, over
38,000,000 cubic feet of log timber were
required, in other words no less than
26,000,000 cubic feet of timber were wasted
and left in the bush. Whenever a jarrah
tree is felled, only 20 per cent. of it is
sold. The remaining 80 per cent, is made
up of the timber left in the bush, sawdust,
mill waste, rotten hearts and so on; 80 per

cent. is lost and destroyed forever. I know
much research has been undertaken
throughout the years, particularly in other
countries, as to the methods by which this
waste wood could be utilised.

A good deal of research has also taken
place in Australia. I possess a forestry
book 24 years old which discloses that, even
in those days, 3,000,000 tons of wood were
distilled every year throughout the world
for the sake of the by-products--producing
150,000 tons of acetic acid and 15,000 tons
of wood spirit. In the United States whole
forests were cut down for this purpose, not
to sell the timber in the square for build-
ing purposes, but for the value of the by-
products that could be got from it. The
industry assumed large proportions in Can-
ada, Germany and Austria. Unless I have
been incorrectly informed I believe that
Sweden, which used to be a great exporter
of squared timber prior to the war, ceased
some years before the war to export timber
and utilised her trees, including the leaves,
for the by-products. There is more money
to be made out of the by-products than out
of the timber itself, so it can be said that
a number of other countries have benefited
considerably in a commercial sense from
the exploitation of timber for its distilla-
tion and by-products.

I realise, of course, that the main by-
products from -wood distillation-acetic
acid and methanol! as it is now known-
can be producedl today synthetically and
very cheaply. It would probably entail
the establishment of a large and costly
plant, working in conjunction with some
other forni of production, before we could
expect to compete successfully with the
synthetic product. We have today an ex-
perimental pilot plant for wood distilla-
tion and to produce charcoal-iron which by
this time should have yielded valuable re-
sults from which some conclusion could be
arrived at. No doubt in course of time the
question as to 'whether we should con-
tinue this means of production or rely cut
tirely on the synthetic product will be a
matter for future Government determin-
ation. But there are other matters besides
this in cnneetion with wood waste which,
in my opinion, require close attention and
further research. I do not know whether
many members, have had experience of tim-
ber mills, but they would know enough of
them to be aware that hundreds of thetis-
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of sawdust to Melbourne for analysis and
testing.

The Premier: We have done more than
that.

Mr. HOAR: I admit that the Govern-
ment has done quite a lot but unless we
alter our ideas considerably we shall not
derive full value out of our timber. I do
not regard 20 per cent. as anything like
the full percentage that we should be able
to derive from our forests. There is much
more money to be derived from our waste
products, and it is our job to investigate
that problem. There is another angle to
be considered in relation to the forests and
that is the human angle. Owing to the
popularity of our timbers a great industry
has been developing in this State. In 1943
there were 118 mills operating in the State,
73 of which were on Crown land. As a re-
sult. of that, there are thousands of people
today who are wholly or partially depend-
ent on the timbher industry for their means
of livelihood.

There are between 35 and 40 large or
medium sized mills where there is a popu-
lation sufficient for the localities to be re-
g'arded as small towns. Those communities
are doing quite a service to the State apart
from the production of timber. They are
helping to solve one of the problems of the
day, particularly in a country that is pro-
eeeding along- industrial lines. I refer to
rural dc-population. That is one of the
major problems confronting us, and one
that will increase in intensity unless we
are prepared to provide better living facili-
ties for the people who reside in the bush.
The timber wills are so remote from the
metropolitan area that a great proportion
of the population here has never seen them.
The people here do not realise the stand-
ard of living that is the lot of those who
live in the bush and depend on the pro-
duction of timber. Those who do pass
through look only at the cutting side of
the business and take little notice of the
dwellings where the people live. They see
the gray dismal dwellings, but regard them
as part and parcel of the industry. I think
a searching inquiry should he made into
matters concerning the timber workers'
homes. I think there should he a complete
and radical change of ideas as to the de-
sign of the dwellings and in the standard
.of comfort provided for the people.

I have had a unique opportunity for in-
vestigating conditions in the timber indus-
try inasmuch as there is not a mill of any
standing in the industry that I have not
visited, and where I have not had an op-
portunity of investigating the living condi-
tions of the people. The industry has de-
veloped very much since the early days
when it started with the digging of pits
and the falling of trees that were then cut
by means of hand saws. The circular
saw and stenni followed. I believe the
first mill was erected at Guildford. Since
then the industry has expanded tremen-
dously until now there are a large number
of mills operating in the State. Then came
the time when with the advance of the indus-
try women arrived on the scene. In the
early days they were not to he noticed to
any extent but the introduction of more
modern methods caused the industry to ex-
pand, and women took their place in the
communities and little townships began to
develop. Since then we have made won-
derful progress on the mechanical side of
sawmilling. Legislation was passed which
set out details of safety precautions to be
undertaken in the interests of the work-
ers. Inspectors were provided and every-
thing done to place the industry on a pro-
per basis. Every effort was made to ad-
vance the interests of the industry hut the
conditions in connection with the housing
of the workers were not considered in legis-
lation. In may opinion, that was entirely
wrong.

In one of the mills I visited I wanted to
see a womain in her home and I bad to
duck my bead to get through the doorway.
When I entered the premises the lady bad
to light a lamip so that we could see each
other. That was necessary even in the
middle of a bright summer's afternoon. I
could see daylight through the cracks in
the roof and walls, yet 5s. a week was the
rent charged for the hovel. Although the
house was the worst I have seen, the best
that I have inspected are not good enough
for those who are compelled to live so far
from the normal amenities. Generally
speaking, throughout the timber industry
the dwellings remind one of the decaying
architecture of the farmyard-I cannot
find any better word to describe what I
have seen in the timber industry.

In the years after the war we are going
to have a housing scheme, or at least we are
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led to believe that we are to have one; and
we are told that almost every member of the
community will be able to purchase a house
of his own-a house to a design of his
own. The rural population, it is said, will
benefit from that scheme. Everyone is to
have an opportunity of buying a home for
himself, except the timber worker. The
argument may also apply to the Collie
miners, but I am not sure as to that. How-
ever, it certainly does apply to the timber
worker;, and for the simple reason that the
timber industry has grown up from timber
rights leased to a company which will last
only 25 or 30 years as a rule. Such a timber
mrill is therefore merely of a temporary
nature. Consequently no one living in that
area can be expected to build a home for
himself. If such a man is to have any living
at all, he must depend entirely on the em-
ployer; and the employer has nothing under
any law to indicate that he must do this
or do that. Nothing is made mandatory on
him to build a house of a certain type or a
certain standard, with the result that the
employer has in some eases put up hovels,
and there is no one to say him nay. What
I want to do is to create a sufficient ima-
pression on the Government to bring in as
early as possible in the next session an
amendment of the Timber Industry Regula-
tion Act providing that all housing specifica-
tions should be subject to the Minister's
approval.

The Premier: We are going into that
aspect of the matter.

Mr. HOAR: I am very glad to hear that.
If full advantage were taken of the by-
products of our timber industry, and we
make the things that we want, we could
then produce a house that would be
habitable and much of which could be dis-
mantled and removed elsewhere, only the
shell remaining, which would have been paid
for over and over again. This subject is
very close to me, and it should be of suffi-
cient importance to interest everyone who
is concerned in the building conditions of
our people wherever they may dwell. I
hope the timber workers after the war will
not only have a regulation governing their
future housing conditions, but that the regu-
lation shall be retrospective, involving
demolition of all the houses now in exist-
ence on timber areas that do not conform
to modern requirements. The regulation

should not refer only to houses to be built
in new timber areas.

MR. LESLIE (Mt. Marshall): I desire to,
express my very sincere thanks to the mem-
ber for Nelson for his highly informative
address on an industry whose importance is
not recognised by the people of the State
as well as it might be. As an indication of'
that I draw the Committee's attention-
and I hope the people's attention-to the
fact-and it must be a disturbing fact-that
according to the Forests Department's re-
port for the year ended on the 30th June
last, the number of forest fires in the
forestry areas was 517, the highest number
ever recorded. After hearing the speech on
the importance of the timber industry and
an outline. of its possibilities by the member
for Nelson, I feel certain that the Govern-
ment will take steps to apportion an amount
from the vote on these Estimates to educate
the people more to guard against fires in
forest areas. Such a move, I feel sure,
would meet with approbation from all sides
of the Committee.

The Premier: We have spent thousands
upon thousands of pounds for that pur-
pose.

Mr. LESLIE: I consider it necessary to
do that, and should like to see it continued.
The fires are more numerous than they have
ever been, and the department no doubt
has difficulties owing to the absence of man-
power. That lack has caused even women
to be engaged as forest fire watchers. The
position certainly indicates that the public
of this State is not as well aware of the
importance of the industry and the necs-
sity for exercising care as it might be. Five
hundred and seventeen fires must have
caused a considerable amount of damage.
No doubt the absence of the broadcast an-
nouncement of weather conditions has also
had some effect. Announcements of the
kind over the air must do good where the
fires are most prevalent and inflict most
damage.

The Forests Department, I notice, bas
been engaged in providing firewood for the
metropolitan area and for the No. 1 and
No. 2 pumping stations. Once a Govern-
ment goes into a venture of this kind, it
goes into a business concern; and on future
occasions I would like to see in the figures
submitted to the Chamber the cost and re-
ceipts presented a little more illuminatingly
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of sawdust to Melbourne for analysis and
testing.

The Premier: We have done more than
that,

Mr. HOAR: I admit that the Govern-
ment has done quite a lot but unless we
alter our ideas considerably we shall not
derive full value out of our timber. I do
not regard 20 per cent. as anything like
the full percentage that we should he able
to derive from our forests. There is much
more money to be derived from our waste
products, and it is our job to investigate
that problem. There is another angle to
be considered in relation to the forests and
that is the human angle. Owing to the
popularity of our timbers a great industry
has been developing in this State. In 1943
there were 118 mills operating in the State,
73 of which were on Crown land. As a re-
suilt of that, there are thousands of people
today who are wholly or partially depend-
ent on the timber industry for their means
of livelihood.

There are between 35 and 40 large or
medium sized mills where there is a popu-
lation sufficient for the localities to be Ye-
garded as small towns. Those communities
are doing quite a service to the State apart
from the production of timber. They are
hielping to solve one of the problems of the
(lay, particularly in a country that is pro-
ceeding along industrial lines. I refer to
rural dc-population. That is one of the
major problems confronting us, and one
that will increase in intensity unless we
are prepared to provide better living facili-
ties for the people who reside in the bush.
The timber mills are so remote from the
metropolitan area that a great proportion
of the population here has never seen them.
The people here do not realise the stand-
ard of living that is the lot of those who
live in the bush and depend on the pro-
duction of timber. Those who do pass
through look only at the cutting side of
the business and take little notice of the
dwellings where the people live. They see
the gray dismal dwellings, but regard them
as part and parcel of the industry. I think
a searching inquiry should be made into
matters concerning the timber workers'
homes. I think there should be a complete
aind radical change of ideas as to the de-
sign of the dwellings and in the standard
of comfort provided for the people.

I have had a unique opportunity for in-
vestigating conditions in the timber indus-
try inasmuch as there is not a mill of any
standing in the industry that I have not
visited, and where I have not had an op-
portunity of investigating the living condi-
tions of the people. The industry has de-
veloped very much since the early days
when it started with the digging of pits
and the falling of trees that were then cut
by means of hand saws. The circular saw
followed and then came steam. I believe the
first mill was erected at Guildford, Since
then the industry has expanded tremen-
dously until now there are a large number
of mills operating in the State. Then came
the time when with the advance of the indus-
try women arrived on the scene. In the
early days they were not to be noticed to
any extent but the introduction of more
modern methods caused the industry to ex-
pand, and women took their place in the
communities and little townships began to
develop. Since then we have made 'won-
derful progress on the mechanical side of
sawmilling. Legislation was passed which
set out details of safety precautions to be
undertaken in the interests of the work-
ers. Inspectors were provided and every-
thing done to place the industry on a pro-
per basis. Every effort was made to ad-
vance the interests of the industry but the
conditions in connection with the housing-
of the workers was not considered in legis-
lation. In my opinion, that was entirely
wrong.

In one of the mills I visited I wanted to
see a woman in her home and I had to
duck my head to get through the doorway.
When I entered the premises the lady had
to light a lamp so that we could see each
other. That was necessary even in the
middle of a bright summer's afternoon. I
could see daylight through the cracks in
the roof and walls, yet 5s. a week was the
rent charged for the hovel. Although the
house was the worst I have sean, the best
that I have inspected are not good enough
for those who are compelled to live so far
from the normal amenities. Generally
speaking, throughout the timber industry
the dwellings remind one of the decaying
architecture of the farmyard-I cannot
find any better word to describe what I
have seen in the timber industry.

In the years after the war we are going
to have a housing scheme, or at least we are
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led to believe that we are to have one; and
we are told that almost every member of the
community will be able to purchase a bouse
of his own-a house to a design of his
own. The rural population, it is said, will
benefit from that scheme. Everyone is to
have an opportunity of buying a home for
himself, except the timber worker. The
argument may also apply to the Collie
miners, but I am not sure as to that. How-
ever, it certainly does apply to the timber
workers, and for the simple reason that the
timber industry has grown up from timber
rights leased to a company which will last
only 25 or 30 years as a rule. Such a timber
mill is therefore merely of a temporary
nature. Consequently no one living in that
area can be expected to build a borne for
himself. If such a man is to have any living
at all, he must depend entirely on the em-
ployer; and the employer has nothing under
any law to indicate that he must do this
or do that. Nothing is made mandatory on
him to build a house of a certain type or a
certain standard, with the result that the
employer has in some cases put up hovels,
and there is no one to say him nay. What
I want to do is to create a sufficient im-
pression on the Government to bring in as
early as possible in the next session an
amendment of the Timber Industry Regula-
tion Act providing that all housing specifica-
tions should be subject to the Minister's
approval.

The Premier: We are going into that
aspect of the matter.

Mr. HOAR: I am very glad to hear that.
If full advantage were taken of the by-
products of our timber industry, and we
make the thlings that we want, we could
then produce a house that would be
habitable and much of which could be dis-
mantled and removed elsewhere, only the
shell remaining, which would have been paid
for over and over again. This subject is
very close to me, and it should be of suffi-
cient importance to interest everyone who
is concerned in the building conditions of
our people wherever they may dwell. I
hope the timber workers after the war will
not only have a regulation governing their
future housing conditions, but that the regu-
lation shall be retrospective, involving
demolition of all the houses nowv in exist-
ence on timber areas that do not conform
to modern requirements. The regulation

should not refer only to houses to he built
in new timber areas.

MR. LESLIE (Mt. 'Marshall): I desire to
express my very sincere thanks to the mem-
ber for Nelson for his highly informative
address on an industry whose importance is
not recognised by the people of the State
as well as it might be. As an indication of
that I draw the Committee's attention-
and I hope the people's attention-to the
fact-and it must be a disturbing fact-that
according to the Forests Department's re-
port for the year ended on the 80th June
last, the numb er of forest fires in the
forestry areas was 517, the highest number
ever recorded. After bearing the speech on
the importance of the timber industry and
an outline of its possibilities by the member
for Nelson, I feel certain that the Govern-
ment will take steps to apportion an amount
from the vote on these Estimates to educate
the people more to guard against fires in
forest areas. Such a move, I feel sure,
would meet with approbation from all sides
of the Committee.

The Premier: We have spent thousands
upon thousands of pounds for that pur-
pose.

Mr. LESLIE: I consider it necessary to
do that, and should like to see it continued.
The fires are more numerous than they have
ever been, and the department no doubt
has difficulties owing to the absence of man-
power. That lack has caused even women
to be engaged as forest fire watchers. The
position certainly indicates that the public
of this State is not as well aware of the
importance of the industry and the neces-
sity for exercising care as it might be. Five
hundred and seventeen fires must have
caused a considerable amount of damage.
No doubt the absence of the broadcast an-
nouncement of weather conditions has also
had some effect. Announcements of the
kind over the air must do good where the
fires are most prevalent and inflict most
damage.

The Forests Department, I notice, has
been engaged in prodiding firewood for the
metropolitan area and for the No. 1 and
No. 2 pumping stations. Once a Govern-
ment goes into a venture of this kind, it
goes into a husiness concern; and on future
occasions I would like to see in the figures
submitted to the Chamber the cost and re-
ceipts presented a little more illuminatingly
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than in the balance sheet and reports sub-
mitted to us now. For instance, we are
shown that the receipts from firewood sup-
plied to the metropolitan area amounted to
£00,421, while the expenditure was £06,846
-disclosing rather an alarming discrepancy.
But that expense also included money spent
on a conversion project. The amount ex-
pended on that project should-and this
ought to he possible--be detailed and
separated so that we can definitely say
whether the business project into which
the Government enters is one which is
run on the economical lines of a. private
business. We should like to know that the
business was run on business lines rather
than as a venture for the public good with-
out cheek. The latter procedure is always
dangerous, as it lends itself to extravagance
unless checked. Potato-digging is a matter I
would like the Minister to explain. In the
report of the department it is stated-

The work of potato digging involved the
erecti of temporary camps for comparatively
large gangs of men in a number of centres, and
the provision of additional transport to supple-
ment that available to the growers.

The receipts from potato digging amounted
to £5,616, and it would be interesting to
learn what costs were incurred by the de-
partment against the revenue received.

Mr. Holman: It would he interesting to
find out the value to the State also!

Mr. LESLIE: I agree. On the other hand,
any one of these ventures can be too costly
unless the expenditure is watched. There
is always the danger that unless the expen-
diture is watched in any governmental enter-
prise, and some attempt made to show the
relative revenue and expenditure, extrava-
ggtnce will creep in. Turning to the Auditor
General's report-I am always concerned
when the people who should be setting an
example depart from regular procedure-
in connection with the Forestry Vote
I find the Auditor General referring to a
loan of £136,200 in 1943-44. That officer
states that no charge for interest and
sinking fund has been made in respect
of this sum. Further, he states that the
amount was made available as a relief
measure and that the papers indicated that
its value to the Forests Department was
comparatively small. In the circumstances
the amount does not represent a proper loan
fund charge.

The Premier interjected.

Mr. LESLIE: Now I am getting some-
where to bear out the contention that in the
circumstances the amount does not repre-
sent a proper loan fund charge.

The Minister for Mines: Is not it a pity
you were not here during the depression!

Mr. LESLIE: If this is a charge remain-
ing against the Forests Department and it
is not the Government's intention to recover
it or to make it a charge against the depart-
ment for interest payments, then it should
be removed.

The Premier: We removed £50,000 last
year.

Mr. LESLIE: It is no credit to any Gov-
ernment when such irregularities are dis-
closed in reports by the Auditor General.

The Premier: That is not an irregularity.
What are you talking about?

Mr. LESLIE: When the Auditor General
reports that something is not a proper loan
fund charge, an attempt should be made by
the Premier to remove it so that the Auditor
General will not have occasion to make re-
marks concerning departures from regular
procedure; I put it that way if the Premier
does not like the word irregularity.

MR. HOLMAN (F'orrest) : I congratulate
the member for Nelson on his very excel-
lent exposition relating to the timber in-
dustry. There is no-one more capable of
giving such an exposition than the mem-
ber for Nelson, who has spent most of his
life in that industry and has worked very

hiard for the people engaged in it. I be-
lieve that his suggestions will be taken
into consideration by the Government
very soon. I have some contribution to
make myself on these Estimates. I must
say that the Minister was very modest in
introducing them. No doubt he has taken
into consideration the annual report of
the Forests Department. He may believe
that we have found there everything that
he might say, and I believe so too. There
are some points that we must take notice
of, especially at this juncture. One that I
will bring up particularly is the decrease in
output of timber. The output has been
steadily decreasing for a number of years,
notwithstanding the fact that we are sadly
in need of timber, not only for our pre-
sent purposes but to enable us to have the
necessary timber laid by for the post-war
period. This decrease has been taking
place for a number of years. There has
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been a continued decrease since 1938. In-
deed, I think the decrease goes back fur-
ther than 1938. Not only during the war
period but prior to the war the decrease
has been going on.

The point I want to make is that we have
had various difficulties in respect of re-
leasing manpower for the timber produc-
tion outlets of this State. I myself have
helped to encourage the dairying industry
and other industries by releasing man-
power, but it is also a big question in re-
spect to the timber industry. I believe en-
deavours are being made to have men
manpowered from the Services to enable
us to catch up the leeway in the timber
industry; but I am hopeful that greater
efforts will be made to enable the industry
to he built up and to increase production
for the post-war period. As I have said
previously, we have been told it will be
necessary to import timber to this country.
That wvas a Canberra statement which 1
quoted to this House. I also quoted the
words of the Civil Defence and Food Com-
missioner of Ceylon, in which he said he
hoped we would be able to export consid-
erable quantities of timber to that coun-
try. I believe the same request has been
made by the gentleman who has just arrived
from India.

Many other countries will also need our
exports. But, as with regard to migra-
tion, so in connection with timber, our own
country's requirements must be considered
first. On the 11th of last month there ap-
peared in the Press a statement that A
request had been made to the Prime Min-
ister, through the Premier, on behalf of
Millars' Timber & Trading Co., for a re-
sumption of the export of timber to the
United Kingdom. Therefore we have a
statement from Canberra to the effect that
we shall have to import timber and one
from this State requesting the export of
timber, and I am wondering how those two
statements can be reconciled. I would like
the Premier to reconsider his decision. The
member for 'Mt. Marshall referred to
firewood. According to the report of the
Forests Department, a wonderful job has
been done in that regard. This year winter
supplies have been built up during the
summer and we can see the repercussion
of that policy throughout the city and
suburban areas. In addition, we find that
,over the last two years the department has

supplied 120,000 tons of wood to the met-
iropolitan area, to country districts and to
Nos. 1 and 2 pumping stations. That
eliminates a certain amount of waste in
the timber mills but I believe the majority
of that wood was cut from the forests by
internees or P.O.W. Another point worthy
of mention is the work being done regard-
ing fires.

The previous speaker mentioned the
number of fires that had taken place in
the areas controlled by the department.
Nevertheless, we find that no great damage
has resulted. In the last week or so, on
the other hand, we have read of the enor-
mous damage from this cause in the East-
ern States. That damage has occurred
year after year, but in this State we have
been remarkably free from serious conse-
quences of bushfires. I would pay a tri-
bute, not only to the department, but also
to the voluntary fire-fighting units through-
out the State. They have done a wonderful
job and the department is doubtless thank-
ful for the assistance rendered by them.
Local governing bodies, sawmilling interests
and various other people have made their
contribution to this work. The member for
Nelson gave us sound reasons why a policy
of reforestation should be put into opera-
tion. We ourselves have seen the effect of
that policy. The intervention of the war has
to some extent stultified the work of the
department in that regard, but I believe
plans have been made for post-war activity.
In an English paper, dated the 31st Decem-
ber, 1043, there is mention of the effect of
a drug called colchicine.

The only reference I can find to research
along those lines in this State is an article
which appeared in the September issue of
the "Journal of Agriculture of Western Aus-
tralia," but the reference there is to plants
only and not to timber. Evidently the sub-
ject is under consideration, but we are not
going into the matter as deeply as are
other countries. According to this article
in the English paper, the Horticultural In-
stitute at Wimbledon gave an order for a
number of seeds of timber-bearing trees and
these were impregnated with the drug, which
is an extract from the autumn crocus. It
is said that this drug can do the work of a
thousand years in three years so far as
timber-bearing is concerned. That sounds
an extravagant statement, but the claim has
been tested in American and Swedish lsare-
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tories. It may be that there is a shortage
of timber in those countries and that is why
this drug is being investigated. There is
some concern about timber for paper pulp
and that is why experiments arc being un-
dertaken.

In my maiden speech in 1939 I made a
fairly lengthy contribution in respect of the
paper pulp industry as I would like to see
it established in this State, and I gave a his-
tory of the experiments which had taken
place here in regard to paper pulp. In
1918, Messrs. Benjamin and Boas conducted
experiments, which were fairly satisfactory,
at the Perth Technical College. A couple
of years later they produced pulp with a
very small plant, and I have samples of
that pulp. People of that calibre are gradu-
ally being filched away from us and are
going to the Eastern States. When going
through paper mills over there, I met Messrs.
Benjamin, Boas, Nadebaum. and others, and
they are doing a job in the Eastern States
that they should have been doing here. No
doubt, as the Premier stated, they are work-
ing in conjunction with the organisation in
the Eastern States, in seeing what can he
done with the wastage of timber. We find
on research into the journals of the C.S.11.
and through printing industry journals that
the majority of the experimental work has
been done for the benefit of the Eastern
States.

The big paper pulp firms in the Eastern
States .have made various contributions,
amounting to thousands of pounds, towards
experimental processes, thereby gaining first-
hand advantage of the results of such experi-
ments. I am afraid that will happen again,
though I hope it will not. I do not decry
the activities of the Government in this
respect. During the past year it has formed
a forest products utilisation panel. Up to
the present I have not seen any report of
the activities of that panel but I have suffi-
cient faith in the panel to know that it will
wholeheartedly go into this very serious item
regarding the forests of this State. I have
recently rend a report of a survey of the
raw material available in Western Australia
for a pulp mil. Strangely enough, contrary
to general belief, that report leaves me with
the impression that we have not sufficient
suitable timber available for the production
of pulp in this State. That is a most re-
markable statement, but that is the idea I
have after reading the report.

That report refers to the amount of timn-
ber being used in the pulp mill at Morwell
in the Eastern States and at Burnie, in Tas-
mania and other mills, and the amount of
timber necessary for the production of pulp
in this State. Then the survey explains how
much timber we have available in this State,
and the figures definitely leave the impres-
sion that we have not enough. I am sur-
prised at the result of that survey. Con-
trary to the statement of the member for
Nelson, in paper pulpmaking, so far as my
experience goes, the branches which form a
large percentage of the waste in timber are
not used. Therefore that waste can be dis-
carded.

At the Morwell Mill in Victoria, mountain
ash is used. However, it does not follow
that we have not the timber here. We ought
not to think exclusively in terms of jarrah
and kerrn, although that has been the popu-
lar idea in the past. We have to think of
other timbers that are not so extensively
used for building and similar purposes. We
have the marri or red gum, The report
states that sonc investigations have been
made into the possibilities of warni ',his,
year. Similar investigations have been made
in previous years. There is a golden op-
portunity for the utilisation of one of our
species of timber because, iii going through
the forests to secure suitable timber for mill
purpo~ses, the marri is by-passed. I am glad
that the department is again taking up the't
possibility of utilising merri.

Mr. Doney: For what purpose?

Mr. HOLMAN: For making paper pulp
in particular. There are other items that
should be taken into account when consider-
ing the activities of the department. Those
activities are closely allied with the work
being performed by the department con-
trolled by the Minister for Industrial De-
velopment. As he explained in his reply
to the member for Canning in a recent de-
hate, we have a great opportunity for utilis-
ing by-products of timber in the Wundowie
scbeme for charcoal iron and wood distilla-
tion. The activities at Chandler also pro-
vide opportunities for utilising waste timber
to produce by-products. I refer to sulphuric
acid which can be obtained at Chandler,
Sulphuric acid in a certain form is neces-
sary for paper pulp making. We also have
at Wundowie acetic acid, which is necessary
for the manufacture of many by-products
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of timber. The Government has not only
been working in with the Eastern States and
Commonwealth departments, but is also send-
ing an industrial chemist to America to ob-
tain first-hand information about charcoal-
iron and wood distillation and their by-pro-
ducts. I believe that gentleman will do a
magnificent job for this State. I have be-
fore me a journal that gives an insight
into the work being performed in America
in regard to wood distillation or wood
hydrolysis.

In America this is a big concern and I
believe it will be one of the first places to be
visited by the industrial chemist who is being
sent abroad by the Government. In America
this industry has gone ahead by leaps and
bounds. It was first initiated there through
a German scheme and as recently as 1943
the Office of Production Research and De-
velopment of W.P.B. requested the United
States Forest Service to test the hydrolysis
process with American woods, providing
100,000 dollars for the purpose. Although
it may not be generally known, we have a
plant, apart from that mentioned by the
Minister, in operation at Banksiadale. Thero
the sawdust is being used to produce char-
coal briquettes, acetic acid and wood naptha.
Unfortunately, that process has been dogged
by misfortune and has not as yet got into a
proper swing. The machinery and plant
have caqsed great trouble. I am hopeful
that when the industrial chemist returns from
America he will be able to assist in over-
coming the difficulties at Banksiadale.

A few weeks ago I asked some questions
-regarding the establishment of the rayon
manufacturing industry in this State. This
is another direction in which the waste pro-
-ducts of timber may be used. All these
things will dovetail, because a tremendous
amount of acetic acid is needed, especially
for the rayon manufacturing industry. With
the institution of the South-West plant, we
shall be able to provide acetic acid for the
production of rayon, that is, if the company
I1 have in mind decides to establish the in-
dustry in this State. Rayon is an important
commodity offering tremendous possibilities.
From nitrocellulose can be produced cella-
phane, sausage casings, photographic films,
lancquers, pyroxylin-coated fabrics, sheets,
rods and tubes and miscellaneous products.
All those things can be brought into being-
by utilising waste products and working in

conjunction with the Department of Indus-
trial Development.

I wish to say something on the housing
of timber workers, This has been a hardy
annual with me and is becoming a hardy two
or three monthser. Still, I want to continue
to emphasise the lack of concern in the hous-
ing conditions in the timber industry. With
the member for Nelson I sincerely hope that
some alteration will be made. The Timber
Industry Regulation Act of 1926, Section 23,
provides that the Governor may make regu-
lations for the inspection of housing and
accommodation provided for workers. We
can make provision for the inspection of
their housing, but we have no law to ensure
that the inspection has any effect. All the
inspector can do is to inspect the houses and
there the matter finishes. I believe their
housing could be brought under a town plan-
ning scheme. Why not? Other townsites
bave to adopt decent living conditions under
the regulations laid down by local authori-
ties and why not the timber mills, because all
the timber mills are within the boundaries of
local governing bodies? Therefore they
should be compelled to provide decent living
accommodation.

To realise what the existing conditions
arc, one has only to go to Jarrahdale 'which
is within 30 miles of Perth. There, I ven-
ture to say, some of the houses are main-
Mained by the sheets of paper that have
been constantly pasted on the walls to make
them look decent inside. As the paper ac-
cumulates, it assists to hold up the walls of
these structures. Some members are going
to make a journey tomorrow at the invita-
tion of the Premier to see the Workers'
homes being built in the metropolitan area.
I wish those members could see, by way of
comparison, the homes provided on the tim-
ber mills. There the housing conditions are
shocking. Timber is produced for houses,
and yet there are few decent housing con-
ditions. The companies could well pull
down all the houses that arc there and
rebuild them. These houses have paid for
themselves over and over again. Again I
quote Jarrahdaie. How many years has
it been operating? The workers pay 5s.
a week rent. This has, been going on for
years.. and they will continue to pay it.

Another section in the Timber Industry
Regulation Act reqiqires that boarding
houses shall provide at least comfortable
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living conditions. It also provides that the
owner, agent or manager of every timber
holding and all keepers of boarding-houses
thereon shalt be responsible for the main-
tenance of such places at all times in a
clean and sanitary condition and the struc-
ture in good condition and as far as prac-
ticable flyproof. That is what is provided
for boarding-houses hut nothing is provided
in regard to the houses the workers have
to live in. Yet all are owned by the same
people, whether private or State enterprise.
The Act also lays down that the houses pro-
vided for the accommodation of 'workers and
bash camps arc to be so constructed as to
provide sufficient protection from the wea-
ther and a reasonable degree of comfort
to the satisfaction of the district inspec-
tor.

After my investigations, I conclude that
it does not take much to satisfy the inspec-
tor under the existing regulations. I am
hopeful that we shall get better housing
conditions not only at the mill sites but also
at the bush camps so that the 'workers shall
have a reasorlable degree of comfort in
their homes. We have heard much about the
installation of refrigerators in workers'
homes, but before any attempt is made to
instal them in those homes in the metropoli-
tan area, they should be provided for bush
camps. I hope the Minister 'will take that
into consideration, at least in respect of
camps at Government mills. My final con-
tribution to the debate relates to some bush
fires that occurred in my own electorate.
Within the last 13 months there have been
two disastrous mill fires. I refer to the fire
at Jarrahdale late last year and to the lire
that occurred a few weeks ago at Whittakers'
mill. Both mills were completely gutted.
The trouble is that there is never enough
water available at these mill centres. to put
a fire out once it starts. With the tremen-
dous amount of grease that is used on the
skids and with the sawdust and waste lying
about the mills, materiel is provided for a
veritable furnace.

There is not at any of the mill centres
either the necessary water or the fire units
to cope with a fire, let alone to put it out.
But that is not altogether the point. Only
the mills were burnt down. Thank the Lord,
owing to a change of wind, the cottages and
dwellings that would otherwise have gone
up in smoke were saved and consequently
fatalities were probably avoided. This is
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a most serious business. When I visited
Banksiadale only a week or so ago there
was almost a fire in the railway mill. Ow-
ing to the foresight of the manager, how-
ever, in providing swimming facilities for
the employees, he was able to cope 'with the
fire. I would suggest that amenities such
as swimming pools should be provided at
other centres, as the -water could also be
used for the purpose of controlling such
disastrous fires. I leave that with the Min-
ister as my final thought.

MR. OWEN (Swan): It is not my inten-
tion at this late stage and so late in the
session to hold the Committee for any great
length of time, hut there are one or two
points I would like to touch on. The Forests
Department must be commended on its
policy of forest protection and forest re-
generation. We have in Western Australia
millions of acres of fine forest land, but had
it not been for the policy of the depart-
ment this large area would have been cut
over-. and instead of our having a per-
petual forest, we would cut out our forests
in a matter of 40 or 50 years. I well re-
member sonic 25 years ago when this policy
was first instituted the antagonism that
arose amongst sawmillers and timber-cutters
in general. They said it was, going to ruin
the industry; all those engaged in it would
become bankrupt. But the policy indicates
the triumph of scientific control over what
might be termed ruthless commercial ex-
ploitation.

The Minister for Works: You are quite
right there.

Mr. OWEN: In our time we now find
that the sawmillers anad timberworkers are
working in harmony with the policy of the
department. The member for Nelson gave
a very interesting and illuminating speech
on the timber industry. He touched on its
history in Western Australia and mentioned
various phases of it. I too, have been in-
terested in this phase, because in the Dar-
ling Range area some of the first timber
was cut in the State. In many places in
the district will be found the old sawpits
used in the early days by the timber-cutters.
Next to my own property there is the site
of a mill which I think commenced opera-
tions some 80 years ago-in the 60's of the
last century. There are still remnants of
the sleepers and rails of the tramline which
was- used to haul the timber to the mill.
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Most of the debate tonight has centred
around our main commercial timbers, jar-
nah and karri; hut I think most members
realise that we have other timbers of great
commercial value besides jarrab.

I might mention wandoo or white gum.
Large areas of that timber have been ruth-
lessly destroyed during clearing operations
in the inner wheatbelt. It is now realised
that wandoo is a valuable hardwood for
railway steepers and for works where preat
durability is required. We also have tuart,
which is fairly well known on some of our
land adjacent to the seacoast and as far down
as Busselton. That proved to be of great
value in conebbuilding and railway wagons.
We also have yake timber, which has proved
to he useful for axe handles. It is heavier
than hickory and perhaps not quite as good,
but nevertheless it is suitable for the pur-
pose. We also have sheoak, Thousands of
these trees have been destroyed by bush fires
and promiscuous cutting for firewood. It is
a valuab 'le timber for furniture, and also for
casks and barrels for the liquor trade. One
thing all members must be somewhat
alarmed about, and that is the huge propor-
tion of waste in the timber-milling industry.
Doubtless the waste at present is much less
than it was some 40 or 50 years ago.

I have been told that in the early days
of the Canning Jarrab Co. anything that
was not really prime timber was sent over
the fire chute and burnt. That fire was kept
going for .16 or 18 -years and thousands of
pounds worth of timber were destroyed in
that way. Without going into technical de-
tails of how much of this waste could be
avoided by utilising the timber for paper
pulp and wood plastics, there are other
methods by which some of the waste could
be readily used. One, in particular, is the
utilisation of much of the top wood of our
timber trees for cutting packing and fruit
cases. As it is, much of the 'waste in the
mills is utilised for that purpose today.
The fruitgrowing industry alone uses nearly
2,000,000 feet per year; and during, the
war large numbers of packing cases have
been required for foodstuffs being sent to
the forward areas for our troops. We have
been called upon to produce many thou-
sands of other cases. Although timber mills
have in many cases installed special c-ase
benches and utilised the offeuts and smaller
waste, the larger branches of the frees could
be used.

I would suggest that the Forests Depart-
ment grant concessions to small case mills
to go out into areas, which are being cut
over by the larger mills, to obtain timber
for their own requirements. I feel sure
that much waste timber could be utilised in
that way. The member for Nelson men-
tioned the use of sawdust as a means of
power in our mills. Some 20 years ago,
when I took an active part in fruiteasa mill-
i ng, we had a portable steam engine and
used a considerable portion of our sawdust
waste in the firebox. We found it useful in
conjunction with the other waste in main-
tamning steam pressure. Some years ago
publicity was given to the fact that very
good charcoal briquettes could he made from
kardi and jarrab sawdust, but of late I have
not heard much of this suggestion. I am
not aware whether the proposal fell through
or not. The wanton destruction of huge
dumps of sawdust is not merely waste of
good material. I venture to say that heaps
of burning sawdust have been responsible
more than once for fires which have
destroyed mrany of the mills in this State.
The sawdust could have been utilised for
some useful purpose and that would have
obviated the fire risk.

Reverting to the fruit case question, I sug-'
gest to the Forests Department that in the
fruitgrowing areas, where small case mills
are generally in operation they should be
granted a concession to cut timber for many
years in close proximity to the mill site.
In the Kalamunda area we have an example
of a large concession having been granted
to a timber company. The timber is hauled
to Perth and milled there. The ease mill, on
the other hand, has to go out as far as 10
or 12 miles to secure timber for fruit cases.
With a little better organisation, that mill
would be enabled to cut timber in close prox-
imity to the mill. The other timber cutting
mill, which has to load big logs on trucks,

ight have a mile or two extra carting to do,
but that would not amount to much. The
member for Nelson also touched on the ques-
tion of forests versus agriculture. Admit-
tedly, friction has occurred in the past, but
I would agnin suggest that much might he
done if the Forests Department would re-
lease certain gully areas, as these would be
a valuable asset to the agricultural industry
and no great damage would he done to the
forest areas, because gully areas do not grow
jarrah or karri or any valuable timber.
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They mostly row swamp banksia and paper-
bark and ti-trees. Both industries would be
benefited if those areas were thrown open
for selection.

Mr. Kelly: They would only be a small
proportion of the total area.

Mr. OWEN: Yea. I mentioned some time
ago that the settlement of the gully areas
would provide the firebreaks so necessary
to control fires in the timber areas. A reser-
voir of labour would also be available to the
Forests Department for part-time work, and,
if necessary, it could be called upon to fight
fires. Unquestionably, forest fires are re-
sponsible for the destruction of many thou-
sands of pounds worth of timber. The
destruction is not always immediate. One
does not always see many big trees die or
become totally destroyed. The danger is to
the young growth, particularly jarrah sap-
lings. Should these be attacked by fire at
any time before they are five years old they
are likely to die. ,Jarrah and karri do not
need any advertisement in this State, nor
for that matter in any part of the world.
I was interested to note that in our own
library there is a photograph of forest
timber, and on it is a statement that the
jarrah tree grows so many feet high and
-reaches a diameter of two to three feet. I
think it time that that description was
altered, because a jarrab tree of that girth
is a mere sapling as compared with the huge
trees which are to be seen in parts of our
South-West- In the Manjimup area I have
seen jarrah trees estimated to cut something
over 50 loads of timber. This is only a small
matter, but I think we must at least be
correct in the description of our native trees.

Vote put and passed.
Vote--Education, £W89,302:

THE BMSTER FOR EDUCATIOI
(10.17]: The estimated expenditure of the
Education Department for the cunrent year
.shows an increase of £15,565 over the ac-
tual expenditure for 1943-44. In order that
members may have a proper understanding
of the position it is necessary for them to
know that there is one less pay day this
year than there was last year and that ac-
counts for a. sum of £27,500, so that there is
an actual saving in salaries to that extent,
but certain increases offset the amount and
the full effect of the savings is, therefore,
not evident. A sum of £540 has been pro-
vided for the appointment of a relieving in-

spector while automatic increments will ac-
count for a f urther £258. We have provided
for an increase in the compulsion staff and
these three items alone mean provision for
increased salaries to the extent of £1,058.
With regard to the Teachers' College and
an increase in the board allowance for stu-
dent teachers, a further £2,125 has been
provided. Then there are the promotional
and classification increases for which
£,3,000 has been set aside and the extension
of correspondence units and of technical
work in metropolitan and country districts
involves another £6,000. The Narrogin
School of Agriculture was open for only a
portion of last year and when it is open for
the full period a further £2,000 -will be re-
quired. This means that there will he an
additional £14,000 upon the expenditure for
last year. Thus. the full amount of £27,500
will not be available for the benefit of the
department, but only the difference between
that and £14,000.

Then, when we take the excess of L15,564i
over the actual expenditure last year, and
add to that the difference between £27,50-0,
which will be saved because there is one
less pay day, and the £14,000, we get a total
of £C29,000, which will be available for ex-
penditure on contingencies this year. Out
of that amount it is proposed to make avail-
able about £C1,500 for expenditure on furni-
ture and equipment. It is intended with
regard to country schools, which for a long
time have been obliged to put up with the
out-moded long desks, that these shall be
replaced by the modern dual desks. The
science equipment in a nuvmber of schools
has been depleted, and in nearly all is in a
most unsatisfactory condition. It is pro-
posed adequately to equip the science de-
partments of the various schools, and this
year these items will account for approxi-
mately £1,500. There has been an increase
of 34 per cent. in the amount allocated for
secondary school scholarships.

Prior to this year, it was the practice to
provide about 70 scholarships to those chil-
dren who obtained top places in the annual
examinations, and these comprised a living-
away-from-home allowance of £24, plus the
payment of examination fees for the Junior
and Leaving certificates, and a further £3
per year as a book allowance. The remain-
der of the students who gained entrances to
the high schools but did not come within
the first group I have mentioned, also re-
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ceived the living-away-fromi-home allow-
ance but no book allowance nor the fees
for the two University examinations. Now
it is proposed to remove that distinction so
that all children who gain an entrance by
examination to high schools will obtain
scholarships. In addition to the living-
away-from-home allowance, they will re-
ceive the book allowance and the examin-
ation fees as well. Moreover, the living-
away-from-home allowance has been in-
creased from £24 to £30 per annum.

Mr. Perkins: Are they all still subject to
the means testl

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Yes,
as previously. It is the policy of the de-
partment to consolidate schools in the vari-
ous districts to provide for those in isolated
groups an opportunity to gain a richer and
fuller course of study than is possible un-
der the correspondence system. This con-
solidation has been the policy throughout
the years, and it is now proposed to accele-
rate it. An increase of 25 per cent. in the
expenditure in that respect is anticipated
for the coming year. The children of the
North-West have been particularly disad-
vantaged because of war conditions and the
department, which recognised the long time
that elapsed between the time lessons were
despatched by the teacher and their re-
ceipt by the children, and again between
the time the papers were returned by the
child and received by the teacher, corrected
and returned, has decided to do something
to expedite the work and consequently has
arranged to pay air freight on the corre-
spondence. This involves a comparatively
small sum, but it means an additional ex-
penditure of about £300.

The department has in hand a proposal
for opening schools at the Carrolup and
Moore River Native Settlements at the com-
mencement of next year. It has not been
possible to do anything in that regard in
the past, despite efforts made by the de-
partment, because the teachers required
were not available. Five are necessary to
start these two schools. We have heard it
stated that a number of native children
have not received education, but that ap-
plies also to a number of white children.
We have made application to the Common-
wealth Government for the release of teach-
ers from the Armed Services, and that mat-
ter is at present under consideration. We
are hopeful that when a number of these

teachers are returned to the department,
the present moves will be accelerated so
that next year the department will be in a
happier position than it has been for the
past 12 months.

When the native schools are re-opened at
Carrolup and Moore River, the curriculum
provided will, I feel sure, give satisfac-
tion. It is intended that the subjects to be
taught will he more practical than acade-
mic, and experience shows that of native
children who are educated, seven out of
every ten have become independent of
Government assistance. They have been
able to earn sufficient to maintain them-
selves, and the education they received has
made it possible for them to reach that
status. I have had an opportunity to meet
some of the natives who were educated in
the Eastern States, and have learned that
they were giving entire satisfaction in the
jobs they held. I am satisfied that the
education they received enabled them to
take an intelligent interest in the work
and to carry on satisfactorily.

Mr. Berry: What type of job did they
undertake?9

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
The one I have particularly in mind its
employed at an orphanage in the hills. He
is working as a handyman about the place.
He runs the Pump for the water supply,
attends to the stock, which he waters and
feeds. He does the ploughing, seeding and
harvesting, and many other odd jobs. I
was assured by the matron in charge that
he is a most reliable worker and they do
not know what they would do without him
about the place. That native was edu-
cated in Queensland. We have made in-
quiries about the system of education pro-
vided for natives in that State so that we
might take advantage of those phases ap-
plicable to Western Australia.

On the recommendation of the Agricul-
tural Department, wre propose to purchase
the most-up-to-date machinery available
for the School of Agriculture at Narrogin.
The object is to give tuition to students
there on the most np-to-date machinery
available and it is proposed to spend a
large sum of money in providing the neces-
sary equipment. As regards the education
of the country child, we fully appreciate
that in the rural areas disabilities are suf-
fered which are not to be encountered in
the towns. It is, therefore, our intention
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to do all we can to remove a disability
which exists. We think that this is one
step towards that. We propose to use cor-
respondence classes to extend technical
education to the country areas; and in ad-
dition it is proposed to put on itinerant
teachers. We believe that by the equip-
ping of mobile workshops on the same prin-
ciple as the woodwork and metal work in
schools-

Mr. Doney: You did not say "technical
schools."I

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
This is a branch of technical education.
We propose that mobile workshops with
itinerant teachers will move about the
country centres staying at certain places
for a period, and then waking available to
the students practical work in their sub-
jects. That practical work will be supple-
mented by theory which will be made avail-
able through correspondence. We have
already this year experimented with
itinerant domestic science teachers, and
we are particularly pleased with the re-
suits achieved. We have equipped a num-
ber of country schools with domestic
science centres, and have appointed teach-
crs who travel from one centre to another
and spend a certain length of time at each
centre. Previously it was the practice to
appoint to certain country schools women
teachers capable of teaching domestic
science, and they gave one lesson per week.
But we found that a much more satisfac-
tory method was to have a fully qualified
domestic science teacher who taught no-
thing else, who took the lessons which we
included under housewifery, dressmaking,
millinery, cooking and home-making.

These itinerant domestic science teach-
ers travel from centre to centre putting in
three or four weeks in each place and tak-
ing the girls for that period; giving them
during that period such instruction as they
would under the other method receive only
in 12 months. We find that system has
yielded most satisfactory results, and we
trust to extend it. It is a decided benefit
in the country areas. Coming back to the
scholarships which I previously mentioned,
I want to say that the method now
adopted will bestow a special benefit
on the country children, because it
will be mostly country children who
will get the additional scholarships
which have been made available. The

bulk of the fifty scholarships which were
previously won, were won by children in the
metropolitan area. A certain number of
scholarships were district inspectors'
scholarships which were pranted by the dis-
trict inspectors, and 10 scholarships were
specially reserved for country children. But
then the remainder of those entering the
high schools did not get such scholarships
at all, and the majority of those children
were children attending country high schools,
Northam, Albany, Bunbury and so on. Those
children would receive scholarships in the
same way as the previously selected did.
Therefore most of the additional scholar-
ships will go to country children.

Extensions are proposed for the farm
school at Denmark. New accommodation
has been designed and approved and -a
commencement is expected shortly. There
is in evidence in the country today a de-
cided demand for this class of education,
and the department is endenvouring to meet
it by extending Denmark, making provision
at Narrogin, and by putting down for the
present plans for considerable extensions in
the post-wvar years. At the commencement
of this year we introduced at the technical
college diploma courses to meet the demands
of industry, and an extension of those courses
is planned for this year. We have been
embarrassed very considerably by the large
increase in the numbers of post-primary
children. The parents have voluntarily de-
cided to permit their children to remain at
school for a longer time than they did
formerly. Our experience was that the big
bulk of the children left school at 14 years,
and then a reasonably large number at 15,
but a far greater number at 16, with very
few remaining on after that. But in the
last two or three years far greater numbers
of children have remained at school after
attaining the age of 14 years, and because
of the impossibility of putting up the re-
quired buildings to cope with that increase
the department has been considerably em-
barrassed, and all of our post-primary
schools are filled to capacity as well as all
the country high schools. So that a very
large building programme must be contem-
plated for the post-war years.

To meet immediately the increase as well
as we can, we propose to utilise the primary
schools at Aft. Lawley as a co-educational
technical high school. There happened to
be in this particular district five primary
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schools serving an area 'which would be em-
braced by a circle of a diameter of a mile.
In all these schools except one there are
vacant rooms, there being as many as nine
rooms vacant in one school. That is the
result of the changes which have taken place
in the character of the districts, and the
facts that comimercial buildings have been
gradually extending into those areas. There
are fewer residences now, and the people
who are at the age to have families are mov-
ig out, so that as the population is migrat-

ing from the heart of the city, the schools
which are closer to the city are falling in
numbers. It seems very wrong to have a
large number of vacant rooms in certain
districts, and yet to have other schools which
are terribly overcrowded. So something had
to be done to utilise those vacant roams and
thus obviate the necessity of putting up new
buildings at a time when it has been almost
impossible to erect new buildings. Accord-
ingly the department decided upon dispers-
ing the children from one of these schools
to surrounding- schools, so that they would
go outwards to the schools on the perimeter
and in that 'way utilise the vacant rooms in
those schools, That would leave available
ten rooms in one place which could be used
for the overcrowded post-primary child-
ren. It only meant that at the school the
necessary trade rooms had to be erected for
the accommodation of woodwork and metal
work classes and for science laboratories.
Therefore the department decided that those
rooms would be erected and the primary
school converted to a co-educational techni-
cal high school. Eventually this will be a
very fine school indeed. Further academic
blocks will be added later.

When it becomes convenient for the Child
Welfare Department to vacate the receiving
home which occupies a site adjacent to the
school, it will be possible for the full extent-
sion to take place, and we shall have on
that site a magnificent building catering for
some 500 post-primary children. This policy
has been made essential because of the abso-
lute impossibility in these -war years of
erecting a completely new school to provide
for these post-primary children, and at the
same time have entirely out of use a large
number of rooms which would in no other
way be occupied. None of these children
will be subjected to hardship. No child
will he required to travel a distance as great
as a mile. There will he a few of them who

wvill travel approximately a mile, but about
half of them will have less than half a mile
to travel. I discovered that there were in
attendance at Lord-street schoolchildren whc
actually went past another school. They
came from distances far greater than they
'will be called upon to travel under the new
arrangements. There are also children liv-
ing on the east side of the railway line
who now have to go through the subway is
order to attend the school, but 'who will not
have to do that under the new arrangement
They will simply go straight to Maylands,
and will have slightly further to travel hut
will not be required to pass through the
subway or to get through the railway fence
and cross over the line, as some of them do

So that viewing the matter from all angles:
it would appear that, as in all these instanccE
where it is proposed to take away something
that was enjoyed by people, there arc bound
to he protests. This is not the first time the
department has been obliged, because ol
changed conditions, to convert a school, Tht
present technical school at Newcastle-streel
was at one time a primary school, and is nio-%
a junior technical school. It is true that the
infants were permitted to remain, and thi
playground though already too small, wac
divided to make provision for an infants,
school there, but our experience in connev.
tion with the experiment is such that tilt
department is deteirmined not to repeat it
for there is insufficient playing space f ci
both schools and trouble has existed evei
since. Therefore the same procedure couli
not he adopted with satisfaction in regard Uc
this primary school at Lord-street.

I desire to say a word with regard to what
has been done by our Technical College it
connection with Commonwealth training
Approximately 8,000 men have been traneL:
by our technical branch for the Army. At
present the training of discharged soldiern
has reached a stage which compares favour.
ably with the activities of larger States ii
this connection. Army personnel on activt
service, awaiting discharge or discharged
have also the benefit of a new correspond.
enee system in which there is a choice of 3E
courses. At present 751 soldiers arc enrollee
in those courses. The establishment of thesr
correspondence courses has, made it possibh(
for us, as I have already said, to extend tc
country districts courses of technical eduica.
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tion which were previously not available to
country children.

In conclusion all I desire to say is this,
that because of our depleted staff and the in-
ability of the department to have provided
for it the requisite schools to give adequate
accommodation, we have had extreme diffi-
culty in keeping up the standard of work
which has been performed by the depart-
ment. But we think that, having regard to
all the adverse circumstances, the work done
by the teachers and the department com-
pares more than favourably with the work.
done by departments in the other States.
There is a number of directions in which we
would like to be able to do more. We were
disappointed that as we could not get the
teachers, we had to close down certain wood-
work, metal work and domestic science cen-
tres when we knew the value of the in-
struction given to the children. Through
sheer lack of staff it was impossible to keep
the centres open. The department has been
subjected to some criticism by parents un-
aware of the conditions; but we bad to
battle through with a depleted staff, arl
anybody who views the position fairly and
squarely will admit that, having regard to
the disabilities suffered, the work of the de-
partment has compared favourably with that
of former years.

MR. PERKINS (York) : I dealt at some
length with educational matters when the
general debate oni the Estimates took place
and I do not intend to cover that round
again. Tonight I wish to deal with one
or two questions that the Minister raised
in introducing his Estimates. The posi-
tion as outlined by him is one that I do
not wish to criticise Sharply. I judge from
the tenor of his speech, and from conversa-
tions with him and officers of his depart-
ment, that they are quite prepared to ad-
mit the position in regard to educational
facilities is not quite what they would like
it to he. The mere fact that the Minister
has outlined various far-reaching improve-
ments and alterations tonight is an indica-
tion that we may expect a considerable im-
provement in the future. In view of my
experience of the department in recent
times, I consider it is making an honest
attempt to improve the situation. I would
like to commend the Minister for his help-
ful attitude in discussing with the mem-
bers conceraed the particular problems that

arise in various districts. There are many
far-reaching changes I would like to See In
my district. The Minister has viaitpd some
centres and intends to visit others to see
for himself; and, if that co-operative atti-
tude is displayed, the department can ex-
Pect Co-operation from the people.

The Minister has outlined proposed in-
creased expenditure in the coming 12
months, hut I am afraid that the expendi-
ture involved is a mere drop in the ocean
compared with whet must be laid out in
the years immediately ahead of us. I
agree, however, that the department is
doing most of what can be done with the
limited material and labour available. I
heard the Minister say that he had net
been turned down by the Treasurer in con-
nection with anything for which he had
asked. I. hope the Government will con-
tinue to exhibit that attitude for some
time to come, The Minister is aware that
a great number of our country schools are
old end dilapidated. He has made some
statement regarding improvement in equip-
ment that we may expect in the immediate
future. A considerable improvement and
extension of school buildings is necessary
if the department is to carry out its policy
of consolidation. The department should
draw up some comprehensive plan to put
that policy into effect.

Unfortunately it has been the policy of
Governments in this State on far too many
occasions that -when a position arises that
some extension of existing services is neces-
sary, all that is done is that some addition
is made to the service or the buildings that
exist in a particular area. I hope the de-
partment will not do that in regard to
schools. If we are going to ha-ve consoli-
dated schools, it will be a much better
policy to start out afresh in most of our
country centres where school buildings are
inadequate to carry on that type of school
that has been maintained over the past
years. To run a consolidated school such
as is visualised is going to require entirely
new buildings. I hope that will not be
brought about by adding to existing school
rooms, but that new ones will be erected;
and the old buildings can probably be used
as manual training and domestic science
rooms and so forth. They need not be
wasted. We should see that whatever ex-
pen diture is incurred in the way of new
school buildings is used to erect edifices of
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which we can he proud, and which we can
show to visitors as indicative of a progres-
sive movement towards establishing pro-
per edu cational. facilities in our State.

I know the director has some opinions
regarding the extension of visual educa-
tion. I understand that films used by the
department have been made in Australia
and that a certain organisation has been
set up. There is some chance that that
organisation will be carried on, and it may
be possible to build up a very valuable ad-
junct to our existing teaching facilities by
using films for ordinary primary and sec-
ondary educational work and for adult
education as well. If that is done there
will be need for some great extension of
the type of building we have been used to
and have considered adequate in the past
as a country school building, in order to
provide a kind of theatre in which to make
use of this type of visual education. There
is a great lack of secondary educational
facilities in country districts, particularly
in the districts immediately east of Perth.
The Northam High School is grossly over-
crowded and there are proposals for tak-
ing a greater number of secondary school
pupils to that centre by bus from
York. I know the Minister is aware of the
proposal and I understand he is sympath-
etic. If that is done, and following on the
development he mentioned in regard to
children staying on at school for a longer
period and more use being made of second-
ary school;, it is natural to expect that the
overcrowding at Northam will become even
worse in future than in the past, and it
will be absolutely impossible to cope with
the position.

I hope that the department, in the not
too distant future, will agree to erect an-
other high school at some point further east
off Northam, somewhere between Northam
and ValgoorliC. One thinks of Merredin as a
suitable point to serve the whole of the
eastern areas north and south of the gold-
fields line. I believe that a sufficient num-
ber of pupils would be available to justify
the provision of a high school at Merredin,
and such a school would solve a great many
proMems for the pupils in those more eas-
terly areas. If a high school is anywhere
up to 70 or 80 miles f rom their home, it
is possible for children to return to their
parents at kreek-ends and the hostel at such
i high school would have to cater for the

pupils for only four nights a week. Under
those circumstances, it would be much
easier for parents to keep control of their
children and give them the benefits of home
influence than if they had to be sent 1-00
miles or more away and then could get
home only once a term. I hope the Minis-
ter will give some consideration to the pos-
sibility of establishing another high schxiol
in those eastern areas. I have suggested
Merrodin but we must leave the actual
location to the decision of the department.

I feel reasonably satisfied with the ad-
ministration of the department. Although
not content with the actual position exist-
ing at the moment, I think the majority of
country people have a feeling that they can
expect better things in the future. There
are difficulties through a great number or
people being absent from country areas at
present, for it requires a sufficient number
of people within a given area to make pos-
sible the maintenance of educational facili-
ties. We can expect that position to im-
prove when the war is over and people re-
turn to country districts. It should then be
possible to extend bus services materially
and build up the consolidated schools to
which the Minister has referred. That is
the only other point to which I desire to
-refer. With better roads and an improved
type of b'u, it %yould be p)ossihle to extend
the length of the routes over which buses
can operate. With the type of bus heing
used at present to convey children to coun-
try schools, a ifi-miles radius is quite suffi-
cient to expect any children to travel-that
is, a round trip of 32 miles. By using a
better type of hus, something like the taxi
cars that operate between Perth and Fre-
mantle, it should he possible to extend the
routes to 40 or even 45 miles without the
children having to be in the bus for any
longer period and without their suffering
as much discomfort as is experienced with
the makeshift vehicles used at present. I
commend those points to the Minister.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedlands) : I have
listened with great care to the Minister's
statement. It is the first I have heard him
make as 'Minister for Education and I con-
gratulate him on the clear and concise in-
formation he has given to3 us and on the
general manner in which he presented the
Estimates. I was disappointed,. however,
at not hearing any reference to the
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Teachers' Training College. Perhaps I
missed that reference as I came in
after he had started his speech. The
Training College is a matter of con-
siderable importance to a great number
of people. particularly to sonic in my elec-
torate. I would like to bear whether any
determination has been reached as to the
length of the course it is hoped to pursue
in the future.

The Minister for Education: A two years'
course has been decided on.

The Premier: Double what it was.

Honi. N. KCEENAN: It could be double
without being enough.

The Premier: It is not bad progress.

Hon. N. KEENAN: There is also the ques-
tion of what is to be the college course dur-
lug that time and whether it is to be com-
pulsory, or voluntary. I understand there
was some (liscontent in the college over a
certain portion of the course about which
I asked a question at the time. This is a
matter that concerns those who are attend-
ing the college, some of whom live in my
electorate. There is another matter I have
undertaken to put before the Minister. Un-
fortunately the file containing the whole of
the'in formation has been mislaid so I shall
have to speak from memory. I refer to
the Lord-street or Mt. Lawley school-I
presume it is one and the same school. I
amx speaking on behalf of the member for
North Perth, who unfortunately cannot be
present on account of Service duties, to ex-
plain his point of view and that of parentb
in the district. As I remember the facts-
I may be making an error-the school has
an attendance of about 400 infants.

The Minister for Education: The number
is 399.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I was very close to
it. That is a full attendance for the school
as it exists.

The Minister for Education: There are
two vacant rooms in the school.

Hon. N. KEENAN: That occurs, I under-
stand, because the staff is insufficient. The
actual number of infants attending the
school would warrant the use of all the
rooms in the building, but owing to the
school being understaffed, some of the rooms
are overcrowded, because the children are
put into them ia order that the staff avail-
able may instruct them.

The Minister for Education: That is not
so. The classes there are no larger than
those elsewhere.

Hon. N. KEENAN: What is the size of
a class? From what I remember I believe
it was 50.

The Minister for Education: It would he
over 40.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I understand that
there would be no class with an attendance
below 40 and that many of the classes would
be wveil over that number. I believe the
headmaster told the parents that they would
have to make the best of it, although the
number whas far more than any teacher
should be asked to instinct.

The Minister for Education; Those are
the conditions prevailing in all the schools
in the metropolitan area.

Hon. N. KEENAN: What is the explana-
tion of the empty roomisl' It is that the
staff is insufficient to have the number of
classes that ought to be held.

The Minister for Education: There are
fewer children at that school now than there
were in years past. The number has been
falling.

Hon. N. KEENAN: To what extent has
it fallen?

The CHAIRMAN: This dialogue must
cease. Will the member for Nedlands kindly
address the Chair.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I regret having
broken the rules, but I was tempted to ask
certain questions to elicit information. Ap-
parently the version of the facts by the
parents is at sonic variance 'with the version
of the Minister. Parents allege that the
school is below strength because some child-
ren were refused.

The Minister for Education: That is defi-
nitely not so.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Then there is some
matter in question. The reason for the
presence of vacant rooms is not that the
number of children has declined and that
there are consequently more rooms than are
necessary; the reason is that the staff has
been reduced in numbers and the children
have to be crowded into fewer rooms so that
the staff can instruct them. There is also
the point that if the school is closed, it will
necessitate these children, who are all in-
fants-

The Minister for Education: No fear!
There are all classes up to the sixth standard
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and some of the children are up to 12 years
of age.

Hon. N. KEENAN: How many would
he infants?

The Minister f or Education: Less than a
quarter.

The CHAIRMAN: I ask the member for
Nedlands for the last time kindly to address
the Chair and cease cross-examining the
Minister, who has the right of reply.
No further warning will be given either to
the Minister or to the member for Nedlands.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I must do my best
to comply with your order, Mr. Chairman.
The information supplied to me was that a
considerable number of these children might
be described as infants. Moreover, if the
school is closed, these infants are the child-
ren of parents living closest to the school.
It is the infant classes whose parents are
living in close proximity to the school, and if
the infants have to travel to another school,
it is a matter of common knowledge that
they would run considerable risk. I under-
stand that it would mean travelling about
a mile, and so those children would have to
run considerable risk in going to and from
another school. No one objects to the estab-
lishment of a post primary school, but why
sacrifice the infants' school the existence of
which is still warranted? Why select, for the
purpose of establishing a post primary
school, a school that has an attendance suf-
ficient to occupy all the rooms provided the
school were fully staffed? Why is this the
only site that can be made available for a
post-primary school?

The Minister for Education: It happens
to be close to the reserve.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Is not there another
site equally close to the reserve?

The Minister for Education: No.
Ron. N. KEENAN: There again my in-

formation differs from the Minister's.
The Minister for Works: Put your ques-

tions on the notice paper.
Hon. N. KEENAN: I think the Chairman

is in charge, not the Minister. It seems
peculiar to close a school which has been
established for a great number of years and
which has a large attendance of children in
order to establish another school which could
be equally well established on another site.
The information on this matter has now been
handed to me, and from it I find that this
school has been in existence for 40 years
and is situated in a purely residential area.

It has had in attendance the same average
as it has at preent; the attendance has not
declined to any extent. The actual attend-
ance in the first week of this year was 398,
and the Minister gave the figure as 399.
The pupils per class avenage 50 which, of
course, is an absurd number, except for the
fact that the staff is not available. In any
other circumstances, it would be a most un-
justifiable number. No teacher can efficiently
instruct a class of 50.

The Minister for Education: I hope you
realise that this did not start with the new
Minister.

Hon. N. KEENAN: Very probably. If
the Minister will turn his mind back to
former days, he will realise that there was
a time when the Government of the day
was carrying on from month to month. 1
understand that a meeting of the parents
wvas held recently, that the Minister attended
it, and that the information given was that
to close the school would not only impose a
great disadvantage on the children, hut that
some of the parents would not risk sending
their children through crowded streets to the
schools they would be required to attend.
Other reasons were submitted to the Minister
on which it was hoped he would alter the
proposal and at least leave the children in
attendance at that school. As I said, the
school has been in existence for 40 years and
has an attendance of just on 400 pupils.
Surely it should be permitted to remain in
existence! I am afraid I have given a some-
what disjointed story because I had not the
papers before me in time to read them. I
have no particular knowledge of the circum-
stances, but it seems clear from what I have
placed before members that we are going to
call on the parents of a very old established
school with a very good attendance to have
their children scattered amongst other
schools. In many instances this will involve
the children in very grave danger. I hope
that consideration will be given to the matter
and that this school will be allowed to con-
tinue in existence as at present.

MR. KELLY (Yilgarn-Coolgardie) : I feel
that the Minister in his address has given a
very clear indication that the expenditure
for the current year, as compared with last
year, is going to be greater. I believe that
the main improvements enumerated will
bning a great amount of satisfaction, par-
ticularly in country districts. One of the
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improvements to the system enumerated by
the Minister is the replacement in all the
country schools of the desks now in use. If
the department achieves no object in the
year other than the improvement that is an-
ticipated in this direction, very useful ser-
vice will have been performed. There was
one notable omission from the Minister's
speech. He did not refer to the extension
of the high school system to country areas.
I was pleased to hear the member for York
mention Merredin as a possible centre for a
high school. The Northam High School is
already overcrowded; and for the whole dis-
trict from Northern to Kalgoorlic there is
not one high school.

With the increasing number of students
who are coming on in the eastern, north-
eastern and south-eastern wheatbelt, as well
as jn the lower mining areas, the time has
arrived when consideration must be given to
establishing a high school in some convenient
centre. No doubt the principal town in all
of those districts would like the school to ho
erected in it, but the most suitable place is
the one where the majority of the children
are living. From what the Minister said, I
understand that at least 200 students are re-
quired to justify the erection of a high
school. In the districts which T have men.-
tioned no more central place could be found
than Merredin. The Minister did not actu-
ally mention Merredin, but I appreciate the
fact that he has the necessary data available
to him through departmental channels. I"
any high school extension, I feel that first
consideration should be given to Merredin,
when materials and labour are available.

MR. HrLL (Albany);- Up to date, I have
complained considerably because of the
neglect which my constituency has suffiered
at the hands of the Government. Today I
propose to follow a different track. I wish
to thank the Minister and the Education
Department for the consideration which my
electorate has received. I also congratulate
the Minister on his good taste in selecting
Denmark as a site for a school of agriculture.
I have seen many towns in Australia, but
have yet to find a more beautiful spot than
Denmark. From an agricultural standpoint,
it has definitely come into its own. It is a
tourist centre and now it has been decided
to build a school of agriculture there. In
that beautiful locality the boys attending

this school should spend a very enjoyable
time.

I am pleased that the Government has
made available the sum of £5,000 to be spent
on the Albany High School. This school has
a very high record and its grounds arc cer-
tainly a credit to the pupils. I express the
hope that the Treasurer will agree to resume
the land in front of the building, which is
very well situated. We have in Albany the
biggest parents and citizens' association in
the State. The president of the association
is aiming at a membership of 500 and I
do not think he is very far from his ob-
jective, if he has not already reached it.
The Albany State school requires attention;
the building-s are old and their reconstruction
will have to be taken in hand as soon as
possible to cater for the children in the
surrounding district. I understand the de-
pertinent has in view a very ambitious
scheme for developing Denmark as an edu-
cational centre, and so I say to the depart-
ment, "Thank you,"' because I think the de-
partmnt deserves thanks.

MR . HOLMAN (Forrest): I rise to speak
to these Estimates primarily because I desire
to congratulate the Minister for Education
on his elevation to Cabinet rank. I am aware
that I am not the only one who has done so,
and I realise that T am not the only one who
should do so. I wish to thank him for what
he has done for my electorate since he has
assumed office. I know there are still many
people in my electorate with justifiable and
other grouches, but 'we shall have such people
for ever. They are like the brook.

Mr-. McLarty: The babbling brook!
Mr. HOLMAN: Yes. Probably some of

them have cause to complain, but unfor-
tunately there cannot always he alterations
under existing circumstances. I have a few
suggestions to make to the Minister. One
relates to young persons attending the
Teachers' College. When these young people
leave their home town to attend the
Teachers' College they are entitled to an
away-f rom-home allowance. Some parents
do not like their children, especially young
girls, to come to the city without being
accompanied by their mother or a guardian.
In this case, however, the girl is deprived
of the away-from-home allowance. I know
this to be a fact, as I have a particular case
in mind. No doubt I am not the only Ynein-
ber in this Chamber who knows of similar
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cases. The girl I have in mind came to the
city and received her away-from-home allow-
ance, but it was suddenly cut off. That was
in accordance with the regulations and I am
not complaining on that score. However, I
voice my protest, as I think the department
might see fit to alter the regulations in cases
where a girl is accompanied by her mother.

I also wish to congratulate the Minister on
the establishmnent of youth-fitness centres.
These are doing wonderful work not only in
the metropolitan area, but also throughout
the country districts. The youth-fitness
scheme is creating a marvellous impression
in my electorate. The main suggestion I
have to make to the Minister, however, is
this: Something is happening in England
at present that will revolutionise educational
facilities there. We have heard of radio
talks to children in schools and kindergartens,
but now there is something new, namely
lessons by television for post-war schools.
Radio is going to play a tremendous
part in the post-war period. At pre-
sent we are not allowed to partici-
pate in radio secrets because of the war
situation. It would not be right for the
authorities to give us the knowledge which
they possess. I believe immense strides
have been made in radio development, and
one of the greatest strides is in television.
Its use in classrooms will, as I said, re.
volutionise teaching. All schools, includ-
ing those in remote country centres, will
have tile advantage of lessons given by
university professors, and be able to see
the person actually delivering his lesson.
Imagine the wonderful effect that will have
on the children! This year, for the first
time in 10 years, we have brought a party
of correspondence school children to Perth
and shown them how the children in Perth
are being educated. I predict that in the
future that will hardly be necessary, be-
cause country children will be enabled, by
means of television, to see and learn just
as much as the city child can. I wish to
make a quotation from an English news-
paper. I do not know whether the Minis-
ter has seen it but I hope he will give it
deep consideration. The article deals with
lessons by television for the post-war
schools in England and reads--

Television will be used in classrooms under
plans being considered by the Ministry of Edu-
cation. "It will revolutionise teaching meth-
ods,'' an official said. A Ministry engineer,
Mr. H. E. Dance, has been appointed to deve-

lop this side of school work. He pointed out
that before television and films could be used
in combination, as they should be, much re-
search and advanced experiment would be ne-
cessary. Some of Air. Dance's inventions are
already being used in classrooms; they have en-
abled schools to get beyond the elementary
stage of film programmes and mass-showings
in assembly halls. All films in post-war schools,
except for special occasions, will be shown in
class rooms and become part of the lesson, with
the teacher as commentator.

In addition, there has been another advance
in England with respect to films. Child-
ren are enabled to see educational films in
daylight. That is a matter which the de-
partment should look into here. It must
be recognised that our hls have been over-
sea fighting for our liberties, and they are
bound to note the advance made by science
in other countries. They will bring back
that information and doubtless they will
agree as to importance of television in the
educational facilities offered to the rising
generation. I stress the fact that the use
of television in schools will revolutionise
future educational facilities. I commend
the article I have mentioned to the con-
sideration of the Minister, and trust that
many other improved facilities will be made
available for the benefit of the future citi-
zens of this State, especially those residing
in country areas.

MR. WILLMOTT (Sussex) : I impress
upon the Minister for Education the neces-
sity to take action immediately to secure
land at Margaret River for the proposed
school area. I have been in touch with the
Minister on the matter, and he is aware that
two areas were chosen as prospective sites
for a school, but, so far as I have been able
to ascertain, the definite site has not yet
been determined. The land that I think is
most favoured is situated near the present
school. I point out to him that there is a
possibility of a few residential blocks in
that locality being purchased, so I would
advise that the block he bought as soon as
possible. It includes a lot of summerland as
well as high parts for building purposes
that will be of great advantage to the school
children of that district. For about three
or four months I have been endeavouring to
get a school established on Group 88. There
are a number of children there who are
six miles from the nearest school. One of
the settlers was prepared to allow certain
renovations to be carried out on a house
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that was erected on part of his block in
order that it might he used for school pur-
poses. I do not know where the hitch arose,
but I understand that the architectural
branch of the P.W.D. held up the work.
What work was done there was the result
of a busy bee. The house was renovated,
and made satisfactory for school purposes,
and the dairy part was converted into lava-
tories. I hope that all difficulties associated
with the matter will be overcome and that
early in the New Year the school will be
opened. I understand that one of the local
residents, who was a teacher in the Educa-
tion Department some time ago, is willing
to take on the wvork, and I trust the Min-
ister will do all he can to facilitate compli-
ance with the residents' desires.

I also impress upon the Minister the
necessity of providing more ground for the
Busselton school. In that instance, two
blocks have already been bought. There is
a large block opposite the school that would
he suitable, the only objection to it being
that the children will have to cross one of
the streets. I hope the Government will
acquire the block before it is purchased by
someone else. I believe the Minister is do-
ing his best with regard to the proposed
central sehool at Margaret River. The in-
tendion at present is to put on a bus so as
to bring in children from the outer dis-
tricts to the central school. The Minister
knows that we did endeavour to have such
a schooll established in the Karridale dis-
Werit. I spent a lot of time with an in-
spector interviewing parents, but we could
not secure a tender for a bus service. I am
glad to know that the school that was closed
at Augusta has been re-opened. Then again,
the McLeod Creek school, at which only
nine or ten children are in attendance, is
to be kept open, and we are grateful to
the department for that decision. When he
introduced his Estimates, the Minister for
Health referred to the necessity of increased
dental treatment of school children. That
applies especially in the Nannup area, and
I trust that, with the requisite co-operation
between the Health Department and the
Education Department, even greater efforts
will be made to provide children in country
districts with much more dental treatment
than they receive at present.

There is no dentist at Nannup, and the
nearest is at Busselton, which is 40 miles
distant. At that centre there is one dentist

who permanently resides in the town, while
another from Bunbury is available at Bus-
selton on one or two days each week. How-
ever, the fact remains that tis ehildrnn
do not receive adequate treatment, and very
often teeth that are extracted could be
filled. That is not always satisfactory, and
I trust the Minister for Education will do
everything possible to see that adequate
dental treatment is available for the school
children.

The Minister for Education: The Minister
for Health is responsible for that.

The Minister for Health: The bon. mem-
ber asks that we shall co-operate in the
matter.

Mr. WILLMQ0TT: I trust that Ministers
will take notice of what I have said on this
matter and take the necessary action.

Mr. LELIE: I move-
That progress be reported.

Motion put and negatived.

MR. LESLIE (Mt. 'Marshall) : In view of
the lateness of the hour, the Minister may
possibly anticipate a brief speech so that
members may go home.

The Premier: You have had a good trot
tonight!

Mr. LESLIE: That is so. On this occa-
sion, I do not desire to be as harsh in my
references to the Minister as I have been
regarding some of his colleagues, hecause I
have seen evidence of intention on his part
to effect improvements in the existing order
of things in the Education Department. I
thank him and his officers for the courtesy
I have received when I have approached
them regarding educational matters. I have
not succeeded in obtaining everything for
which I asked, nor has the Minister, in the
programme he has outlined for the coming
year, indicated that all the people hope for
will be forthcoming. I recognise that we
must hasten slowly. I was very pleased to
hear the Minister say it was the intention
of the department to improve the desk accom-
modation in schools, for that will supply
a long-felt want. The sooner that reform is
instituted, the more pleased we shall be.

Another matter of importance is the pro-
vision of high school facilities in the eastern
wvheatbelt. It cannot be denied that between
Northam and the Goldfields, another high
school must be established. I do not pro-
pose to precipitate a battle of sites in that
respect. I do not press its erection in my
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electorate, although the people there would
be very pleased if that should happen. My
constituents and I desire to be reasonable,
and we suggest that Merredin is the natural
centre for any such provision. So much is
that so that we are supporting representa-
tions that have been made by the Merredin
folk to have a high school erected there. I
urge the Minister to do what he can to
secure the establishment of the institution at
that centre.

The Minister for Education: You know
that the numbers are not yet available there.

Mr. LESLIE: No, but that applies to
other districts, and that has been the ex-
perience on other occasions.

Mr. Perkins: A lot of Merredin children
go to the High School at Northam.

Mr. LESLIE: When the Minister remarks
that the numbers are not there yet, it re-
minds me of the old question: Which comes
first, the egg or the chicken? I suggest
that if the Minister provides the high school,
he will quickly get the scholars.

The Minister for Education: That stage
has not been reached yet.

Mr. LESLIE: As to the population not
being there yet, I claim that the school will
be filled to capacity as soon as the requisite
facilities are provided.

The Minister for Works: That all de-
pends on the size of the school provided!

Mr. LESLIE: For my part, I visualise
the erection of a high school there that will
be in keeping with the bright future of the
district. No such provision should be made
on the basis of the present population. I
have not in mind only the centre itself, hut
the district that will be served running south
as far as Corrigin. The district to be served
will include centres where the population
can be expected to increase very considerably
in the post-war period, and certainly high
school facilities will be an essential for the
children residing in that part of the State.
As a matter of fact, if we hope to populate
those areas we must make these facilities
available. The days of pioneering arc gone;
people expect today, when they go out into
the country, that they will have facilities
made available to them equal to the facili-
ties which they leave behind in the more
established districts. At the present day
existing high schools are inadequate to meet
the needs of children, and some of those
children travel to attend other high schools.
Not only is the Northam High School over-

taxed, but there is also the question of liv-
ing accommodation at Northam. On that
matter the member for Northam, the Min-
ister for Works, would be able to support
lay remarks, thus adding his weight to the
representations I make urging that addi-
tional facilities must be made available
elsewhere.

Another question I wish to touch on is
in connection with the medical and dental
examination of school children. I very much
regret that no increase is shown this year
in the money made available for that pur-
pose. The present medical and dental
school examination facilities are totally in-
adequate, though the service is one that is
highly necessary. Only recently I had an
experience in connection with the itinerary
that the dental unit had worked out for its
various visits to schools for the purpose of
examining the children attending them. I
do not know the number of children attend-
ing the school which I have in mind, hut
the number examined wvas little more than
half of the children there. Then the unit
had to go on its way in order to maintain
the programme of visits that it bad mapped
out. An instruction might be issued that
the den tal unit should complete its ex-
azniination of the children at one school
before proceeding to the next school. It is
most unsatisfactory to parents to discover
that some of the children had been exram-
ined while theirs had not. Furthermore,
that school would be listed as having been
visited by the dental unit, and then might
have to wait a very long time before it was
listed for another visit. It is hardly likely
that the children who are missed, especially
chil dren in the h igh class es, will ever rece ive
the dental unit's examination and treatment.
Some parents do not realise the necessity
for examination of their children's teeth as
they should. I hope the Minister will ad-
vise the unit to complete one school before
going on to another.

Education is the most important thing
that we have with us today. I would like
our Government to make urgent represen-
tations to the Commonwealth Government
for the release of as many school teachers
from the Forces as possible; school teach-
ers should have No. 1 priority in that re-
spect. Although the necessity for enabling
our country to win this war is of prime
importance, we must guard against vic-
tory being bougzht at too high a price. This
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might easily be the case if the educational
standard of our children is allowed to suf-
fer or be lowered. The Government should
consider the education of the next genera-
tion and the generations thereafter being
maintained and improved and therefore
allow the release of a comparatively few
men from the Army. The small number
withdrawn could hardly affect the success
or failure of the Armed Services to any ap-
preciable extent. I urge the advisableness
of building up those futute generations
upon whom Australia will have to rely.

MR. SEWARD (Pingelly):. I was inter-
ested in the Minister 'a speech, and followed
it fairly closely; but I stumbled because, ac-
cording to the member for York, the Minis-
ter has stated that he was not turned down
by the Treasury on any request submitted
by him. That is not so. I have a stinking
school in my electorate to which I have
drawn the Minister's attention. It is situ-
ated at Karlgarin. It is built of wood and
asbestos, and it is stuck out in a place that
has not a vestige of shade. It is packed
with children to such 'an extent that the
inspector has recommended it should be
rebuilt. This the Minister himself has re,-
commended but the Treasury has turned
down the proposal, stating that the neces-
sary funds cannot be found for the work.
That is a gross injustice to the children. I
appeal to the Treasurer now to see whether
he cannot find money to rebuild this school.
I should say tbe place is worth £C30 or £40.
It is an extraordinary thing that we have
in the Public Works Department competent
men in the matter of building, and when-
ever we want to enlarge a school they pull
the existingo building down and put up a
new building. They cannot pull the wall
out and add another 10 ft. to the building.
I suggest that in this case that could not
be done. It is necessary to pull the whole
structure down and build a brand new
school. I hope the Minister will take the
matter up again with the Treasurer. Speak-
ing from memory, there are at present 21
children receiving education at that school.
The teachers' residence is one of the best
school residences which I have seen in a
country place. It is a large house, contain-
ing five or six rooms, and it has a wide
verandah all round it. Unquestionably, it
is the best building at the siding. As a
matter of fact, the children could be

taught on the verandah. It is most unfair
to the youngsters that they should be ac-
commodated as they are, with a kerosene
box for a desk and another kerosene box
for a seat.

The Premier: You are well up in the
priority list.

Mir. SEWARD: The Treasury has turned
it down.

The Premier: No.
Mr. SEWARD: It has. I interviewed the

Assistant Under Treasurer and he turned
the proposal down, notwithstanding that it
had been recommended by the school in-
spector and the director.

The Premier: Hle is not the boss. You
come and see me.

Mr. SEWARD: The present position is a
disgrace.

The Premier: I agree.
lir. SEWARD: Had it not been a genn-

ine case, I would not have mnade the re-
quest. I am pleased to note that the edu-
cation of natives is to receive attention, but
in this respect other points must be looked
at. There must he an outlet for the na-
tives, particularly the boys, after they have
been educated. The girls of course can un-
dertake domestic duties. It would be un-
fair to educate the natives without making
some provision for their welfare after-
wards. Tho Native Affairs Department
should be able to employ some of them. That
would be one outlet. Other outlets could be
found. I support the Vote.

MR. DONEY (Will iams-Narrogin):t Very
briefly indeed, I wish to call the Minister's
attention to the fact that as long ago as
1939 the provision of a separate domestic
science school at Narrogin was high up 'on
the priority list of school buildings. The
position at present is that the manual train-
ing and household management, or domestic
science, classes arc both held in the same
building. One can imagine what sodt of a
mixture there would be-shavings and soup,
sawdust and cake. The shavings, of course,
would be brushed away before the domestic
class started. Nevertheless, the atmosphere
and surroundings generally are entirely un-
suited to the successful carrying on of these
classes. That will be apparent. I do not
wish to build up a case, because it has been
recognised for a number of years that a
separate building should he provided for the
household management class. I merely wish
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to bring the matter to the attention of the
Minister, and to say that I will call on him
at his office at a later date with respect to
it, rather than run the risk of further de-
laying this sitting.

Vote put and passed.
Votes--Child Welfare and Outdoor Re-

lief, £675,500; Gold fields Water Supply
Undertaking, £142,750; Kalgoorlie Abat-
toirs, £6,964; Mfetropolitan Aba ttoirs and
Sale Yards, £56,910; Metropolitan Water
Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Depart-
ment, £134,955; Other Hydraulic Under-
takings Chargeable to Revenue, £734545-
agreed to.

Progress reported.

BILL-WORIKERS' COMPENSATION
ACT AMEDET

Retu'rned from the Council with amend-
ments.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL
TEE PREMIlER: I move-
That the House at its rising adjourn till 4

p.m. today (Thursday).

House adjourned at 12.2 anm. (Thuysday).

legislatve council.
Thursdayr, 14M1 December, 1944.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION.
MURESK AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

As to Students, Etc.

Hon. W. J. MANN asked the Chief Sec-
retary:

(i) How many students entered Mureak
Agricultural College each year since the
outbreak of the present war?

(ii) What percentage gained passes in
the courses for which they entered?

(iii) What was the cost of maintaining
that institution each year?

(iv) What was the value of-(a) stock;
and (h) produce produced each year?

The HONORARY MINISTER (for the
Chief Secretary) replied:

(i) 1939, 18; 1940, 17; 1941, 14; 1942, 15.
The college was closed in July, 1942, owing
to Military requirements.

(ii) The following number of students
gained diplomas in each year mentioned:-
1939, 12; 1940, 11; 1941, 14; 1942, no exam-
ination owing to closure of college.

(iii) Treasury expenditure:- 1939-40,
£14,165; 1940-41, £:13,917; 1941-42, £14,537;
1942-43, £8,443; 1943-44, £5,344. These
sums are exclusive of interest and deprecia-
tion.

(iv) (a) Sale of stock from 1939-40 to
1943-44 as follows :-1,211, £922, £937,
£1,111, £1,857. (b) Sale of produce-
£1,136, £1,199, £1,270, £1,845, £1,817.

BILLS (2)-THIRD READING.
L, Rural and Industries Bank.
2, University of Western Australia Act

Amendment.
Returned to the Assembly with amend-

ments.

BILL-TOWN PLANING AND
DEVELOPMENT ACT AMENDMENT.
Bill returned from the Assembly without

amendment.

BILLr-SHEARURS' ACCOMMODATION
ACT AMENDMENT.

Assembly's Request for Conference.

Messag-e from the Assembly received and
read requesting a conference on the amend-
ments insisted on by the Council, and notify-
ing that at such conference the Assembly
would he represented by three managers.
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